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Предисловие

Практикум дополняет курс устной речи и призван лечь в основу
комплекса знаний, которыми студенты должны обладать по окончании курса. В практикум включены тексты для чтения, снабженные,
где необходимо, вопросами и заданиями, нацеленными на освоение
базовой лексики по курсу устной речи. Тексты взяты из ведущих
научных, публицистических и энциклопедических изданий на английском языке (в британском и американском его вариантах) и отражают современную лексику.
Тематика текстов продиктована программой курса устной речи
и включает следующие разделы: «Изобретения и открытия, сделан
ные человечеством», «Наука и техника», «Робототехника», «Нано
технологии», «Генная инженерия: научно-этические аспекты»,
«Медицина: современные проблемы и пути их решения», «Эколо
гические проблемы современности и охрана окружающей среды»,
«Общество потребления и реклама», «Глобализация», «Мировые
угрозы и терроризм», «Интернет». Не претендуя на всеохватность,
предложенные тексты отражают основные научные, гуманитарные
и этические аспекты названных проблем современности и различные
точки зрения ученых и общественности на них, позволяют составить
комплексное представление об изучаемом феномене. Содержание
текстов рассчитано на студентов с продвинутым уровнем знания
английского языка.
Каждый раздел предполагает как аудиторное, так и самостоя
тельное ознакомление студентов с лексическим материалом и дальнейшие наблюдения над его реализацией в тексте, являющемся
организующей единицей раздела. Текст наиболее полно освещает
поставленную проблему, ему в большинстве случаев предпослан
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набор важнейших лексических единиц, обусловливающих адекватное понимание текста, и вопросов, ответы на которые студенты
должны найти в процессе его прочтения. Ознакомление с базовой
лексикой по теме, изучение особенностей ее перевода, произношения, функционирования в контексте обеспечивает наиболее
глубокое, всестороннее и эффективное овладение лексическим
материалом.
Практикум также включает упражнения к аудиозаписям и фильмам, ознакомление с которыми является частью курса.
По усмотрению преподавателя очередность изучения того или
иного раздела может варьироваться, задания — видоизменяться
в зависимости от потребностей аудитории.
В конце практикума приводится пример итоговой контрольной
работы, предлагаемой студентам для проверки усвоения ими материала по конкретной теме.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

LANDMARK INVENTIONS
OF THE MILLENNIUM
Study the vocabulary, get ready to define, translate and transcribe the words
from the text Landmark Inventions of the Millennium. Then read the text and
answer the questions below.

Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
1) glass lens
2) wireless communications,
instantaneous
communications
3) printing press
4) scientific and technological
breakthrough
5) stringent criteria
6) fundamental leap
7) to devise
8) steam engine
9) rapid transportation
10) to hold out
11) automobile
12) propulsive power
13) internal-combustion engine
14) gemstone
15) spectacles
16) microscope

17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)

telescope
mariner
to yield information
to throw navigators off
course
uncharted lands
compass
lodestone/loadstone
antiquity
sundial
water clock
reservoir
float (n.)
pointer arm
verge escapement
notched wheel
pendulum
to be off (of a clock)
refinement
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35)
36)
37)
38)
39)
40)
41)
42)
43)
44)
45)
46)
47)
48)
49)
50)
51)
52)
53)
54)
55)
56)
57)
58)
59)
60)
61)
62)
63)
64)
65)
66)
67)
68)
69)
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to reverberate
longitude
boon to science
shortsighted/farsighted
to dissolve into a blur
heavenly body
hotbed of smth.
optical workshops
teeming microbes
animalcules
bacterium, -a
protozoan, -a
immunization
dissemination of knowledge
word of mouth
handprinted
manuscript
to ignite
to predate
block printing
stamping
papermaking
bubonic plague
scribe
to copy smth. by hand
to foster the development
movable metal type
to stoke intellectual fires
to usher
appreciation for
steam engine
muscles
beast of burden
locomotive
to come about (in stages)

70) cooling chamber
71) lubrication
72) insulation
73) system of gears
74) rotary motion
75) steam-powered railroad
trains
76) industrialization
77) electrical generating stations
78) to stand on the shoulders of
79) light bulb
80) centrally generated electrical
power
81) battery power
82) dynamo
83) cable
84) transformer
85) electric appliance
86) to grind to a halt
87) incremental improvement
88) telegraphy
89) tinkerer
90) prototype
91) to become commonplace
92) fell swoop
93) visible medium
94) radio waves
95) electromagnetic radiation
96) ultraviolet light
97) X-rays
98) hertz
99) cholera
100) pneumonia
101) meningitis
102) scarlet fever

103) gonorrhea
104) tuberculosis
105) a mold
106) penicillium
107) penicillin
108) Petri dishes
109) huge vats
110) academia
111) allied soldiers
112) D-day
113) scourge of disease
114) silicon chips
115) electronic circuitry
116) mind-bendingly complex
117) electric voltage
118) electric current
119) binary language
120) to translate into smth.
(in technology)

121) vacuum tube
122) flow of current
123) general-purpose digital
computer
124) ENIAC
125) to permeate
126) analog system
127) digital explosion
128) integral part
129) technology boom
130) semiconductor chip
131) information age
132) jumbo jet
133) electronic scoreboard
134) illiterate
135) labour-saving
136) life expectancy
137) desktop/laptop

Proper names (mind the pronunciation)
1) Christiaan Huygens
2) Hans Lippershey
(Lipperhey)
3) Galileo
4) Antoni van Leeuwenhoek
5) Johannes Gutenberg
6) James Watt
7) Michael Faraday

08)
09)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

Samuel E.B. Morse
Alexander Graham Bell
Heinrich Hertz
Guglielmo Marconi
Reginald Fessenden
Ernest Duchesne
Alexander Fleming

Questions
1) What are the main inventions of the millennium the author includes
in the article? What are the ones he omits? Why?
2) Why is not, e.g. the telephone included?
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3) What is the difference between an invention and a discovery?
4) Why was the invention of the compass essential?
5) What is the origin of the compass?
6) When does the story of the mechanical clock start?
7) When did the first mechanical clocks appear? Where?
8) What is the mechanism of verge escapement?
9) Who made it possible for the clock to become more accurate?
How? What else do you know about this person?
10) Why was the invention of the clock important?
11) When and what for was the first lens introduced?
12) Who invented the telescope? What is the story behind the invention?
13) What was Galileo’s telescope like?
14) Why is Holland called “the hotbed of optics development
of the early 17th century”?
15) What are animalcules? What is the origin of the word?
16) When did printing first appear? Where?
17) What was the situation with printing in Europe? Give details.
18) Speak about Johannes Gutenberg and his contribution to the development of printing.
19) How does the steam engine work?
20) How was the technology of the steam engine developed?
21) Who invented the steam engine?
22) Why does electricity stand out among all the other inventions?
23) When did the study of electricity first begin? Describe the way
scientists’ attention to it grew.
24) What was the invention that led to a larger availability of electricity?
25) How did this discovery change people’s lives?
26) What is the history of delivering the news?
27) Describe how the telegraph functions.
28) Who stands at the roots of the invention?
29) What was the first message Morse sent?
30) What is the principle the radio works on?
31) What is Guglielmo Marconi famous for?
32) Was the way the radio functioned at the beginning different from
how it functions now?
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33) Tell the story of the discovery of antibiotics.
34) How does the transistor work?
35) What was the first computer like?
36) Who invented the transistor? How did it influence the development of technology?
37) Comment on the importance of the inventions of the millennium.
In this September 1999 Encarta Yearbook feature article, Technology Review senior editor Herb Brody identifies and describes the most
important inventions of the past 1,000 years. (Can you name more?)
By Herb Brody*
You get up in the morning and put on your glasses, snap on the radio,
and grab the morning paper. Already you have directly benefited from
three of the greatest inventions of the last 1,000 years: the glass lens, wireless communications, and the printing press. Later you ride the subway
to work, where you use a computer and make telephone calls — three
more developments made possible by scientific breakthroughs during
the fertile millennium that is now coming to an end.
The last 1,000 years have produced an incredible number and variety
of scientific and technological breakthroughs — but which of these were
the most important? Narrowing a list of the thousands of inventions
made since the year 1000 to the ten greatest requires some stringent
criteria. The qualifying inventions either provided radically new ways
to do an important job, or they made possible tasks that were previously
unimagined. Their impact was felt, if not right away then eventually, by
a large portion of humanity. These developments have enabled significant
new technological innovations and scientific discoveries. And finally,
they have had an enduring effect on the world.
The inventions that meet these criteria, in chronological order, are
the compass, the mechanical clock, the glass lens, the printing press,
the steam engine, the telegraph, electric power, wireless communications,
antibiotics, and the transistor.
* Herb Brody is a veteran technology journalist and senior editor at Technology Review.
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Fundamental Breakthroughs
Missing from this list are many extremely significant technological
advances, including the airplane, telephone, automobile, and computer.
In many cases these inventions were omitted because they are based on
earlier developments or breakthroughs that are included in this discussion. While a device that could artificially transmit the human voice
was clearly significant, the telephone was not really a fundamental leap
when it was developed in the 1870s. That came decades earlier, when
the first telegraph machine ushered in our present era of instantaneous
communications. Indeed, American inventor Alexander Graham Bell
was working on ways to improve the telegraph when he devised the telephone. The phone was, in origin and in practice, an improvement on
existing technology.
Similarly, the steam engine brought for the first time the possibility
of rapid transportation. Before that, no person could travel on land faster
or farther than an animal could hold out. After the invention of the steam
engine, the only limits were the amount of fuel and the reliability
of the machine — both factors that people could control. The airplane,
the automobile, and even the rocket are based on this basic idea of deriving huge amounts of propulsive power by burning fuel. Once the steam
engine put that idea into practice, developments such as the internalcombustion engine — which now powers the world’s millions of automobiles — came as almost inevitable refinements.
In considering the ten most significant inventions of the past 1,000
years, a subtle distinction must be made: The difference between “invention” and “discovery” is not as clear as one might think. A discovery can
be as simple as the observation of a previously unnoticed phenomenon,
while an invention is a human-devised machine, tool, or apparatus that
did not previously exist. For example, ancient people discovered that
drops of water and certain gemstones distorted light in a predictable way.
However, it was not until medieval times that others tried to reproduce
this effect by applying new glass-shaping technology to the formation
of lenses — the basic elements of spectacles, microscopes, telescopes,
and cameras. Similarly, people knew about and studied electricity as
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a force of nature for thousands of years, but it was the technological leap
of mass-producing electricity and delivering it to homes and factories
in the early 20th century that transformed the world.
The Compass
The explorations that led to the European arrival in the Americas
required that mariners know which way they were going. On clear days
and nights, the position of the Sun and stars (especially the North Star)
yielded this information. However, long voyages inevitably included
sustained periods of cloud cover, and this threw navigators off course.
The invention of the compass made possible the exploration of distant,
uncharted lands.
The origin of the compass is cloaked in obscurity. Ancient peoples
knew about the peculiar properties of lodestone (magnetite) — that
a sliver of this material, hung from a thread, will point in the direction
of the North Star. The idea of mounting a needle-like piece of the stone
in a case that has directions marked on it seems to have been a European
invention of the 13th century, although it is possible that Arab traders
brought the idea from China. In any case, by the end of the 14th century
the compass was widely used.
Of the many technologies that aided navigation over the millennium,
the compass is most fundamental. Using its seemingly magical sense
of direction, sailors grew bold, striking out on longer and longer voyages
of discovery. With this tool in hand, European explorers journeyed for
the first time to the Americas — perhaps the single most transforming
event of civilization of the past 1,000 years.
The Mechanical Clock
Methods for keeping approximate track of time date from antiquity.
Sundials, for example, were used by the ancient Egyptians. In the cloudier
climates of Europe, however, sundials proved inadequate. Another ancient Egyptian invention was the water clock, in which water dripped
from one reservoir into another at a relatively constant rate. The second
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reservoir contained a float attached to a pointer arm. As the float rose
over the course of a day, the pointer indicated the approximate hour.
The first true mechanical clocks emerged in the 14th century in Europe. History gives no single person credit for the key invention that made
these clocks possible: a mechanism called the verge escapement that uses
a notched wheel powered by a weight or a pendulum and checked by a set
of teeth. The teeth of the notched wheel “escape” at a regular interval,
keeping the time. Early mechanical clocks had only hour hands — understandable considering that these timepieces were often off by as much
as two hours a day. Subsequent refinements, such as the development
of the pendulum based on a concept by Dutch astronomer Christiaan
Huygens in 1657, made it possible to keep reasonably accurate track
of minutes and seconds as well.
The achievement of artificial timekeeping has reverberated throughout civilization. It became an important part of navigation, as mariners
relied on accurate time measurements to calculate longitude. It was a boon
to science, as scientific observations often require accurate measurements of time. The same is true for many of the operations of business
and industry, which require coordination of events and human activities.
Today, an increasingly industrialized world is highly structured by time:
Our clocks govern when we work, play, eat, and sleep.
The Glass Lens
Many of the scientific advances that have shaped the modern world
were possible only because people devised tools to improve their ability to see. The development of glass lenses, which can be used to see
things that are either very small or very far away, has had profound
consequences for humanity.
The first application of ground, or polished, pieces of glass was not for
the microscope or telescope, however. It was for spectacles (eyeglasses),
which improve the vision of people with imperfect eyesight. It might
be argued that without the invention of spectacles, printing would have
taken much longer to catch on. Most people become farsighted as they
age, and printed material held near the face dissolves into a blur. Without
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corrective lenses, reading becomes frustrating, if not impossible. The first
spectacles were invented in Italy in the late 13th century, although crude
versions may have been used in China several centuries earlier.
It took several hundred years before anyone assembled glass lenses
in a way that made distant objects appear close. The credit for the invention of the telescope goes to Dutch optician Hans Lippershey. In 1608
Lippershey demonstrated his “looker” for the Dutch government, which
immediately grasped its usefulness as a military tool. The next year,
Italian physicist and astronomer Galileo used an improved version
of Lippershey’s invention to study the sky. Galileo’s telescope could
magnify things to 20 times their actual size. With this instrument he
observed moons orbiting Jupiter, which contradicted the prevailing
belief that all heavenly bodies revolved around the Earth. Galileo’s
observations helped initiate the scientific revolution that has fundamentally altered our world.
Early-17th-century Holland was a hotbed of optics development. It
was here around the year 1600 that the microscope was invented, although
sole credit for this achievement is difficult to determine. By 1625 optical
workshops had been set up to build these new instruments, and in the late
1600s scientists were using microscopes to observe teeming microbes
in a drop of water and the physical structure of living cells. These and
other microscopic discoveries transformed biology. It was also during
the 1600s that Dutch naturalist Antoni van Leeuwenhoek built his own
microscope and discovered what he called animalcules, which are now
known as bacteria and protozoa. Much of our knowledge of disease and
how to fight it, including the concept of immunization, has flowed from
the use of the microscope.
The Printing Press
Imagine a world without books, magazines, or newspapers. Until
the 15th century, little imagination was required — few people knew how
to read or write, and those that did had precious little to choose from
in the way of reading material. For thousands of years the dissemination
of knowledge was limited to word of mouth and laboriously handprinted,
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extremely costly manuscripts. The printing press provided a practical
and inexpensive way to widely distribute information on a vast range
of human activities, from literature to science to politics to religion.
If any single invention can be said to have shaped the past millennium,
it is the printing press. This machine ignited an era of artistic expression
and scientific progress that continues today.
Some form of automated printing almost certainly predated AD 1000.
The Chinese and Koreans had developed block printing, a technique
in which raised letters and pictures are carved onto pieces of wood or other
material. The surface is then coated with ink, and the image is transferred
by rubbing or stamping. By the 2nd century AD the Chinese had developed a fairly widespread technique of printing texts. The Chinese are also
credited with pioneering the art of papermaking at around the same time.
Printing in the Western world lagged behind. The bubonic plague,
or “Black Death”, that ravaged Europe in the 14th century, had severely
depleted the continent of people who could read and write. There were
so few scribes that copying books by hand became extremely expensive.
At the same time, the widespread availability of linen resulted in a large
supply of relatively inexpensive paper. The combination of these two
factors helped create the economic conditions that fostered the development of mechanized printing.
It was the invention of movable metal type in the 1400s that proved
the major breakthrough. Sometime around 1450, a German goldsmith
named Johannes Gutenberg combined several key printing technologies. The most important was a method of creating uniformly shaped
pieces of metal, each with a different letter of the alphabet on its face,
that could be endlessly rearranged to form new text. Gutenberg also
devised a hand-operated mechanical press able to push the type against
the paper with sufficient force to guarantee high-quality pages of text.
Gutenberg’s first book was an edition of the Bible that still stands as
a landmark of typographical elegance.
The printing press stoked intellectual fires at the end of the Middle
Ages, helping usher in an era of enlightenment. This great cultural rebirth
was inspired by widespread access to and appreciation for classical art
and literature, and these translated into a renewed passion for artistic
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expression. Without the development of the printing press, the Renaissance may never have happened. Without inexpensive printing to make
books available to a large portion of society, the son of John Shakespeare,
a minor government official in rural England in the mid-1500s, may
never have been inspired to write what are now recognized as some
of history’s greatest plays. What civilization gained from Gutenberg’s
invention is incalculable.
The Steam Engine
It is tempting to think of the car or the airplane as among the most
important inventions of the millennium. But these were merely evolutionary refinements of the steam engine — the first machine to convert
burning fuel into mechanical energy on a large scale. The first steam
engines were powered by wood, and later ones by coal. Steam engines
transformed the industrial world as few other technologies have. This
invention liberated people from the limitations of their own muscles
and those of beasts of burden. It made possible the factories that drove
the Industrial Revolution. And it was at the heart of the first form of highspeed mechanized transportation: the locomotive.
The steam engine is a classic example of an invention that came
about in stages. In 1698 English engineer Thomas Savery developed
a water pump that used steam from a boiler for its power. Savery obtained
a broad patent on the idea, even though his engine design never proved
to be very useful. This was followed by a significantly more effective
steam engine, built by English blacksmith Thomas Newcomen in 1712.
Newcomen’s device was also used primarily to pump water from coal
mines. However, Scottish engineer James Watt is the individual most
commonly cited as the inventor of the steam engine. His machine, patented in 1769, was vastly more efficient than were previous devices,
chiefly because of its separate cooling chamber for condensed steam.
Watt added other improvements, such as oil lubrication and insulation.
He also designed a system of gears that translated the up-and-down
motion of the steam-driven piston into rotary motion, which was more
useful in driving machinery.
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Watt’s engine freed factories from their dependence on water power
and gave a huge advantage to nations with ready supplies of coal. Britain’s great reserves of coal fueled the expansion of the British Empire
in the 18th and 19th centuries. Steam-powered railroad trains played
a huge role in industrialization and trade and were vital to the westward
expansion of the United States. Internal-combustion engines and electrical generating stations have since taken over most of the jobs once
performed by steam, but these creations had to stand on the shoulders
of the steam engine.
Electric Power
The modern world is an electrified world. It might be argued that any
of a number of electrical appliances deserves a place on a list of the millennium’s most significant inventions. The light bulb, in particular, profoundly changed human existence by illuminating the night and making
it hospitable to a wide range of human activity. But the light bulb — and
myriad other devices, from televisions and stereos to lasers to heart and
lung machines — became useful only with the ready availability of centrally generated electrical power. It was not a single electrical device
that changed the world so much as it was the system for generating and
distributing the streams of electricity. In fact, although Thomas Edison
is best known for his invention of the incandescent light bulb, his most
important legacy was probably his founding of the electric power industry.
Edison established the country’s first large station for generating electric
power in New York City in 1882.
The study of electricity dates from the early 1600s. In the mid-18th
century, American statesman and scientist Benjamin Franklin conducted
his celebrated experiments with electricity. During this time electricity
for power was available only in limited quantities, from crude early
batteries. The telegraph, for example, which debuted in the 1840s, ran
on battery power.
The innovation that made electricity available in large quantities
for human use was the dynamo, a machine that converted mechanical
motion into electrical power. The dynamo is based on a discovery made
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by British scientist Michael Faraday in 1831. Faraday found that moving a coil of wire through a magnetic field produces an electric current
in the wire. This allowed a straightforward conversion of steam, used
to spin a rotor, into electricity. Once created, the electricity needed only
a system of cables and transformers to carry it to the houses, factories,
and office buildings that used it to power light bulbs and other electric
appliances.
Access to cheap, reliable electric power at the flick of a switch has
helped raise living standards around most of the world. To understand
how important electricity is to everyday life, think of what happens when
the power goes out in a storm. People fumble in the dark for flashlights
and candles. Household appliances, including most computers and
televisions, will not work. Food begins to thaw and spoil in useless
refrigerators. Life grinds to a halt. When the power is restored, normal
life resumes.
The Telegraph
For most of human history, messengers were the chief method
of relaying information across long distances. The marathon in athletic
contests is said to commemorate the time in ancient Greece when a messenger ran 42 km (26 mi) with the news of a great battle victory. According
to the legend, the man collapsed and died just after delivering the good
news. First horses and later the steam engine shortened the time that
information spent in transit, but these were incremental improvements.
Then came the telegraph, and the world has never been the same since.
The principle of telegraphy is simple: Pulses of electrical current are
sent through a wire by manually tapping on a key to operate a simple
switch. At the receiving end, the pulses create a magnetic field that causes
a needle to punch holes in a strip of paper or that creates an audible click
as a contact closes. When relayed in a coded fashion, these pulses can
transmit a message, potentially over great distances.
In the 1830s and 1840s several scientists and tinkerers built telegraph
prototypes. However, the technology did not take hold until an American
painter and sculptor named Samuel F. B. Morse convinced the United
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States government to fund a telegraph line between Washington, D.C.,
and Baltimore, Maryland, in 1843. Morse also invented a system of dots
and dashes — the code that now bears his name — to help standardize
transmissions by wire. After the Washington-to-Baltimore line was completed in May 1844, Morse tapped out the first message: “What hath God
wrought!” When the message was successfully received almost instantaneously 60 km (40 mi) away, the telecommunications revolution had begun.
Early telegraph operators soon found that the dots and dashes
of Morse code could be distinguished by sound, and the paper tapes
were discarded. A little more than 30 years later, Alexander Graham Bell
came up with the telephone, a refinement that has become commonplace
in modern society. More than a century of further improvements have
brought high-speed communications of all types, including the Internet.
But the telegraph shrank the world in one fell swoop in a way that no
subsequent invention has matched.
Wireless Communications
If a person who lived in the year 1000 could somehow be transported to the year 2000, that person, no matter how awestruck, would
still probably be able to grasp the principles behind many of the inventions described so far. However, the ability to send information through
space, without wires or any other visible medium, might appear to be
a form of black magic. Today’s global web of communications depends
on the ability to send signals long distances through space. The concept
of broadcasting — sending a message to large numbers of people simultaneously — is possible only with radio waves.
Radio waves are a form of electromagnetic radiation, just like visible light, infrared light, ultraviolet light, and X rays. In 1888 Heinrich
Hertz generated and detected the first known radio waves and proved
that they travel at the speed of light. Because of the importance of this
and other discoveries made by the German physicist, the term for cycles
per second is known today as hertz (Hz).
It was Italian engineer Guglielmo Marconi who turned Hertz’s laboratory experiments into a communications technology. After learning
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of Hertz’s work in 1894, Marconi quickly realized the possible application. By the end of 1895 he had built a transmitter and receiver and had
sent radio signals a distance of 2.5 km (1.5 mi). In 1901 he had improved
the technology and was able to send a signal across the Atlantic Ocean.
Much of the public first learned about radio in the wake of a tragedy:
When the luxury liner Titanic struck an iceberg in April 1912, the doomed
ship used the new technology to desperately call for help. Only about
700 of the 2,220 passengers were rescued, but the number of survivors
might have been much lower if other ships had not arrived when they did.
At first, radio functioned as a wireless telegraph, sending pulses
of Morse code. Canadian-born American physicist Reginald Fessenden
came up with a scheme for modulating radio waves, a technique that made
it possible to transmit sound, and later, pictures. In 1906 he conducted
the first radio broadcast. The first home television receiver was demonstrated in 1928. Wireless communication technologies have changed
the world, bringing news and ideas to far-flung corners of the globe and
influencing everything from fashion and language to the rise and fall
of political systems.
Antibiotics
For most of human history, infectious diseases have killed people with
brutal regularity. As recently as World War I (1914–1918) more battlefield
deaths came from infection than from the direct trauma of gunshot. Physicians had very few weapons to combat cholera, pneumonia, meningitis,
scarlet fever, gonorrhea, tuberculosis, or any of dozens of other diseases.
In 1896 French medical student Ernest Duchesne stumbled across
a mold that seemed to kill bacteria. His discovery had little impact,
however. Then, in 1928, Scottish researcher Alexander Fleming noticed
that the presence of a certain mold in petri dishes stopped the growth
of bacteria. He identified the mold as coming from the penicillium family
and called it penicillin.
Fleming’s achievement probably counts more as a discovery than it
does as an invention — his penicillin was unstable and difficult to purify.
Subsequent work by chemists Ernst Chain and Howard Florey at Oxford
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University in England resulted in techniques to culture the mold within
a liquid held in huge vats. In late 1941 a wide-scale collaboration began
among the US government, industry, and academia to come up with a way
to mass-produce penicillin. By 1944 manufacturers were able to make
enough penicillin to treat all of the Allied soldiers wounded in the June
6 D-Day invasion of Europe during World War II.
The development of penicillin and the huge range of antibiotics that
followed may have had a more profound effect on the health of humanity than any other in medical history. Within the space of a few decades
following World War II, whole classes of once-fatal or life-threatening
diseases became treatable. The development of antibiotics gave people
an enormously effective shield against the scourge of disease.
The Transistor
What the steam engine was to the Industrial Revolution of the 18th and
19 centuries, the transistor was to the information revolution of the latter
portion of the 20th century. Almost every piece of equipment that stores,
transmits, displays, or manipulates information has at its core silicon chips
filled with electronic circuitry. These chips each house many thousands
or even millions of transistors.
Although the details are mind-bendingly complex, the transistor’s
basic function is simple: The device enables a small electrical voltage
to control a flow of electric current. In computers, transistors act as tiny,
speedy on-off switches. In the binary language of computing, these
on and off states translate into the digital 1s and 0s that encode all manner of information — everything from letters of text to notes of music
to colors in a photograph. It is this ability to reduce so rich a variety
of information into such basic code that has made possible the explosion
in information technology.
In one sense, the transistor does the same thing that an earlier technology, the vacuum tube, did. Vacuum tubes also use a small input voltage to
control a flow of current, and they are therefore able to manipulate signals
in the binary format that computers use. However, the computer revolution would have gone nowhere had the transistor not been developed
th
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to replace the bulky, unreliable vacuum tube. The first general-purpose
digital computer weighed more than 30 tons and used some 19,000
vacuum tubes. Known as ENIAC, an acronym for Electronic Numerical
Integrator and Computer, it was introduced to the public in 1946. ENIAC
required huge amounts of power to operate, and the tubes frequently
burned out or failed.
The transistor was invented in 1948 at Bell Telephone Laboratories
by a team led by physicists John Bardeen, Walter Brattain, and William
Shockley. At first, the computer was not high on the list of potential applications for this tiny device. This is not surprising — when the first
computers were built in the 1940s and 1950s, few scientists saw in them
the seeds of a technology that would in a few decades come to permeate
almost every sphere of human life. Before the digital explosion, transistors were a vital part of improvements in existing analog systems, such
as radios and stereos.
When it was placed in computers, however, the transistor became
an integral part of the technology boom. They are also capable of being
mass-produced by the millions on a sliver of silicon — the semiconductor
chip. It is this almost boundless ability to integrate transistors onto chips
that has fueled the information age. Today these chips are not just a part
of computers. They are also important in devices as diverse as video cameras, cellular phones, copy machines, jumbo jets, modern automobiles,
manufacturing equipment, electronic scoreboards, and video games.
Without the transistor there would be no Internet and no space travel.
Transistors are deeply embedded in the fabric of modern technology.
Inventing the Future
What a difference 1,000 years have made! In AD 1000 the world
was a very different place. Most people spent their entire lives within
a few miles of their birthplace. Communication was limited to a small
circle of villagers and the occasional passer-through. Disease struck with
dreadful regularity against a population that had almost no defenses.
With the exception of a few priests and other elites, people were basically illiterate, and there was very little to read anyway. People in 1000
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measured time by the Sun and the Moon. Scientific observation was
limited to what could be seen with the naked eye.
Today, thanks to a millennium of scientific discovery and innovation,
people’s lives have been transformed. They can view events as they happen half a world away. They can pick up the phone and talk to a friend
or relative in a foreign country in seconds. Motorized transportation,
from cars to jets, allows people to travel long distances in short time
periods. Electricity runs a vast array of labor-saving and entertainment
devices. Newspapers and books are inexpensive and readily available.
Life expectancy has greatly increased as medical science tracks down
the causes and cures of more and more diseases. The desktop computer
is a powerful tool for working, creating, and communicating.
This list of greatest inventions has focused exclusively on technological achievements. In a broader sense, humans have invented a great many
other things over the past 1,000 years. One is modern democracy, with
its assumption of basic human rights; another is symphonic music; still
another might be baseball. Humankind’s creative output spans a huge
range of fields in addition to science and engineering — each with their
own great developments and innovations during the last millennium.

NUCLEAR POWER AND WEAPONS

Study the vocabulary, get ready to define, translate and transcribe the words
from the text about nuclear power and weapons around the world. Then read
the text and answer the questions. Be ready to give additional information
on some of the questions.

Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
1)0uranium
02) plutonium
03) helium
04) deuterium
05) tritium
06) nuclear reactor
07) power plant
08) nuclear fission reaction
09) isotope
10) enriched
11) rods of uranium
12) neutron
13) to trigger a chain reaction
14) to pipe out
15) to be encased
16) a ban on smth.
17) to shut down automatically
18) stringent target

19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)
35)

atomic bomb
hydrogen bomb
thermonuclear bomb
gravity bomb
conventional explosives
to slam together two lumps
of fissionable material
to unleash shock waves
gamma radiation
Little Boy
Fat Man
Hiroshima
Nagasaki
Enewatak
hazardous
fuel case
molten glass
bunker
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36)
37)
38)
39)
40)
41)
42)
43)
44)
45)
46)
47)

concrete vault
to be under way
expertise
to be beset
to be split on smth.
(consider the context)
low-carbon energy source
to dismantle
Bikini Atoll
missile
nuclear proliferation
disarmament treaty
deployed strategic warhead

48) reserve warhead
49) retired warhead
50) nuclear artillery shells
51) depth charge
52) anti-ballistic missiles
53) immediate threat
54) nuclear superpower
55) warehouse
56) reserve arsenal
57) reserve stockpile
58) air base
59) maintenance
60) trigger mechanism

Questions
1) What is the history of nuclear power as such (find additional information)? What was the first large-scale nuclear power plant in history?
2) How do nuclear reactors work? What is the essence of fission
reaction?
3) What is the amount of nuclear energy as related to other kinds
of energy (in Britain; in Russia; worldwide — find additional information)?
4) What were the nuclear power accidents mentioned in the text?
Can you name any others? What are the consequences?
5) What are the types of nuclear weapon the author mentions? What
is the difference between them? How do they work?
6) Who used atomic bombs against people for the first time? When
did it happen? In what connection?
7) How are the bombs tested?
8) What is the danger that high-level waste conceals?
9) How is nuclear waste disposed of? Why is that called “a temporary
measure”? Is there a way out, if any?
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10) How is radioactive waste stored? Where? How much of it is there
in the world (find out yourselves)?
11) Why is nuclear power back in favour, according to the author?
12) What are Europe’s new reactors?
13) What is environmentalists’ attitude to nuclear power use worldwide? How do you feel about the nuclear future of the world? Has
anything changed after the disaster in Japan and the accident at the Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant?
14) What is the situation with nuclear weapons today? What are
the countries possessing them?
15) Is nuclear-free world a possibility, according to the author? What
is your opinion? Give reasons.
16) Which warheads does the disarmament treaty concern? How is
disarmament supposed to work?
17) What are the pitfalls of disarmament?
ENERGY: HOW NUCLEAR POWER WORKS
Is nuclear power the answer to the energy crisis? Ian Sample explains
how it works — and how we get the awful side-effects of bombs and waste.
By Ian Sample
Nuclear Power
The world’s first large-scale nuclear power plant opened at Calder
Hall in Cumbria, England, in 1956 and produced electricity for 47 years.
Nuclear power is generated using uranium, a metal that is mined as an
ore in large quantities, with Canada, Australia and Kazakhstan providing
more than half of the world’s supplies.
Nuclear reactors work in a similar way to other power plants, but
instead of using coal or gas to generate heat, they use nuclear fission
reactions. In most cases, heat from the nuclear reactions convert water
into steam, which drives turbines that produce electricity.
There are different kinds, or isotopes, of uranium, and the type used
in nuclear power plants is called uranium-235, because these atoms
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are easiest to split in two. Because uranium-235 is quite rare, making
up less than 1 % of natural uranium, it has to be enriched until the fuel
contains 2–3 %.
Inside a nuclear reactor, rods of uranium are arranged in bundles and
immersed in a giant, pressurised water tank. When the reactor is running,
high-speed particles called neutrons strike the uranium atoms and cause
them to split in a process known as nuclear fission. The process releases
a lot of energy and more neutrons, which go on to split other uranium
atoms, triggering a chain reaction. The energy heats up the water, which
is piped out to a steam generator.
To make sure the power plant does not overheat, control rods made
of a material that absorbs neutrons are lowered into the reactor. The whole
reactor is encased in a thick concrete shield, which prevents radiation
escaping into the environment.
In Britain, nuclear power stations provide 19 % of our electricity and
account for 3.5 % of our total energy use. All but one of those reactors
are due to close down by 2023.
Some groups oppose nuclear power stations because they produce
radioactive waste and could release radioactive material if there was an
accident. But nuclear power plants do not release greenhouse gases, which
cause coal and gas-fired power plants to contribute to global warming.
Without nuclear power stations, UK’s carbon emissions would be 5 %
to 12 % higher than they are.
In 1957, the world’s first nuclear power accident occurred at
Windscale in west Cumbria. A fire in the reactor caused a release
of radioactivity, which led to a ban on milk sales from nearby farms.
The site was later renamed Sellafield. Modern reactors are designed
to shut down automatically. The worst nuclear power accident in history took place in Chernobyl in 1986 when a reactor there exploded,
killing tens of people instantly and exposing hundreds of thousands
more to radiation.
In January, the government reaffirmed its plans to expand nuclear
power in Britain to help it meet stringent targets to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions.
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Nuclear Weapons
There are two main types of nuclear weapon: atomic bombs, which
are powered by fission reactions similar to those in nuclear reactors,
and hydrogen bombs, which derive their explosive power from fusion
reactions.
The first atomic bomb was produced at Los Alamos National Laboratory in America under the Manhattan Project at the end of the second
world war. An atomic bomb uses conventional explosives to slam together
two lumps of fissionable material, usually uranium-235 or plutonium-239.
This creates what is known as a critical mass of nuclear material, which
releases its energy instantaneously as atoms inside it split in an uncontrolled chain reaction.
Atomic bombs unleash enormous shock waves and high levels
of neutron and gamma radiation. In atomic bombs, uranium is enriched
much more than fuel, to about 85 % uranium-235.
On August 6 1945, an atomic bomb called Little Boy was dropped
on the Japanese city of Hiroshima, followed three days later by another,
called Fat Man, on Nagasaki.
Hydrogen, or thermonuclear bombs, work in almost the opposite
way to atomic bombs. Much of their explosive power comes from fusing
together hydrogen atoms to form heavier helium atoms, which releases
far more energy than a fission bomb. Two types, or isotopes, of hydrogen are used — deuterium and tritium. A deuterium atom is the same as
a hydrogen atom, except the former has an extra neutron in its nucleus.
A tritium atom has two extra neutrons.
A hydrogen bomb has a built-in atomic bomb, which is needed to
trigger the fusion reaction. Hydrogen bombs have never been used in war
and are thousands of times more powerful than atomic bombs.
The first test of a hydrogen bomb was at Enewatak, an atoll in the Pacific Ocean. It released a three mile-wide fireball and a mushroom cloud
that rose to nearly 60,000 feet, destroying an island in the process.
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Nuclear Waste
One of the biggest problems the nuclear industry faces is what to do
with the radioactive waste it produces. Some of it will remain radioactive
and hazardous for hundreds of thousands of years.
High-level waste is the most dangerous because it can melt through
containers and is so radioactive it would be fatal if someone was near it
for a few days. This type of waste makes up just 0.3 % of Britain’s total
volume of nuclear waste, which is mostly waste from spent fuel rods.
The largest amounts of radioactive waste are made up of nuclear fuel
cases, reactor components and uranium.
Today, high-level waste is dealt with by cooling it in water for several
years and then mixing it into a molten glass, which is poured into steel
containers. These canisters are then stored in a concrete-lined building.
This is only a temporary measure, though. Scientists know that
eventually they need to find a way of storing nuclear waste safely for
thousands of years. Some countries, such as America and Finland, plan
to store nuclear waste in deep underground bunkers. For this to be safe,
scientists have to be sure the material could never leak out and contaminate water supplies or rise up to the surface.
Britain already has more than 100,000 tonnes of higher activity
radioactive waste that needs to be stored. Large amounts of low-level
waste are already stored in concrete vaults in Drigg in Cumbria. Other
plans for disposing of nuclear waste have included dumping it at sea and
blasting it into space.
Nuclear Power around the World
Nuclear power is back in favour, at least in government circles. Today, energy and climate change secretary Ed Miliband will expand upon
the UK’s plans for a fleet of new nuclear reactors. Elsewhere, Sweden
has reversed its decades-old ban on nuclear power and an increasing
number of countries are expanding their nuclear generating capacity.
Four new reactors are under way in Europe at the moment: two
Russian-designed reactors in Slovakia, plus Finland’s Olkiluoto 3 and
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France’s Flamanville 3, which both rely on the French state-owned Areva’s
involvement and expertise. The Finnish site has been beset by delays, rising costs and criticisms over safety and still has no definite opening date,
while the cost of Flamanville 3 has risen from €3.3 bn to €4 bn.
But it’s China that is pursuing nuclear power more enthusiastically
and on a bigger scale than anyone else. As the data here shows, it has
14 reactors under construction and 115 either planned or proposed to
help it cope with rising energy demands. South Africa is also planning
a major expansion in nuclear, joining a countries such as France, Japan
and the US, which have historically been some of the most pro-nuclear
countries.
Environmentalists are still split on nuclear power. Some see a lowcarbon energy source that can help slow global warming, while others
see unsolved waste problems and a technology that can’t be built fast
enough to stop dangerous climate change.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS:
HOW MANY ARE THERE IN 2009
AND WHO HAS THEM?
Latest data on how many nuclear weapons there are in the world
shows that — even with some being dismantled — there are still 23,574.
Find out who has what.
Are We Headed for a Nuclear-Free World?
News that the US is abandoning the missile defense system has
brought renewed attention to the issue of nuclear proliferation.
The thing is, counting nuclear weapons is a bit like counting votes —
a lot depends on who is doing the counting, and how.
The disarmament treaty currently being negotiated between the US
and Russia applies to deployed strategic warheads, along with their delivery systems, but that leaves out most of the weapons both countries
are sitting on.
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Roll over the Line to Get the Figures
It does not apply to short-range, tactical weapons like nuclear artillery shells, depth charges and anti-ballistic missiles, of which the US has
an estimated 500 and Russia has about 2,000. They do not represent an
immediate threat to either of the nuclear superpowers, so they have been
left to one side, although they represent a significant proliferation risk.
Such Warheads, Being Smaller, Are Arguably Easier to Steal
Then there is the distinction between deployed, reserve and retired
warheads. The new deal, like the 2002 Moscow Treaty, deals with
deployed warheads that are installed atop missiles ready to fire, or
in the form of bombs ready to load on to planes.
But there is a lot more destructive force sitting in the American and
Russian warehouses in the form of reserve arsenals. Much of the disarmament of recent years has involved warheads being removed from
missiles and stored in bunkers, under constant maintenance.
They can be reunited with their missiles in a matter of days or
weeks. In the case of gravity bombs, the distinction between deployed
and reserve stockpiles is even more blurred. In the American case, for
example, it depends on whether they are stored on “forward” air bases
in Europe, or back in the US.
The third category is “retired for dismantlement”. The warheads
are separated from their delivery systems and warehoused without
maintenance.
In some cases, trigger mechanisms are removed to prevent them
blowing up unexpectedly. They are supposed to be taken apart, but
in reality the wait can last years. The US has 4,200 such warheads and
is only dismantling them at the rate of 270 a year. Russia is thought to
have about 8,000 non-deployed warheads, but it is unclear how many
are in reserve and how many retired. The best guess by independent nuclear experts is that the overwhelming majority of that number is retired
awaiting dismantlement.
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Despite the fact the retired stockpiles represent the biggest category
of nuclear weapons out there they are not normally counted as part of each
country’s arsenal for the purposes of treaties, even though no technical
reason they could not be put back into service relatively fast if international
tensions took a sudden turn for the worse.
The data here — updated with the latest figures on the US and Russia — is from the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists — the world’s best source
of nuclear information. See what you can do with it — and let us know.
NUCLEAR WARHEADS
In
Sub
Interreserve/
Shortmarines /
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contiawaiting
range Bombs
non
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Russia

1 355

576

856

2 050

8 150

12 987

21 000

550

1 152

500

500

6 700

9 552

10 577

France

–

–

60

240

–

300

350

Israel

–

–

–

–

–

200

0

UK

–

–

–

192

–

192

185

121

–

55

–

–

176

400

Pakistan

–

–

–

–

–

90

0

India

–

–

–

–

–

75

0

North Korea

–

–

–

–

–

2

0

US

China

ROBOTS AND ROBOTICS

Below are a few articles about robots and robotics in the present-day world.
Study the vocabulary, get ready to define, translate and transcribe the words
from the texts. Then read the texts and answer the questions. Get ready to sum
up the contents of the articles.

Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
0 1)
02)
03)
04)
05)
06)
07)
08)
09)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)

Leonardo da Vinci
Jacques de Vaucanson
Josef Čapek
Unimation
swarm
automaton
mutating
scenario
apocalyptic
genesis
virtual robots
simulated tests
artificial intelligence
robotic “bootstrap” process
algorithm
blueprints
to turn out
planets could be colonised
by robots
19) It totes a laser-sighted gun
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20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)
35)
36)
37)
38)
39)

infrared sensors
via the Internet
consortium
iguanadon atherfieldensis
rescue machine
minefields
robot surgeon
human-monitored robot
magnetic grippers
unexploded ordnance
unmanned system
battlefield robot
injunction
roboticist
autonomous ethical robot
countersniper operation
to outperform
to aim at
remorse
to assess battlefield damage

40)
41)
42)
43)
44)
45)
46)
47)
48)
49)
50)
51)
52)
53)
54)
55)
56)
57)
58)
59)
60)
61)
62)

deployment
military robots
unmanned vehicle
strike from the air, under
the sea and on land
semi-autonomous MQ-1
Predator
al-Qaida
hellfire missiles
reaper robot
remote-controlled
on the US military agenda
ethical code
AI
to zap
allay political opposition
non-sentient weapon
battlefield robot
unmanned drones
Afghanistan
IED disposal
missile
to hunt down
to discriminate between
civilians and combatants
to attribute agency to

63)
64)
65)
66)
67)
68)
69)
70)
71)
72)
73)
74)
75)
76)
77)
78)
79)
80)
81)
82)

protagonists of extreme AI
circuitry
to readout from a program
pseudo humans
robotic surgery
pioneered
dual-console gadget
keyhole surgery
prostate and renal cancer
operations
invasive surgery
in 3D and at 10 to 15 times
magnification
The da Vinci Surgical
System
NHS commissioners
to done one’s scrubs
state-of-the-art robot
kit
scalpel
to make the leap from open
surgery to keyhole surgery
urology, gynaecology and
ear, nose and throat surgery
incision

Before you read
1) What do you know about robots and robotics in the modern world?
2) What role do they play in modern technology? Where are they
used?
3) What is your attitude to robots?
4) Would you like to own one? What kind of robot would not you
mind seeing around?
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Reference (the history of robots)
1495 — Leonardo da Vinci has the idea of a “mechanical knight”.
1738 — French inventor Jacques de Vaucanson builds a mechanical
duck.
1921 — The word “robot” coined by Czech artist Josef Čapek, from
the Czech word for “compulsory labour”.
1950s — Unimation introduces first commercial robots (for car
factories).
1969 — Victor Scheinman, a Stanford AI lab student, creates
the Stanford Arm, a predecessor of all robot arms.
1998 — The Furby robot is a bestseller.
1999 — Sony releases its AIBO robot pet.
2000 — Honda introduces its humanoid Asimo robot.
2003 — NASA launches robotic Mars explorers, Spirit and Opportunity.

ROBOTS CREATE REVOLUTION
IN EVOLUTION
From Terminator to swarms of tiny organising robots, science fiction
is catching up with science fact.
By Julian Borger and Tim Radford
They may not yet be in control yet, but robots have literally taken
on a life of their own. According to a scientific study published today,
computers can now design, test and build their own, increasingly efficient
automatons, quite independently of human beings.
The breakthrough, described in the latest edition of Nature magazine,
suggests that machines will ultimately be capable of “artificial evolution” — mutating, testing and improving their design far faster than
living organisms.
If a “race” of computerised robots is ultimately able to reproduce itself
independently — the scenario portrayed in the apocalyptic Terminator
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movies, starring Arnold Schwarzenegger — historians may look back
to this moment as its genesis.
Hod Lipson and Jordan Pollack, computer scientists at Brandeis
University in Massachusetts, acknowledge concerns about their work
but argue “there are many, many further steps before this technology
could become dangerous”.
Earlier experiments have produced computers which could design
virtual robots and put them through simulated tests, but the Brandeis
scientists have gone a step further, connecting a robot-designing computer to a fully-automated machine which can rapidly build each design
the software suggests.
Commenting on the experiment in Nature, Rodney Brooks, an expert
in artificial intelligence at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, said:
“This is a long awaited and necessary step towards the ultimate dream
of self-evolving machines.”
Mutations
Mr Lipson and Mr Pollack gave their computer the task of developing a robot that would move along the ground as efficiently as possible.
The programme responded by producing designs at random, assessing
them, and then introducing small mutations to the design to discover if
the changes improved the machine’s speed and efficiency — imitating
the natural process of evolution. “Typically, several tens of generations
passed before the first movement occurred,” they said.
Once the computer had “evolved” a moving robot, it tested it in the real
world by sending the design to a “rapid prototyping” machine which built it
from a versatile plastic. The robots emerged from the machine fully-formed
apart from the motors, which had to be snapped into place by the scientists.
That was the only part played by humans in the process.
The computer produced several types of robot which used different
methods of motion — some moved sideways like crabs, others swung
from side to side, another pulled itself along with two limbs.
“Although both the machines and the task that we describe are
fairly simple compared with the products of human teams of engineers
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(and with the products of biological evolution) we have demonstrated
a robotic “bootstrap” process, in which automatically designed electromechanical systems have been manufactured robotically,” the report
says.
If left to their own devices, computers could evolve far faster than
living organisms, generating mutations and testing them against the environment in seconds instead of thousands of years.
“I’m not saying a computer can replace an architect — at least not
yet,” Mr Pollack told the New York Times recently. “But our computer
did start with a simple algorithm and end with blueprints for structures
that it took humans hundreds of years to develop. And when we built
the structures, they were functional.”
Ultimately, he said the technology could be used to build entire
factories which would turn out huge numbers of robots “as cheaply as
Sony Walkmans”.
The Brandeis scientists argue that to attain artificial life, machines
have to gain “full autonomy”, not only in their behaviour “but also
at the levels of design and fabrication”. “Only then can we expect synthetic creatures to sustain their own evolution,” they wrote in Nature.
Ominously for anyone who has seen the Terminator films, scientists
are not only programming computers with the knowledge that allows
them to reproduce, they are also teaching them how to organise.
In the same edition of Nature, computer specialists at the University
of Lausanne in Switzerland describe how they have taught robots community spirit, by programming them to respond to each other like ants.
Based on a few simple “rules” a large group of small robots reportedly
displayed “astonishing feats of organisation”.
The Swiss scientists found that these insect-like “antbots” were more
efficient working in groups than they were individually, and suggest that
swarms of them could explore unfamiliar or hostile environments. Putting
these two breakthroughs together, in theory, planets could be colonised
by robots capable of infinitely reproducing themselves.
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Innovations: Guards and Gastrobots
• Thai scientists have just unveiled Roboguard, according to an issue
of the New Scientist published today. It totes a laser-sighted gun and
can track suspects via infrared sensors. It can fire at will, or it can check
with a human via the Internet before it attacks. So far the fire command
is protected by a password.
“We think the decision to fire should always be a human decision,”
says Pitikhate Sooraksa of King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology
in Bangkok. “Otherwise it could kill people.”
• A Brussels consortium is working on a full-size, autonomous walking robot dinosaur which will stroll round European museums. The creation of the automaton, based on the species Iguanadon atherfieldensis,
has involved McNeill Alexander, the British expert on dinosaur biomechanics. But the robot engineers behind the project are stalking a bigger
prize: a “walking” rescue machine that could step through minefields,
over avalanches or collapsed buildings looking for human survivors.
• A flesh-eating robot called Chew Chew could be the first automaton
to be completely powered by food.
The 12-wheeled “gastrobot” was unveiled this month in Hawaii.
It uses bacteria to convert food into chemical energy.
Meat is the most efficient fuel, but a gastrobot could even mow lawns
and use the clippings for fuel. A Bristol team has designed a slug-eating
robot, and suggested that a fish-eating robot could monitor beaches for
sharks.
• Scientists from New York and Israel have co-operated on a robot
surgeon which performs human knee replacement operations. Of 200,000
knee operations in the US each year, 10 % need to be done again because
of surgical error. The argument is that a human-monitored robot hand
would always be steadier, would work in finer detail, and never get tired.
Next step: robots for surgery.
• Delaware scientists have designed Flobot the Robot. It can hover
on a cushion of air and use magnetic grippers to grab a moving object
while hovering over a table.
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• Los Alamos scientists have built tiny little four-legged robots which
have been tested on fields of unexploded ordnance. If a leg gets blown
off, the robot carries on with only three, or two, or one.
• Carnegie Mellon University scientists have built Nomad, an automaton which will search for meteorites in Antarctica.
Questions
1) According to the article, how do robots evolve?
2) What are scientists’ plans as to the usage of robots in the future?
3) Do you feel inspired/frightened by these prospects?
4) Name the kinds of robots you read about in the article. Which
seems the most useful/useless? Why?
Consider the following texts about atonomous battlefield robots. The first
article was taken from a US edition (The New York Times), and the other
two — from an English paper (The Guardian). Compare the authors’ attitudes
to the problem in question, as well as the general tone of the articles. Sum up
what you have read and share your point.

GUILTY ROBOTS
By Dara Kerr
Wars are increasingly being fought by machines. Since 2004,
the number of unmanned systems deployed in Iraq, for example, has
gone from less than 200 to more than 18,000. Considering how difficult it is for human soldiers to reliably make rational, ethical and legal
decisions in the heat of combat, the rise of battlefield robots may seem
a cause for concern.
But imagine robots that obey injunctions like Immanuel Kant’s
categorical imperative — acting rationally and with a sense of moral
duty. This July, the roboticist Ronald Arkin of Georgia Tech finished
a three-year project with the US Army designing prototype software for
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autonomous ethical robots. He maintains that in limited situations, like
countersniper operations or storming buildings, the software will actually
allow robots to outperform humans from an ethical perspective.
“I believe these systems will have more information available to them
than any human soldier could possibly process and manage at a given
point in time and thus be able to make better informed decisions,” he says.
The software consists of what Arkin calls “ethical architecture”,
which is based on international laws of war and rules of engagement.
The robots’ behavior is literally governed by these laws. For example,
in one hypothetical situation, a robot aims at enemy soldiers, but then
doesn’t fire — because the soldiers are attending a funeral in a cemetery
and fighting would violate international law.
But being an ethical robot involves more than just following rules.
These machines will also have something akin to emotions — in particular, guilt. After considering several moral emotions like remorse,
compassion and shame, Arkin decided to focus on modeling guilt because
it can be used to condemn specific behavior and generate constructive
change. While fighting, his robots assess battlefield damage and then
use algorithms to calculate the appropriate level of guilt. If the damage includes noncombatant casualties or harm to civilian property, for
instance, their guilt level increases. As the level grows, the robots may
choose weapons with less risk of collateral damage or may refuse to

fight altogether.

ROBOT WARS ARE A REALITY
Armies want to give the power of life and death to machines without
reason or conscience.
By Noel Sharkey*
The deployment of the first armed battlefield robots in Iraq is the latest
step on a dangerous path — we are sleepwalking into a brave new world
* Noel Sharkey is professor of artificial intelligence and robotics at the University of Sheffield.
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where robots decide who, where and when to kill. Already, South Korea
and Israel are deploying armed robot border guards and China, Singapore
and the UK are among those making increasing use of military robots.
The biggest player yet is the US: robots are integral to its $230 bn future
combat systems project, a massive plan to develop unmanned vehicles
that can strike from the air, under the sea and on land. Congress has set
a goal of having one-third of ground combat vehicles unmanned by 2015.
Over 4,000 robots are serving in Iraq at present, others in Afghanistan.
And now they are armed.
Most robots currently in combat are extensions of human fighters who
control the application of lethal force. When a semi-autonomous MQ-1
Predator self-navigated above a car full of al-Qaida suspects in 2002,
the decision to vaporise them with Hellfire missiles was made by pilots
7,000 miles away. Predators and the more deadly Reaper robot attack planes
have flown many missions since then with inevitable civilian deaths, yet
working with remote-controlled or semi-autonomous machines carries
only the same ethical responsibilities as a traditional air strike.
But fully autonomous robots that make their own decisions about
lethality are high on the US military agenda. The US National Research
Council advises “aggressively exploiting the considerable warfighting
benefits offered by autonomous vehicles”. They are cheap to manufacture, require less personnel and, according to the navy, perform better
in complex missions. One battlefield soldier could start a large-scale
robot attack in the air and on the ground.
This is dangerous new territory for warfare, yet there are no new
ethical codes or guidelines in place. I have worked in artificial intelligence for decades, and the idea of a robot making decisions about human
termination is terrifying. Policymakers seem to have an understanding
of AI that lies in the realms of science fiction and myth. A recent US navy
document suggests that the critical issue is for autonomous systems to
be able to identify the legality of targets. Then their answer to the ethical problems is simply, “Let men target men” and “Let machines target
other machines”. In reality, a robot could not pinpoint a weapon without
pinpointing the person using it or even discriminate between weapons
and non-weapons. I can imagine a little girl being zapped because she
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points her ice cream at a robot to share. Or a robot could be tricked into
killing innocent civilians.
In attempting to allay political opposition, the US army is funding
a project to equip robot soldiers with a conscience to give them the ability
to make ethical decisions. But machines could not discriminate reliably
between buses carrying enemy soldiers or schoolchildren, let alone be
ethical. It smells like a move to delegate the responsibility for fatal errors
on to non-sentient weapons.
Human soldiers have legal protocols such as the Geneva conventions
to guide them. Autonomous robots are only covered by the laws of armed
conflict that deal with standard weapons. But autonomous robots are not
like other weapons. We are going to give decisions on human fatality
to machines that are not bright enough to be called stupid. With prices
falling and technology becoming easier, we may soon see a robot arms
race that will be difficult to stop.
It is imperative that we create international legislation and a code
of ethics for autonomous robots at war before it is too late.
Comment on the italicised quotation in the text.

WAR CRIMES AND KILLER ROBOTS
A. Brown
Could a robot have a moral sense? The question isn’t science fiction,
though we could wish it were. It is very rapidly arising from military
facts. The major armies of the world, led by the US, are all researching
or deploying battlefield robots which will soon be able to make their
own decisions about who and what to kill. At present, the US and Israel
both use unmanned drones, which are controlled from a great distance,
so that a soldier in Nevada can single out and kill a particular target
on the borders of Afghanistan. The remote-controlled vehicles already
used for IED disposal in Iraq are fitted with machine guns so that they
can defend themselves.
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But these machines, controlled in real time, are only a half-way house
towards fully autonomous robots, which will kill intelligently without
any operator intervention. Already there are some “smart” bombs that
work like that, and after impact release small missiles which hunt down
sources of warmth with their own guidance systems. By 2015, the US
army plans to have a third of its fighting vehicles unarmed.
What, then, will be their moral status? What will be the moral status
of the people who deploy them and who order their deployment? What
these questions illuminate is the extent to which free will is a moral
concept, rather than a psychological description.
Obviously a robot has no free will, and cannot be held responsible
for its actions. But its lack of free will does not mean that its actions
are entirely predictable. No one who has had much to do with computers imagines they are entirely predictable even if they are entirely programmed. It’s ludicrous to suppose that the computer program steering
a robot around an urban area will continue to function as it should when
the other side is trying to blow it up. It certainly won’t discriminate
between civilians and combatants — but then real soldiers don’t do that
very well either in the heat of combat.
So one wants to say that a robot has no more moral status than a bomb.
Both will kill civilians indiscriminately alongside soldiers. But bombs
aren’t purposive. They don’t hunt down their prey the way a robot or
a self-guided missile can. It is almost impossible for us not to attribute
agency to anything that pursues us. If a heat-seeking missile follows all
the twists and turns of its target across the sky, it’s difficult not to say that
it has a purpose, and a goal. The missile, a thing that is both dead but none
the less animated by a hostile purpose, violates some primitive expectations
of the way the world works. That’s one reason it seems so frightening.
Now, the protagonists of extreme AI would say that there isn’t any
real difference between a robot’s purpose and a human’s. Purpose is
acting towards a goal even if is it not conscious; and what appears to
be consciousness is just a superstructure on these purposes. If a robot
were to be programmed so that it could give us reports in English of its
progress, how would we know it was not human? If the objection is that
no human could be so single-mindedly focused on killing as a robot must
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be, then we simply add some circuitry that makes it try to rescue children
wandering around the combat zone. Those efforts it can report as if it
were driven by the sympathy it felt for the children, even if the quality
it reported as sympathy was only the readout from a program.
The fact that it’s not obvious what’s wrong with this argument only
increases my sense that it is fundamentally wrong. And I think what is
wrong with it emerges what would happen to a robot which acted against
its programmers’ intentions: if it started to shoot everyone less than four
feet high, or offer sweets to anything armed with an RPG. The answer
is obvious. It would be either reprogrammed or destroyed. A human,
on the other hand, would be tried, because a human could be blamed —
or praised for what they had done.
There is a sense in which every army since at least the time of Frederick the Great has tried to turn humans into robots and to remove their
individuality and capacity to disobey orders. It is a testament to the failure
of these efforts that the military still dream of turning robots into pseudo
humans. But though we can now teach robots to kill, we can’t teach them
to murder. One of the things that makes us human is that only a human
can commit a war crime.
Read about the advances of robotics in surgery. Would you trust a robotic
surgeon? Do the results seem inspiring and promising?

CENTRE PIONEERS ROBOTIC SURGERY
A £2m device which carries out robotic surgery is being pioneered
in Oxford. The dual-console gadget, which is the only one of its kind
in the UK, is used by surgeons to carry out precise keyhole surgery. Its
unique design allows surgeons to train others more quickly and safer than
ever before, the Oxford Cancer Centre said. It will be used in some prostate
and renal cancer operations, with surgeons aiming to expand its use in the future. A set of robotic arms, operated by the surgeon sitting at a console, is
used to carry out invasive surgery with great precision, the university said.
It is unique in having dual consoles to allow an experienced operator
to train other surgeons in use of the robot, much like dual control allows
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driving instructors to aid those learning to drive. The console also allows
the surgeon to see in 3D and at 10 to 15 times magnification.
Astonishing Precision
It should allow Oxford to become a centre for robotic surgery training
in the UK. Freddie Hamdy, Nuffield Professor of Surgery at the University
of Oxford, said: “These robotic systems are revolutionising the way surgery is carried out, offering astonishing precision. Patients will be able
to benefit from the latest developments in surgery and, with improved
recovery times, they should be able to go home sooner as well.”
The da Vinci surgical system was bought by Oxford University and
Oxford Radcliffe Hospitals.
As well as benefiting patients and teaching, the new robot will be
used at the centre of research to evaluate the new technology.
Moira Logie, divisional director, said: “At the moment only patients
funded by research and charitable funds can be treated with the robot but
we hope that NHS commissioners will support this technology in the future once it has been thoroughly evaluated.”

AN INTERVIEW AT THE OPERATING TABLE:
YOUR LIFE IN A ROBOT’S HANDS
By Emma Midgley
Maggie Philbin went behind the scenes to see ground-breaking
technology being pioneered at Royal Berkshire Hospital as she watched
Robbie the Robot perform an operation with the help of a surgeon. BBC
Radio Berkshire’s Maggie Philbin donned her scrubs and headed down
to Royal Berkshire Hospital to check out a new £1million robot which
will radically change the face of surgery at the hospital. “Robbie” as
the robot is affectionately called by staff, arrived at the Reading hospital
at the beginning of October 2008.
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Alternative to Traditional Surgery
The new “da Vinci Surgical System” provides surgeons with an alternative to traditional open surgery by putting them at the controls
of a state-of-the-art robot.
Royal Berkshire Hospital
The Royal Berkshire is the first District General Hospital in the UK
to be using one of these machines.
Amazing Piece of Kit
Maggie described the robot as “an amazing piece of kit”, and was
fascinated to see surgeons Peter Malone and Adam Jones operating
the machine. The robot, also known as the da Vinci Surgical System, has
four arms. Three of them hold objects that act as tools, such as a scalpel
or scissors and other operating instruments, and the fourth arm is for
a camera with two lenses that gives the surgeon full stereoscopic vision
from the console.
Personality
Maggie said that the robot seems to have a personality of its own,
and surgeon Peter Malone agreed. He said: “It really does feel like Robbie is beside you at the operating table. I think most of the robots being
used up and down the country and throughout the world have been given
a name. The robot really does look like a personality, I completely agree
with you. I think you really do become quite attached to it.”
“Using robots in surgery has been coming for some while. I’ve been
doing surgery for 30 years and it’s quite difficult to make the leap from
open surgery to keyhole surgery, but using the robot means I’m able to
work in the same way, but without cutting people open.”
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Robbie the Robot in Action: Surgery
“Robbie” will be used for urology, gynaecology and ear, nose and
throat surgery, allowing surgeons to create smaller incisions and use
greater precision while performing complicated operations. It is hoped
that the new procedure will lead to significantly less pain for the patient,
less blood loss, less scarring, shorter recovery time, a faster return to
normal daily activities and in many cases, better clinical outcomes. So
is there any downside to Robbie the Robot? “His jokes aren’t any good!”
said Maggie.

THE INCREDIBLE BIONIC MAN
Watch the film, study the vocabulary and answer the questions that follow.

Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
1) Frankenstein
2) to recreate life
3) spooky
4) to bring to life
5) roboticist
6) implantable synthetic organs
7) bionic limbs
8) mechanical heart
9) microchip brain
10) hybrid
11) futuristic
12) to unleash a monster
13) sophisticated prosthetic part
14) outer frame
15) circulatory system
16) polymer
17) implantable organ
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18) dexterity
19) nylon
20) game console
21) depth perception and vision
22) circuit board
23) custom-built shoulder
24) to contract
25) compressed air
26) pancreas
27) spleen
28) germ
29) plastic pneumatically-driven
pump
30) ventricle
31) titanium
32) blood supply
33) life-support system

34) power supply
35) portable battery pack
36) windpipe, trachea
37) intestines/guts
38) bowels
39) hydraulic hips
40) biomechatronics
41) robotic exoskeleton
42) paraplegic
43) to triumph on Jeopardy
44) speech synthesizer
45) neural engineering

46) Silicon Valley
47) to interface
48) pacemaker
49) cardiac defibrillator
50) hackable
51) Bluetooth cannon
52) Bluetooth enabled diabetic
pump
53) to send a person into a coma
54) subject to cyber-attack
55) Frankensteinish creepiness
Questions

1) What is bionic technology all about?
2) What is the story of Bertold Meyer?
3) What are the scientists’ intentions and the purpose of creating
a bionic man?
4) How is it supposed to look?
5) What are the advances of prosthetics mentioned in the film?
6) Could humanity benefit from the creation of a bionic man? How?
7) Give a detailed description of how the bionic man’s vision is
going to work.
8) How is the bionic man’s circulatory system supposed to work?
His other organs?
9) How is the artificial heart described? How many have been
implanted so far?
10) How has life expectancy increased over the last 150 years? Why
has having different life-prolonging devices caused many ethical questions to arise? Why, according to Professor George Annas, it is not good
that human life can become longer?
11) What does he say about rich people getting implants because
they can afford them? How do you think this inequality could be solved?
12) Which organs does the bionic man have and which does he not?
Why?
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13) What does the BiOM Company do? Describe its achievements.
14) How did the prosthetic ankle technology first emerge?
15) What is the other name for the bionic man?
16) In what connection i s Boston Dynamics mentioned?
17) What is one of the dangers of the cyberworld Professor Annas
mentions?
18) What is an exoskeleton? Who is it meant for? What are its
drawbacks?
19) What is the most difficult challenge in recreating the human
body?
20) What are the achievements of artificial intelligence in its competition with the human brain?
21) How is the bionic man’s speech synthesized?
22) What is the work conducted to study the brain of the rat? What
are its prospects?
23) What are the dangers bionics conceals? What does computer
crime have to do with it?
24) How does the bionic man’s prototype feel about actually being
a prototype for the machine? Why?
25) How complex is the bionic man?

26) What is the boundary humanity should not cross? Do you
think there should be a boundary at all?

NANOTECHNOLOGY

Study the text on nanotechnology. Get ready to speak about this new science.

FUTURE IMPACT OF NANOTECHNOLOGY
By Peidong Yang, David E. Luzzi
Nanotechnology is expected to have a variety of economic, social, environmental, and national security impacts. In 2000 the National Science
Foundation began working with the National Nanotechnology Initiative
(NNI) to address nanotechnology’s possible impacts and to propose ways
of minimizing any undesirable consequences.
For example, nanotechnology breakthroughs may result in the loss
of some jobs. Just as the development of the automobile destroyed
the markets for the many products associated with horse-based transportation and led to the loss of many jobs, transformative products
based on nanotechnology will inevitably lead to a similar result in some
contemporary industries. Examples of at-risk occupations are jobs manufacturing conventional televisions. Nanotechnology-based field-emission
or liquid-crystal display (LCD), flat-panel TVs will likely make those
jobs obsolete. These new types of televisions also promise to radically
improve picture quality. In field-emission TVs, for example, each pixel
(picture element) is composed of a sharp tip that emits electrons at very
high currents across a small potential gap into a phosphor for red, green,
or blue. The pixels are brighter, and unlike LCDs that lose clarity in sunlight, field-emission TVs retain clarity in bright sunlight. Field-emission
TVs use much less energy than conventional TVs. They can be made
very thin — less than a millimeter — although actual commercial devices
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will probably have a bit more heft for structural stability and ruggedness.
Samsung claims it will be releasing the first commercial model, based
on carbon nanotube emitters, by early 2004.
Other potential job losses could be those of supermarket cashiers if
nanotechnology-based, flexible, thin-film computers housed in plastic
product wrappings enable all-at-once checkout. Supermarket customers could simply wheel their carts through a detection gateway, similar
in shape to the magnetic security systems found at the exits of stores
today. As with any transformative technology, however, nanotechnology
can also be expected to create many new jobs.
The societal impacts from nanotechnology-based advances in human health care may also be large. A ten-year increase in human life
expectancy in the United States due to nanotechnology advances would
have a significant impact on Social Security and retirement plans. As
in the fields of biotechnology and genomics, certain development paths
in nanotechnology are likely to have ethical implications.
Nanomaterials could also have adverse environmental impacts.
Proper regulation should be in place to minimize any harmful effects.
Because nanomaterials are invisible to the human eye, extra caution must
be taken to avoid releasing these particles into the environment. Some
preliminary studies point to possible carcinogenic (cancer-causing) properties of carbon nanotubes. Although these studies need to be confirmed,
many scientists consider it prudent now to take measures to prevent any
potential hazard that these nanostructures may pose. However, the vast
majority of nanotechnology-based products will contain nanomaterials
bound together with other materials or components, rather than freefloating nano-sized objects, and will therefore not pose such a risk.
At the same time, nanotechnology breakthroughs are expected to have
many environmental benefits such as reducing the emission of air pollutants and cleaning up oil spills. The large surface areas of nanomaterials
give them a significant capacity to absorb various chemicals. Already,
researchers at Pacific Northwestern National Laboratory in Richland,
Washington, part of the US Department of Energy, have used a porous
silica matrix with a specially functionalized surface to remove lead and
mercury from water supplies.
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Finally, nanotechnology can be expected to have national security
uses that could both improve military forces and allow for better monitoring of peace and inspection agreements. Efforts to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons or to detect the existence of biological
and chemical weapons, for example, could be improved with nanotech
devices.

THE DARK SECRET
OF HENDRIK SCHÖN — NANOTECHNOLOGY
Watch the film The Dark Secret of Hendrik Schön. Before you watch the film,
study the vocabulary below.

Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
1)
02)
03)
04)
05)
06)
07)
08)
09)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)

to unleash
microscopic machines
techno-utopia
to turn on smb.
to wipe out
nanobot
speck of dust
collective intelligence
to take on a life of one’s
own
non-biological cancer
grey goo
superconductor
laser
research facility
Bell Labs
to be in line for smth.
Moore’s law
trigger (n.)

19) to grind to a halt
20) to evolve
21) to be plunged into
a depression
22) organic molecules
23) to increase the density
of smth.
24) to blast open the world
of nanotechnology
25) digital tongue of ones and
zeros
26) circuit
27) current
28) transistor circuit
29) signature of a transistor
30) to blow out of the water
31) organic dye molecules
32) living cells
33) immune system
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34) ultimate weapon
35) to take out people
36) to turn on the environment
around smb.
37) to devour
38) to manage perils
39) 200 degrees below freezing
40) graph
41) honest mistake

42)
43)
44)
45)
46)
47)
48)
49)
50)

sloppy
duplicate results
golden boy
fraudulent
thunderbolt
to launch an investigation
to look into allegations
to stand by
to vindicate

While watching the film, find answers to the questions below.

1) What are nanobots? Why are they hard to imagine?
2) What is grey goo? What might the grey goo problem be?
3) Who is Hendrik Schön? What was particular about his work?
4) According to the film, what is Moore’s law? What is its essence?
5) What is the contemporary tendency of the silicon chip technology
development? What is the problem underlying it?
6) Why are organic molecules seen as an alternative to silicon chips?
How could they work?
7) What seemed to be Hendrik Schön’s breakthrough?
8) What were the prospects of Schön’s discovery? How could it affect
life? How could the results of the discovery be used?
9) What is the essence of nanotechnology? What are its advantages?
How can it be used in the future?
10) What is the potential threat of nanotechnology?
11) What did Schön write in the two articles mentioned in the film?
12) What was wrong about Schön’s discovery? What are the consequences?
13) What did the investigation of Schön’s works establish?

GENETIC ENGINEERING

Study the vocabulary, get ready to define, translate and transcribe the words
from the text on genetic engineering. Then read the text and answer the questions below.

Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

hereditary
vaccine
selective breeding
recombinant
deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA)
gene splicing
to incorporate
protein
enzyme
hormone
protein makeup
donor
host
vector
microorganism
bacterium
fertilized egg
transgenic organisms
uterus
surrogate mother
zucchini yellow mosaic virus

21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)
35)
36)
37)
38)
39)
40)

immunity to
canola oil
weed-killing
crop yield
dwarfing gene
stalk
rainbow trout
carp eggs
bovine somatotrophin
(BST)
escherichia coli
decompose
break down petroleum
products
breakdown of pollutants
naphthalene
pseudomonas fluorescens
light-producing
luciferase
vibrio fischeri
hormone insulin
diabetes mellitus
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41) hog
42) tissue plasminogen activator
(TPA)
43) dissolve blood
44) anemia
45) hemophilia
46) interferon
47) mammary (milk-producing)
glands

48)
49)
50)
51)
52)
53)
54)
55)
56)

emphysema
cowpox virus
hepatitis
influenza
herpes
simplex viruses
gene therapy
cystic fibrosis
muscular dystrophy

THE THEORY OF GENETIC ENGINEERING
Genetic engineering is alteration of an organism’s genetic, or hereditary, material to eliminate undesirable characteristics or to produce
desirable new ones. Genetic engineering is used to increase plant and
animal food production; to help dispose of industrial wastes; and to
diagnose disease, improve medical treatment, and produce vaccines
and other useful drugs. Included in genetic engineering techniques are
the selective breeding of plants and animals, hybridization (reproduction
between different strains or species), and recombinant deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA).
In recent decades, genetic engineering has been revolutionized by
a technique known as gene splicing, which scientists use to directly alter
genetic material to form recombinant DNA. Genes consist of segments
of the molecule DNA. In gene splicing, one or more genes of an organism
are introduced to a second organism. If the second organism incorporates
the new DNA into its own genetic material, recombined DNA results.
Specific genes direct an organism’s characteristics through the formation of proteins such as enzymes and hormones. Proteins perform vital
functions — for example, enzymes initiate many of the chemical reactions that take place within an organism, and hormones regulate various
processes, such as growth, metabolism, and reproduction. The introduction of new genes into an organism essentially alters the characteristics
of the organism by changing its protein makeup.
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In gene splicing, DNA cannot be transferred directly from its original organism, known as the donor, to the recipient organism, known as
the host. Instead, the donor DNA must be cut and pasted, or recombined,
into a compatible fragment of DNA from a vector — an organism that
can carry the donor DNA into the host. The host organism is often a rapidly multiplying microorganism such as a harmless bacterium, which
serves as a factory where the recombined DNA can be duplicated in large
quantities. The subsequently produced protein can then be removed from
the host and used as a genetically engineered product in humans, other
animals, plants, bacteria, or viruses. The donor DNA can be introduced
directly into an organism by techniques such as injection through the cell
walls of plants or into the fertilized egg of an animal. Plants and animals
that develop from a cell into which new DNA has been introduced are
called transgenic organisms.
Another technique that produces recombinant DNA is known as
cloning. In one cloning method, scientists remove the DNA-containing
nucleus from a female’s egg and replace it with a nucleus from an animal
of a similar species. The scientists then place the egg in the uterus of a third
animal, known as the surrogate mother. The result, first demonstrated by
the birth of a cloned sheep named Dolly in 1996, is the birth of an animal
that is nearly genetically identical to the animal from which the nucleus
was obtained. Such an animal is genetically unrelated to the surrogate
mother. Cloning is still in its infancy, but it may pave the way for improved farm
Applications
The use of recombinant DNA has transformed a number of industries, including plant and animal food production, pollution control, and
medicine.
Food Production
Recombinant DNA is used to combat one of the greatest problems
in plant food production: the destruction of crops by plant viruses or insect
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pests. For example, by transferring the protein-coat gene of the zucchini
yellow mosaic virus to squash plants that had previously sustained great
damage from the virus, scientists were able to create transgenic squash
plants with immunity to this virus. Scientists also have developed transgenic potato and strawberry plants that are frost-resistant; potatoes, corn,
tobacco, and cotton that resist attacks by certain insect pests; and soybeans, cotton, corn, and oilseed rape (the source of canola oil) that have
increased resistance to certain weed-killing chemicals called herbicides.
Recombinant DNA has also been used to improve crop yield. Scientists
have transferred a gene that controls plant height, known as a dwarfing
gene, from a wheat plant to other cereal plants, such as barley, rye, and
oats. The transferred gene causes the new plant to produce more grain
and a shorter stalk with fewer leaves. The shorter plant also resists damage from wind and rain better than taller varieties.
Scientists also apply gene-splicing techniques to animal food production. Scientists have transferred the growth hormone gene of rainbow
trout directly into carp eggs. The resultant transgenic carp produce both
carp and rainbow trout growth hormones and grow to be one-third larger
than normal carp. Other fish that have been genetically engineered include salmon, which have been modified for faster growth, and trout,
which have been altered so that they are more resistant to infection by
a blood virus.
Recombinant DNA also has been used to clone large quantities
of the gene responsible for the cattle growth hormone bovine somatotropin (BST) in the bacterium Escherichia coli. The hormone is then
extracted from the bacterium, purified, and injected into dairy cows,
increasing their milk production by 10 to 15 percent.
Pollution Control
Genetically altered bacteria can be used to decompose many forms
of garbage and to break down petroleum products. Recombinant DNA
also can be used to monitor the breakdown of pollutants. For example,
naphthalene, an environmental pollutant present in artificially manufactured soils, can be broken down by the bacterium Pseudomonas
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fluorescens. To monitor this process, scientists transferred a lightproducing enzyme called luciferase, found in the bacterium Vibrio
fischeri, to the Pseudomonas fluorescens bacterium. The genetically
altered Pseudomonas fluorescens bacterium produces light in proportion to the amount of its activity in breaking down the naphthalene, thus
providing a way to monitor the efficiency of the process.
Medicine
In 1982 the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved for the first time the medical use of a recombinant DNA protein,
the hormone insulin, which had been cloned in large quantities by inserting the human insulin gene into the genetic makeup of Escherichia coli
bacteria. Previously, this hormone, used by insulin-dependent people with
diabetes mellitus, had been available only in limited quantities from hogs.
Since 1982 the FDA has approved other genetically engineered proteins for use in humans, including three cloned in hamster cell cultures:
tissue plasminogen activator (TPA), an enzyme used to dissolve blood
clots in people who have suffered heart attacks; erythropoetin, a hormone
used to stimulate the production of red blood cells in people with severe
anemia; and antihemophilic human factor VIII, used by people with hemophilia to prevent and control bleeding or to prepare them for surgery.
Another important genetically engineered drug is interferon, a chemical
that is produced by the body in tiny amounts. Engineered interferon is
used to fight viral diseases and as an anticancer drug.
Scientists also have employed recombinant DNA to produce medically useful human proteins in animal milk. In this procedure, the human
gene responsible for the desired protein is first linked to specific genes
of the animal that are active only in its mammary (milk-producing) glands.
The egg of the animal is then injected with the linked genes. The resulting transgenic animals will have these linked genes in every cell of their
body but will produce the human protein only in their milk. The human
protein is finally extracted from the animal’s milk for use as medicine.
In this way, sheep’s milk is used to produce alpha-1-antitrypsin, an enzyme used in the treatment of emphysema; cow’s milk is used to produce
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lactoferrin, a protein that combats bacterial infections; and goat’s milk
is used as yet another way to produce TPA, the blood-clot-dissolving
enzyme also cloned in hamster cell cultures.
Recombinant DNA also is used in the production of vaccines against
disease. A vaccine contains a portion of an infectious organism that does
not cause severe disease but does cause the body’s immune system to
form protective antibodies against the organism. When a person is vaccinated against a viral disease, the production of antibodies is actually
a reaction to the surface proteins of the coat of the virus. With recombinant DNA technology, scientists have been able to transfer the genes for
some viral-coat proteins to the cowpox virus, which was used against
smallpox in the first efforts at vaccination in the late 18th century. Vaccination with genetically altered cowpox is now being used against
hepatitis, influenza, and herpes simplex viruses. Genetically engineered
cowpox is considered safer than using the disease-causing virus itself
and is equally as effective.
In humans, recombinant DNA is the basis of gene therapy, in which
genes within cells are removed, replaced, or altered to produce new
proteins that change the function of the cells. The use of gene therapy
has been approved in more than 400 clinical trials for diseases such as
cystic fibrosis, emphysema, muscular dystrophy, adenosine deaminase
deficiency, and some cancers. While gene therapy is a promising technique, many problems remain to be solved before gene therapy can
reliably cure disease.

FALSE DAWNS IN THE BRAVE WORLD
OF NEW GENETICS
Study the vocabulary, get ready to define, translate and transcribe the words
from the text False Dawns in the Brave World of New Genetics. Then read
the text and answer the questions below.
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Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
1)
02)
03)
04)
05)
06)
07)
08)
09)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)

designer baby
ageing process
hype
human genome
IVF
tissue-typed
stem-cell research
quadriplegic
Nobel Prize for medicine
molecular biology
Frankenstein science
post-human future
a gung-ho view on new
genetics
double helix
amino acid
to manipulate and transplant
genes
to bridge the gap
wastage rate
chimpanzee
Parkinson’s disease
diabetes
cystic fibrosis
Down’s syndrome
spinal cord
Alzheimer’s disease
hot button topics
pre-implantation genetic
diagnosis
germ-line therapy
gene therapy
pharmacogenetics

31)
32)
33)
34)
35)
36)
37)
38)
39)
40)
41)
42)
43)
44)
45)
46)
47)
48)
49)
50)
51)
52)
53)
54)
55)
56)
57)
58)
59)
60)

GM crops
drug factory
buzzword
poster boy/girl
embryo
to conceal genetic
abnormalities
sci-fi implications
terminally infertile
fertility
artificial insemination
test tube
Petri dish
surrogate mother
genetic mutation
infanticide
abortion
foolproof
foetus
sex selection
refinement
to endorse
to screen for a disorder
re-engineering of mankind
to ferry a therapeutic gene
into particular tissue
by-product
red blood cells
to perpetuate genes
longevity
to bolster repair and
maintenance mechanisms
ageing debris
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61) crusade against abortion
62) bio-ethicist
63) genetic make-up

64) selfish genery
65) genetic determinism
66) laisser-faire political ideology
Questions

1) Does the title of the text remind you of anything? What does that
“brave new world” expression imply?
2) What are the global worries caused by genetic engineering? Why
are science and ethics conflicting?
3) What is the essence of the double helix discovery?
4) What makes genetic engineering possible? Why do scientists
believe so many alterations can be made to “improve” humans?
5) According to the author, why does genetic engineering seem so
attractive? How can it help humanity in the long run?
6) Why is genetic engineering in humans, though attractive and
promising, still far away in the future?
7) What is the story of the Dolly sheep?
8) Why can cloning people be dangerous?
9) How would you answer the question Lovell-Badge asked: “Does
it really matter if there are a few clones walking about?”
10) Why does cloning seem so scary so many people?
11) How can genetic engineering help improve births?
12) What is the dilemma the author mentions that can complicate
things if we know more about who is going to be born?
13) Would you feel comfortable with the advances of genetic engineering enabling people to learn what disease they carry? (Read the questions in the italicised passages.)
14) Comment on the idea of “screening” for particular qualities
in the to-be-born humans. Would you like to be programmed like this?
Does this idea of designer babies appeal to you? Why? / Why not?
15) According to the article, what leads to ageing? What can help
people live longer lives?
16) What are stem cells? How can they be used in genetics? To fight
ageing?
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17) Why is the use of stem cells opposed in so many countries?
18) What stands behind the phrase “…the resulting man-mouse
chimera is unpredictable”?
19) What is pharmacogenetics? How can it help cure people?
20) What is genetic determinism?
21) Comment on the two italicised quotations at the end of the text.
Make conclusions.

Gene science has the potential to transform the course of our lives, from
“designer babies” to slowing the ageing process. But how far advanced
is it — and exactly where is it going? Mike Bygrave asked the scientists
at its cutting edge to separate the hype from the reality.
By Mike Bygrave
It has been the Year of the Gene. Fresh from their triumph of “sequencing” (spelling out) the three billion letters of the human genome,
molecular biology and the New Genetics left the science pages and hit
the front pages.
Genetic discoveries alternated with genetic threats in the headlines
almost daily. One day scientists found genes “for” asthma or skin cancer.
The next day came warnings over GM foods or mix-ups at IVF clinics
like the one that resulted in a white mother giving birth to two black
babies. Last week, a High Court ruling dashed the hopes of parents who
wanted to create a “tissue-typed” baby to help a sick sibling.
Worries over the health of Dolly the sheep, the world’s first clone,
were set against regular rumours of human cloning (as yet unsubstantiated). While DNA testing became standard police procedure, no one was
sure how they felt about its forthcoming use as a routine medical tool,
available at your local GP’s surgery — a fear symbolised by the spat
over stolen DNA being used to prove Steve Bing’s paternity of Liz
Hurley’s baby.
In the US, the Bush administration restricted stem-cell research and
is on the verge of banning all human cloning, causing an angry reaction
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from patients who might benefit, led by the quadriplegic actor Christopher Reeve. In Britain, the Nobel Prize for Medicine was shared by
Sir John Sulston of Cambridge’s Laboratory of Molecular Biology —
who promptly used his new fame to warn about the dangers in the New
Genetics.
In the realm of ideas, too, everything seemed to be about biology.
The nature versus nurture debate revived from the Sixties, when it had
revolved around IQ and had bitter, racial overtones. This time around, it
was less to do with race but no less bitter, with genetic fundamentalists
such as Steven Pinker and Richard Dawkins arguing that “the answer
lies in our genes”. Opponents, such as media psychologist Oliver James,
defended more flexible accounts of human behaviour.
Meanwhile, a separate, equally hard-fought controversy erupted over
the future of molecular biology itself and its promise — or threat — to
transform what it means to be human. Is the New Genetics a Frankenstein
science, leading to a post-human future full of designer babies for those
who can afford them ruling over a genetically deprived underclass? Do
we need to regulate research now if we are to preserve our essential
humanity, as the American intellectual Francis Fukuyama argued in his
new book, Our Posthuman Future?
Last summer, Fukuyama visited Britain to debate with Los Angeles
science writer Gregory Stock whose book, Redesigning Humans, takes
a gung-ho view of the New Genetics. Their debate stayed on the “designer
babies versus Frankenstein’s monster” level. To critics such as Steve
Jones — professor of genetics at the Galton Laboratory, University College, London, and a top popular science writer himself — that is a missed
opportunity, a fake issue arising from the “huge overselling of genetics
that has been going on almost since the science began. The problem is
that people who are not scientists — and some who are — are using
science to explore questions which are not scientific but have to do with
ethics or identity or social change.”
Robin Lovell-Badge, a scientist with the Medical Research Council
who was on the panel for the Stock-Fukuyama debate, agrees that “such
debates are missed opportunities because they are more about science
fiction than science fact. We need to concentrate on what is possible and
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not on fantasy. There should be a debate and the public clearly wants
one, but they need proper information in order to take part.”
So what is possible? What constitutes “proper information”? And
how come the past 100 years turned out to be, in science historian Evelyn
Fox-Keller’s phrase, “the century of the gene” in the first place?
The Double Helix
In 1953, Cambridge scientists Francis Crick and James Watson announced the double helix structure of the DNA molecule. It was one
of the most celebrated scientific discoveries of the twentieth century.
A gene is a strand of DNA. And DNA, with its four-letter genetic code
(A, G, C, T), is us. The four letters, which are arranged in sequences
of three to make up the six billion letters in the human genome, are
the initial letters of the names of four amino acids which are DNA’s bases.
Those acids join to make proteins which in turn become cells which
become bodies (and brains). Hence the Central Dogma formulated by
Crick in 1957: “DNA makes RNA [another acid, a kind of copy of itself],
RNA makes protein and proteins make us.”
According to Steve Rose, author and professor of biology at the Open
University, “that’s where you start to get those metaphors of DNA as
the Master Molecule and genes as the key to the Book of Life and all that
stuff. Like all great simplifications in science, [Crick’s Central Dogma]
was brilliant — and not true.”
Rose means that we now have a much more complicated picture of how
genes work than Crick’s original scheme. Instead of a repetitive one-note,
it’s more like a “cellular jazz orchestra” in Rose’s view. But even as that
picture began to change, there were two more major landmarks in the New
Genetics. They were the development of recombinant DNA technology
in the Seventies and the sequencing of the entire human genome, which
was completed with chronological symbolism just as the century ended.
Recombinant DNA technology is the technology behind those
catchphrases like “genetic engineering” and “gene therapy”. Thanks
to its procedures, scientists can manipulate genes, take genes from one
form of life and transplant them into another, translate and even rewrite
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that Book of Life, if you like — and the Book is now being rewritten
or retranslated daily, though as yet only among plants (GM foods) and
certain animals, and even there much of the work is experimental. Some
people believe the radical difference in complexity between plants and
animals on the one hand and human beings on the other — along with
the high wastage rate involved in these technologies — means the gap
can never be bridged, except in limited ways.
Once we thought that the biological world existed in rigid, fixed
compartments. Each species kept to itself; plants kept to themselves.
About the only interaction between them happened when some of them
ate others. Now we find the life-world is a much more fluid, plastic and
unified place than we imagined. This change of view is the sum of three
broad discoveries of the New Genetics.
First, we now know the DNA profiles of some organisms are very
similar: for instance, humans share 98 per cent of genetic material with
chimpanzees. Second, we know that genes are interchangeable between
species. And third, we know that individual genes can be persuaded to
behave in plastic ways within an organism, for example in cloning and
stem-cell research. Put these three pieces of the puzzle together and optimistic scientists believe they will one day be able to intervene to alter
humans by manipulating our genes.
Why should we want them to? Well, for a start you will probably
die of a genetic disease. Now that the infectious diseases which killed
our ancestors at early ages have largely been conquered in the rich West
(with the exception of Aids), most people die of the diseases of ageing,
which are genetic. And geneticists have an increasing amount to say
about ageing. Then there are all the other, rarer conditions which still
cripple and kill millions, from Parkinson’s to diabetes, cystic fibrosis to
Down’s syndrome.
Christopher Reeve is the most famous person paralysed by a spinal
cord injury which stem-cell research may one day help. There is now
a tremendous amount of research going on into Alzheimer’s — a famous
sufferer was the late Iris Murdoch.
After talking to a range of working scientists and researchers, it
is relatively easy to come up with a short list of the hot button topics
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in genetics and their likely progress over, say, the next 10 years. The consensus about what can and cannot (and may never be) done is not
complete, but it is impressive. There is more than enough on the agenda
to keep everyone busy without worrying about designer babies — or
Frankenstein’s monsters either.
Science Fact vs. Science Fiction
The list goes like this: pre-implantation genetic diagnosis; germ-line
therapy and gene therapy, which together comprise what most people
think of as “genetic engineering”; cloning; stem-cell research; ageing;
and the impenetrably named pharmacogenetics, which could turn out to
be the most useful of all.
Extend the list outside of human beings and it gets both longer and
more commercial, including things like GM crops, genetic enhancements
of animals bred for food, genetically modified animals used as living
“drug factories” (called “pharming”), and more. Many of the things
the Fukuyamas and Stocks fear (or welcome) for humans are being
tried with animals and plants. But they work only where the safety
of the subjects is not considered a major issue (as opposed to the safety
of consumers, an issue with GM foods) and very high failure rates are
socially acceptable. In other words, these technologies cannot simply
be transferred from plants and animals to humans — and perhaps never
will be.
Apart from cloning — the most famous of all genetic buzzwords.
Dolly the cloned sheep is the poster girl for the New Genetics. Dolly’s
birth in 1997 caused a sensation in part because people were so certain it
could not be done. Well, it can, but it is messy: 276 failed attempts to make
a sheep before Dolly; about 9,000 cloned embryos needed to produce
around 70 cloned calves, a third of which died young. Some scientists
believe even healthy-looking clones conceal genetic abnormalities. And
there has been total failure in cloning horses and chickens, though no
one knows why. Will there be a human clone one day? Almost certainly,
though nowhere near as soon as scientific self-promoters such as Italy’s
Severino Antinori keep announcing (but not delivering).
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Cloning makes us both excited and uneasy because of its sci-fi implications. Perhaps we should not worry so much. Even if (when) cloning
becomes safe enough to use with humans, it is hard to think of any real
demand for it beyond a handful of eccentrics. Gregory Stock, who spends
his life travelling and lecturing on these issues, has met most of the obvious candidates — the terminally infertile; people who have taken terrible
tragic losses of a beloved son or only daughter or young wife. Most say
yes, they have heard about cloning, they thought about it, but no, even
if it was available, they know a clone would not be the same as their lost
loved one (a person is not just his or her genes) or as the child they crave
(a clone is a clone of one person only). They understand that what they
want is different from anything science could ever provide. One or two
would want it anyway. But then, as Lovell-Badge says: “Does it really
matter if there are a few clones walking about?”
Sex and Death
The controversy over human cloning underlines the New Genetics’
link to fertility and existing sexual technologies. The New Genetics has
to do with birth as much as it does with ageing. It plugs into the strong
emotions aroused by sex and death — hence the histrionic tone of debates
over genetic issues.
Having healthy children — or having children at all — is the second
reason we want scientists to intervene in our biology. Unlike the science
of ageing, which remains mostly in the research lab, fertility is already
a huge business involving big money and a half-hidden ocean of human
misery. About one married couple in six has some problem with fertility.
More than one million people have now been born via artificial insemination. Estimates are that, within two or three years, about the same number
will have begun their lives in a test tube (or these days, a Petri dish).
And there are all the scare stories about surrogate mothers and mix-ups
at fertility clinics.
Meanwhile IVF, the leading-edge technology, which consists of harvesting the eggs from a woman’s womb, fertilising them and replacing
some of the embryos, remains a clunky, unpleasant, emotionally draining
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procedure with a significant failure rate. As one expert told a recent London
conference on IVF: “I do feel, often, IVF patients are the experiment.”
Genetics slips in alongside IVF at present, in the form of “pre-implantation genetic diagnosis”, PGD for short. PGD is a proven medical
technology (although it remains expensive and difficult to do). Given
the “therapeutic gap” between basic science and its translation into clinical treatments — the most obvious example is cancer where there has
not really been a new treatment in 50 years, during which time billions
have been poured into cancer research — PGD may be the New Genetics’
main contribution to human welfare for some years to come.
In an IVF clinic, a number of eggs are fertilised and developed into
embryos outside the womb. With certain mothers, usually those who
have already borne a child with a genetic mutation like cystic fibrosis,
their embryos can now be screened for the several thousand known
conditions caused by a “single-gene disease”. Then only the healthy
embryos are implanted.
Then there is sex selection. The traditional methods were infanticide
and abortion and they were widespread. The New Genetics offers new,
improved ways of testing for sex and, for those who can afford the procedures, ways of trying to choose their baby’s sex in advance (the main
method, called sperm-sorting, is, like IVF, clunky and far from foolproof).
What is a controversial consumer item (cost: £8,000) in the First
World can be a harsher matter elsewhere. In parts of the Third World,
a foetus of the wrong sex (ie female) can be an instant trigger for abortion
and there are reportedly major, semi-illicit trades in testing and aborting
for gender. As science advances, there will be other, medical — as opposed to cultural and economic — versions of this dilemma. For example,
more pregnant women will be told they are carrying a child with a disease
that will kill him (or her) in his thirties or forties and for which there is no
current cure. What should they do? In 30 or 40 years, science may have
found a cure. Anyway, are 30 or 40 years not a life — or worth a life?
There will be more adults, too, whose GPs will be able to tell them,
via DNA diagnosis, what disease will kill them and maybe roughly
when — and for them there will be no 30 or 40 years to wait and no
cure. Will they want to know their fate? Will their life insurers and their
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medical insurers and their employers want to know? And whose right
to know will win?
At present, one child in 30 in Britain is born with a genetic disorder.
Across the world, there are large areas with even worse incidences.
Whatever your feelings about sex selection and other refinements, most
people endorse the use of PGD to screen for such disorders.
Scientists hope to improve the technology to the point where it can
screen for one, maybe even two, positive “traits” — for example blue
eyes and height. That would still rule out the ideas of the genetic visionaries like Stock, who think PGD could be the first step to “designer
babies” and the re-engineering of mankind, by allowing parents to select
among their embryos for all sorts of desirable (to the parents) qualities.
The reasons this cannot work are not technical so much as statistical,
to do with the way genes are passed on through sex. To screen for two
traits you need at least 16 embryos, for three, 64 embryos and so on.
Since the maximum number of embryos an IVF procedure produces are
typically between 16 and 20, you can do the sums.
Gene therapy applies to adults; germ-line therapy is gene therapy on
embryos. The one on adults has not worked out so far. Undaunted, the visionaries argue that germ-line therapy will actually be an easier proposition for the obvious reason that everything is more fluid then, less fixed
or developed. As Stock writes, “the need to ferry a therapeutic gene into
particular tissue [in adult gene therapy] disappears because [in embryos]
the gene is already in every cell. The challenge is to regulate the gene so
that it is active at the right level and at the right time and place.”
Attempting to alter genes in human embryos is controversial because
it means manipulating the genetic inheritance of someone who cannot
consent. No one is attempting it right now. Moreover, to work as a therapy,
it would need to alter that person’s descendants too, on through generations. So why not use PGD and eliminate that embryo in the first place?
Genetics and Ageing
The biggest surprise to me talking to biologists was the progress they
are making at the other end of the human story — namely, old age and
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death. Ageing research is a new branch of science. Until very recently,
the Big Money and the Big Science went into studying the diseases
of ageing, like cancer: any knowledge of the ageing process itself was
a by-product. Now, if people like Professor Tom Kirkwood of the University of Newcastle have their way, the position is about to be reversed.
“Much more has been done in ageing research than is yet widely recognised,” he says. “We now understand much more clearly the nature
of the beast — the broad structure of the mechanisms that leads to ageing
and age-related diseases.”
According to Kirkwood, at the root of this structure is rubbish.
Most of our cells divide and copy throughout our lives. Red blood cells
renew themselves every four months or so, for instance. At the genetic
level, each of us makes thousands of miles of new DNA every minute.
Numerous mutations — errors — creep in and, though the body includes
intricate repair and maintenance tools, they do not catch or fix them all.
Gradually, the errors — the rubbish — pile up and swamp the system
until they create “the biological identity crisis” (in Steve Jones’s phrase)
which is ageing and death.
We are starting to get a fair picture of how that crisis develops, and
to draw some conclusions. The strangest one is that eating less might
prolong life. This is not a question of that old schoolyard game, the thinnies versus the fatties. We are talking about extreme low-calorie diets.
Placed on such diets, mice and rats live longer. Why should that be?
“Organisms evolve under the pressure of natural selection, which tries
to maximise an organism’s individual fitness, its capacity to perpetuate
its genes,” Kirkwood says. “There are two aspects to fitness: one is how
long the individual lives and the second is fertility. For both of these
you need resources — food. What seems to happen is that in bad times,
when food is scarce, mice and rats shut down their fertility and use their
resources for survival — longevity — by shifting them into bolstering
their repair and maintenance mechanisms.”
The theory is that humans, because they died young for most of our
species’ history, have evolved putting more of their resources into
fertility and less into repair and maintenance. Low-calorie diets are an
amusing sub-plot for ageing researchers, who have a range of targets
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and techniques to bring to bear on the ageing process — and, in the end,
to prolong life itself.
Kirkwood says: “In ageing, in cancer research, in stem-cell research,
in several of these fields, we actually know quite well in principle what
we need to do to intervene. But the devil is always in the details. What
we have to do is understand the mechanisms in sufficiently close details
that we can develop effective treatments and, as cancer research has
shown, that can be a frustratingly difficult problem.”
Stem Cells
Kirkwood describes ageing research as a “marathon”, where we are
on the starting line. That leaves stem cells as the hottest candidate for
the next “medical miracle”.
Remember all those embryos the IVF clinic did not use but threw
out instead? That’s where stem cells come from. Stem cells are a different kind of “rubbish” from ageing debris. Stem cells are the kind that
can be recycled. But their origin makes them controversial, especially
in America, where the religious Right has included them in its crusade
against abortion. Their manipulation by scientists, who then have to grow
them via so-called “therapeutic cloning”, also makes them controversial
among some bio-ethicists who consider this the “slippery slope” to full
human cloning, which they oppose.
The US Right has seized on stem cells to symbolise everything about
the New Genetics that frightens people — its supposed “Frankenstein”
implications, tampering with human identity, cloning, the connection with
abortion, “playing God”. The Bush administration has limited federally
funded researchers to using 64 “cell lines” already in existence.
Although the Bush restrictions at present apply only to federal research money, they have been enough to trigger an angry response from
patients who look to stem-cell research as their great hope. In a recent
Guardian interview, Christopher Reeve — who has been paralysed since
his 1995 horse-riding accident — argued “if we’d had full government
support, full government funding for aggressive research using embryonic
stem cells from the moment they were first isolated at the University
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of Wisconsin in 1998, I don’t think it’s unreasonable to speculate that
we might be in human trials by now ... I’m angry and disappointed ...
I think we could have been much further along with scientific research
than we actually are, and I think I would have been in quite a different
situation than I am today.”
With Bush’s recent mid-term victories, there is the threat of even
more US regulation and religious controversy. It has been enough to make
scientists look for an alternative to embryonic stem cells, such as adult
stem cells. Hence the recent headlines when US scientists proposed
injecting human embryonic stem cells into a mouse. The trial, if it happens, might show whether embryonic cells work in a living animal. But
the resulting man-mouse chimera is unpredictable.
The diseases stem-cell researchers have in their sights are Parkinson’s, diabetes and spinal cord injuries like Reeve’s. The reasons are to
do with the nature of the diseases (or the injury). With Parkinson’s and
diabetes, we already know we can get “a significant cure of the symptoms”, as Lovell-Badge puts it, by “delivering cells to the right sort
of region”. Likewise, with spinal cord injuries, “there are a whole lot
of different approaches each of which suggests you can get some sort
of repair with these injuries”.
Lovell-Badge, whose own research is on mouse and not human cells,
sees clinical experiments using stem cells with Parkinson’s and perhaps
diabetes too within five years, clinical trials within 10 and general medical
use in around 15 years. Spinal cord injuries will take longer.
Pharmacogenetics
Another way of using genetics in medicine has to do with drugs —
pharmacogenetics as it is called. If ageing is a new branch of science,
pharmacogenetics is only just out of the womb. David Goldstein,
an American expat professor at University College, London, is one of its
leaders. “In the future medicines will be tailored to people’s genetic makeup,” Goldstein believes. “We don’t know much about genetic responses
to drugs yet. What we do know is that variable response to drugs is an
important medical problem. Adverse drug reactions are actually a leading
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cause of death in the developed world — fourth or fifth in America. Some
of that is environmental — drug interactions, diet and so on — but some
is genetic. When you add in that all the drugs in use today work on fewer
than half the patients for whom they’re prescribed, you see the potential.”
Two things are needed to realise that potential. One is collecting “sample sets” of information about how patients react to various drugs. That is
the hardest because hospitals and doctors do not operate that way. They
try one drug, then another, until they find one that works but which drug
or what combination does not matter. No one collects the information.
The other thing is powerful computer programs that could hunt for
the variables once the raw data was collected. Those did not exist until
recently, but they are starting to be developed now. Put the two together
and “medicine will become quite a bit more effective,” Goldstein says.
The Gene Wars
By the end of the Nineties, the century of the gene had become
the century of genetic determinism. So far, the new century looks like
being even more of the same. Popularised by Richard Dawkins, the notion of “selfish genery” is a particular take on Darwin’s theory of evolution. According to this twist, bodies are just “lumbering robots” for
the transmission of the all-important genes. Conversely, then, genes must
be the essence of a person. Maybe there are genes for intelligence and
beauty, genes for alcoholism and criminality: if it is not in your genes, you
do not have it, and if it is, you have and always will.
The trouble with this view is that its meaning is as much political as
scientific — and the science is increasingly under attack.
Steve Rose says: “Part of the reason [genetic determinism] has been
so popular is people have despaired of social solutions to problems.
In the Sixties, people thought that through revolution — social engineering — you could achieve almost anything. Now people are fatalistic,
there is no way to change things, which fits with genetic determinism.
Then along comes this Promethean-looking technology called ‘genetics’,
which promises to change humans scientifically. It all fits very well with
a laisser-faire liberal political ideology.”
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It is also a paradox, as Rose points out. On the one hand, genes are
destiny that no one can escape. On the other hand, there are new technologies we are developing which will enable us to do exactly that.
Besides, Rose says, our picture of how genes work is much more
complex, interactive and open than it used to be. It no longer makes
much sense to say there is a gene or even multiple genes “for” a trait
like alcoholism.
On the broader scale as well, scientists like the late Stephen Jay
Gould have challenged the exclusive role of natural selection in the process, arguing that other factors are involved. Genetic fundamentalists
such as Dawkins and Pinker get the publicity, but many other scientists
feel they are dealing with a biological world where a reductionist view
may be essential in order to take apart and understand how small pieces
of the mechanism work; but those small pieces make sense only when
fitted back into an enormously complex, interactive whole.
Most scientists accept there will be regulation of this new field but
they want to see it kept to a minimum. “There weren’t any motoring offences before there were cars,” one said, meaning no one felt the need
to announce sweeping moral principles about driving before cars were
on the roads.
At the same time, scientists are equally wary of shunning such debates
altogether. Everyone remembers Lord Rutherford, the greatest expert on
the atom, saying an atomic bomb was unthinkable — ridiculous — like
landing people on the moon. No one dares to rule out a Big Bang in genetics (even though they cannot see how it could happen) which would
make current fantasies of designer babies and Frankenstein’s monsters
come true too.
Then there is Rose’s wryly radical assessment: “There have been
huge advances in genetics knowledge over the past three decades. But
in that same time the claims made by the geneticists have far outrun their
actual achievements. There’s also now a big industry built on all this.
The whole biotech industry is based on hope and promise, and those are
very powerful driving forces. Everybody’s hoping their investment — be
it financial, political, scientific or even philosophical — in genetics will
pay off.”
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“It’s rather like what happened at the end of the [Second World] War
when physicists persuaded governments that a vast investment in nuclear
power would pay off in infinitely cheap energy. What happened? We got
Chernobyl.”

THE ETHICS OF HUMAN CLONING
Study the vocabulary, get ready to define, translate and transcribe the words
from the text The Ethics of Human Cloning. Then read the text and answer
the questions below.

Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
1)
2)
3)
4)
05)
06)
07)
08)
09)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
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amphibians
somatic cell nuclear transfer
enucleated ovum
uterus
National Bioethics Advisory
Commission
moratorium on
to lay the groundwork for
embryo splitting
embryo twinning
embryo donor organisms
oocyte
to donate the implanted
nucleus
pluripotent cell line
extra-uterine production
of transplantable tissues
transgenic mammals
replica
monozygotic twins
in utero

19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)
35)

terminal illness
phenotypic traits
procreative methods
to yield clones
fiduciary obligation
doctrine of informed consent
ethical safeguards
privacy
medical arena
assisted reproductive
technologies
in-vitro methods
of fertilization
viable donor oocyte
to outweigh the risks to smb.
offspring
sibling
tissues immunologically
matched to an existing
individual
to harvest smb.’s organs

36) fetal donor organisms
37) discardable donor organisms
38) the principle
of nonmaleficence
39) to violate an axiom
40) bone marrow transplant
41) assurance of tissue
compatibility
42) tissue donation
43) proxy
44) beneficence
45) calculus
46) organ and tissue rejection
47) to weigh the harms and
benefits
48) adverse effects
49) gene pool

50)
51)
52)
53)
54)
55)
56)
57)
58)
59)
60)
61)
62)

miscarriage
genetic predispositions
to urge caution
to preempt one’s future
choice
to abrogate one’s right
to privacy
to be dubbed a failure
to capitalize one’s genetic
gift
genetic lot
marital eligibility
human genetic diversity
eugenics
acquired mutations
to forge ahead

Questions
1) What is cloning? What is its procedure?
2) Why was a moratorium on human cloning recommended?
3) What is human cloning and why is it different from embryo splitting and twinning?
4) What are the contradictions and essence of replicating specific
persons?
5) What is the notion of informed consent and how is it connected
with cloning?
6) How can the rights of clones be protected and what for?
7) What is assisted reproduction and how can cloning help infertile
families?
8) What is tissue donation? What are donor organisms?
9) What is the ethical problem of creating cloned children in this
respect? What might the pros of cloning children be, if any?
10) Comment on the physical harms that might result from human
cloning.
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11) Comment on the psychological harms that might result from
human cloning.
12) Why will human clones be different from monozygotic twins
(physically and psychologically)?
13) What are the problems society may face as a result of cloning?
14) What is the gene pool?
15) What are the perils to the gene pool that cloning carries?
16) What is eugenics?
17) Do you agree international legislation on cloning must be introduced? What for?
18) Share your ideas/worries/expectations in relation to cloning.
L. J. Morse
Introduction
In early 1997, a research team in Scotland cloned a sheep, Dolly,
by modifying technology developed some decades previously with amphibians. Then, in July of 1998, researchers at the University of Hawaii
produced mouse clones and developed a process by which mass cloning could occur. The technique used in both cases, somatic cell nuclear
transfer, involves taking a nucleus from a somatic cell, placing it in an
enucleated ovum, and implanting the ovum into a host uterus. The cloning
of Dolly brought to the forefront a longstanding debate about cloning human beings. The National Bioethics Advisory Commission recommended
a five-year moratorium on any attempts to create a child through somatic
cell nuclear transfer in the United States and urged the President to work
with all other nations to do the same.i With the moratorium in place
in the United States, legislative attempts to exercise permanent control
over human cloning, such as the federal “Prohibition of Cloning of Human Beings Act of 1998”, have been introduced in Congress.
Human cloning is a matter for the medical profession’s attention
since it would involve medical procedures and technology, and it may
result in the creation of new genetic and psychological conditions that
would require professional care. Therefore, the medical profession must
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evaluate the ethics of human cloning, and in particular, the potential role
of physicians in the practice. The Council’s purpose here is to consider
whether physicians should participate in human cloning, not to determine
whether it should be legal or illegal. The Council on Ethical and Judicial
Affairs offers the following report to assess the ethical uncertainties
involved in human cloning. It will address what are currently perceived
to be the most widely discussed applications of human cloning, and it
will lay the groundwork for future reports. Issues involving embryo
research, stem cell research, embryo splitting, embryo twinning, and
embryo donor organisms will be addressed in future reports. A scientific
analysis of cloning technology can be found in a companion report issued
by the Council on Scientific Affairs.
Definitions
For the purposes of this report, the term “cloning” will refer to
the production of genetically identical organisms via somatic cell nuclear
transfer. ii “Somatic cell nuclear transfer” refers to the process in which
the nucleus of a somatic cell of an existing (or previously existing) organism is transferred into an oocyte from which the nucleus has been
removed. “Human cloning” will be used to refer to the application of somatic nuclear transfer technology to the creation of a human being that
shares all of its nuclear genes with the person donating the implanted
nucleus. Cloning is distinct from techniques such as embryo splitting
and twinning. Human cloning, as defined in this report, does not include
the use of somatic cells to create a pluripotent cell line that could, for
instance, also be used for extra-uterine production of transplantable tissues without the creation of an entire being. Nor does it include the use
of cloning technology for the production of human tissues or human
proteins from transgenic mammals.
Existing Limits on Human Cloning
Coverage of advances in cloning, especially in the popular press,
has described the prospects of manufacturing armies of programmed
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killers, duplicating sports stars or academic geniuses, and recreating
deceased loved ones. Based on the intrinsic limitations of human cloning
technology, some widely mentioned undesirable applications of cloning are impossible, and others, which may be possible technically, are
clearly prohibited by existing law, public policy, and professional ethical
standards. The following sections describe these issues in more detail.
In order to clarify the many misconceptions about human cloning, physicians should help educate the public about the intrinsic technical limits
of human cloning as well as the ethical and legal protections that should
prevent abuses of human cloning.
Replicating Specific Persons
The term “cloning” may suggest that one organism is the exact
replica of another. Human clones would be identical insofar as they
would have the same nuclear genes as the donor. However, as observed
in natural monozygotic twins, having identical genes does not result
in two indistinguishable individuals. A clone must — because of the different environment and circumstances in which he or she creates his
or her life story — be a different person from the person from whom
he or she was cloned. Although human cloning may be thought of as
a sort of “delayed twinning”, twins may be more similar than clones
since most twins are conceived and nurtured in the same environment
in utero and often during childhood. Since environment has a profound
influence on development, human clones likely would be different
in terms of personality and other characteristics. Because cloning would
not produce exact replicas, several applications of human cloning
are illogical. In particular, human cloning would not be a solution to
terminal illness or mortality. Children are already thought of as a way
to “soften the blow of mortality”, and clones may be seen as a more
powerful approach since there is no sharing or mixing of genomes.
The possibility of having one’s life to live over again, or of getting back
a lost child, might be attractive. But the clone would not be the same
person as the cloned individual. The fact remains that the person does
die and cannot be replaced. The same reasoning applies to recreating
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sports stars, dictators, and geniuses — genetics does not wholly define
a person. Cloning may allow the persistence of certain genotypes and
derived phenotypic traits, but it does not provide individual immortality
or replication. A clone of a sports star will not necessarily be a superb
athlete, and even if he or she did possess keen athletic ability, he or she
would not be identical to the cloned sports star. However, the idea that
the clone’s life choices would be affected by other’s expectations raises
additional disturbing possibilities that are addressed below.
Creating Clones without Consent
There is some concern that human clones would be developed from
cells obtained without one’s permission since, unlike traditional procreative methods, isolated somatic cells potentially could yield clones. If this
technique becomes a possibility, the moral foundations of the therapeutic
relationship would have to apply. These include trust, personal respect,
and the healer’s fiduciary obligation to serve the patient’s health interests. Any attempt to clone a patient involuntarily would violate all three
of these fundamental precepts of medical ethics.
In addition, the doctrine of informed consent would have to apply
if this technique becomes a possibility. In Opinion 8.08, “Informed
Consent”, the Council has recognized that “the patient should make his
or her own determination on treatment.” This includes procedures for
reproduction. Few exceptions exist to this basic social policy. In addition to ethical safeguards, there are legal protections against procreation
without consent. Cloning a patient involuntarily would likely violate
the patient’s existing constitutional rights to privacy and reproductive
freedom.vi Therefore, under no circumstances should cloning occur
without an individual’s permission.
Respecting the Rights of Clones
Many of the other unrealistic applications of human cloning, such as
creating armies of clones or creating human organ factories, stems from
the underlying fear that clones would be denied the same rights as other
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individuals in society. Children are entitled to the same protections as
every other individual in society. The fact that a human clone’s nuclear
genes would derive from a single individual rather than two parents does
not change its moral standing. This standard should be applied to every
supposed use of clones.
THE REALISTIC USES OF HUMAN CLONING
Assisted Reproduction
There are some realistic applications for cloning technology
in the medical arena. One of the most likely uses is as a method of assisted reproduction. To the benefit of many patients, the widespread
introduction of assisted reproductive technologies has resulted in a great
number of pregnancies and births that otherwise could not have occurred.
The use of in-vitro methods of fertilization, donor eggs, donor sperm,
and/or surrogate mothers have proved to be effective treatments for infertility. Assisted reproductive technologies are also attractive options
to individuals or couples who do not choose to reproduce by traditional
means. Cloning technology might allow any couple or individual to
reproduce with minimal genetic input from another party.
Because of the prevalence of assisted reproductive technologies and
the rapid rate of technological development in this arena, cloning rarely
would be the only reproductive option available to prospective parents.
For example, scientists recently have pioneered a technique in which DNA
is transferred from an infertile woman’s oocyte to a viable donor oocyte.
In addition, the development of somatic cell gene therapy and other technologies may allow for the treatment of genetic disorders — an alternative
to avoiding all genetic contribution from a partner with a disease gene.
One issue for this report is whether it would be justifiable to make cloning available to individuals who could use existing or alternative options.
Many of the issues that arise in the context of cloning, for example
with respect to medical, psychological, or social harms, can be compared
to issues that arise in the use of other assisted reproductive techniques.
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Generally speaking, the medical profession should be satisfied that the benefits of commonly used reproductive interventions outweigh the risks to
individuals, families, and their offspring enough to justify medical cooperation with informed patient requests for these services. Evaluating
whether or not this calculus has been done for all of the currently used
reproductive technologies is beyond the scope of this report. Regardless,
cloning should be subject to such a balancing. In considering cloning as
another reproductive health tool, the profession should evaluate whether
the ethical concerns introduced by assisted reproductive technologies
will be exacerbated in the case of cloning to the point where they outweigh potential benefits to individuals, families, and their offspring. For
example, human cloning appears to represent a significant step toward
turning children into “products of human will and design”, a situation that
many find problematic. Determining the balance of possible harms and
benefits will require further investigation and discussion regarding human
cloning with consideration given to the points raised in the next section.
Individuals do not have a right to demand that physicians participate
in human cloning. Before physicians would be justified in participating
in human cloning, the harms and benefits need to be evaluated further
with some of the issues requiring discussion on a societal level. Until
these issues are brought closer to resolution and benefits clearly outweigh
harms, it would be inappropriate for physicians to participate in human
cloning.
Tissue Donation
Cloning technology also potentially may be used to create a person with tissues immunologically matched to an existing individual.
If the technology uses somatic nuclear transfer for cell or tissue production without creating a human being, then this is not human cloning by the definition used here. One scenario that has been discussed
in the context of human cloning is the possibility of manufacturing “donor
organisms”. In this context, donor organisms are humans in early stages
of development created for the sole purpose of harvesting their organs.
The creation of human embryo or fetal donor organisms will be addressed
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in a future report. Legal and ethical protections already preclude the use
of cloned children as discardable donor organisms. Medical ethics is
grounded in the principle of nonmaleficence, or the avoidance of harm.
Any involvement by a physician in the deliberate sacrifice or harm of children in order to harvest organs would violate this axiom. Further, this
practice would be considered murder. Even where the clone would not
be destroyed, the ethical prohibition against using human beings merely
as means rather than as ends in themselves makes the possibility of using
human cloning to create an organ donor controversial. Nevertheless, even
without human cloning, the practice of having children in order to create
matching tissue for an older sibling already occurs. One couple unable
to find a matching donor for their first child’s bone marrow transplant
decided to have a second child on the chance that he or she would also
have the rare marrow type. Notably, the couple indicated that they had
wanted another child and that they would care for the resulting child irrespective of his or her marrow type. In this situation, hoping the child had
the same marrow type as its sibling did not preclude the couple from valuing the child for its own sake. A cloned person, however, would be born
with assurance of tissue compatibility, and perhaps with the expectation
of tissue donation. There are limits on the types of procedures to which
parents can consent. In a previous report, “The Use of Minors as Organ
and Tissue Donors”, the Council has described the standards that proxies should use when making a decision to donate a minor’s organs. One
of the standards the Council recommends is a “best interests test” based
on the principles of beneficence and nonmaleficence in which the proxy
“attempts to ascertain what would bring the most good to the person…
and at the very least… do no harm to that person.” Physicians can help
parents with the calculus of determining the best interest of the child.
Technological advances in organ and tissue research might alleviate
the need to develop a human being in order to produce a matching organ.
For example, somatic cell nuclear transfer may be used to produce only
the matching, transplantable tissues. Improved pharmaceutical interventions to lower the rate of organ and tissue rejection could also reduce
the need for tissue compatibility.
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Ethical Concerns Regarding Human Cloning
Physicians have an ethical obligation to consider the harms and
benefits of new medical procedures and technologies. In weighing
the harms and benefits, physicians should consider the possible implications of human cloning. Potential physical harms, psychosocial harms,
adverse effects on familial relations, and changes to the gene pool are
all legitimate issues. Compared to other technologies that might be
used to address reproductive limitations and organ and tissue shortages,
these potential harms of human cloning appear to outweigh the potential
benefits at this time.
Physical Harms Introduced by Cloning
While the Council will address the harms and benefits of embryo
research in a future report, it is important to note that techniques used for
cloning humans could potentially endanger the developing individuals.
The Human Embryo Research Panel of the National Institutes of Health
(NIH), in its 1994 study, advised that embryos should be transferred
to a woman’s uterus only when “there is reasonable confidence that any
child born as a result” will not be harmed. At present, this cannot be
assured with any degree of certainty with human cloning. Somatic cell
nuclear transfer has not yet been refined and its long-term safety has not
yet been proven. The possibility of genetic or cellular conditions, and
perhaps an array of illnesses associated with cloning, is of great concern.
While the demise of countless amphibian, lamb, and mouse fetuses
may be disturbing, similar wastage and mortality among human fetuses
is unacceptable. Moreover, we might have significant concerns about
offering such technology to women as a mechanism to facilitate reproduction given the potential harms from the expected high miscarriage
rate. The risk of producing individuals with developmental anomalies
is serious and precludes human cloning for the time being. Producing
disabled human clones would give rise to an obligation to seek better
understanding of — and potential medical therapies for — the unforeseen
consequences that could arise from human cloning.
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Psychosocial Harms Introduced by Cloning
Human cloning has the potential to introduce psychosocial harms to
individuals. If a person with known genetic predispositions and conditions
is cloned, the cloned child’s genetic predispositions and conditions will,
due to the very nature of cloning, also be known to a certain extent. For
the most part, environment will also play a significant role. Presently,
a child’s genetic predispositions can be predicted to varying degrees if
the parent’s genetic predispositions have been determined. Knowledge
of a child’s genetic predispositions raises concerns about the autonomy
and best interests of the child. The Council has urged caution in this
area in its ethical Opinion 2.138, “Genetic Testing of Children”. Knowledge of genetic information holds great significance to an individual.
The harm of preempting the child’s future choice in knowing or forgoing
knowledge of his genetic status and the danger of abrogating the child’s
right to privacy with respect to this status must be weighed carefully.
Foregoing choice in learning one’s genetic predispositions may seem
trivial compared to the concerns about identity raised with human cloning. If raised by the clone-parent, a clone-child could see what he or she
has the potential to become. In this respect, human clones would differ
dramatically from monozygotic twins who develop simultaneously.
The timing of development is a key difference between monozygotic
twins and human clones. Having insight into one’s potential may cause
enormous pressures to live up to expectations (or inappropriately relieve
pressure to do so), even more so than those generally experienced by
children. Presumably, a person would clone him or herself or another
individual because that person has desirable characteristics that would
be reflected in the clone. For example, the person who cloned a sports
star presumably would hope that the clone-child develops into another
sports star. A sports star’s clone-child unable to live up to these expectations could be dubbed a failure unable to capitalize on his or her genetic
gift. Moreover, although the clone-child of a sports star might feel more
confident of his or her abilities from the outset, other clone-children may
feel limited by their genetic lot. If a clone-child saw that he or she was
likely to develop certain diseases or had failed at certain tasks, his or
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her undertakings might be bounded by what the clone-parent had done.
Therefore, cloning might limit the clone-child’s perception of self and
increase external pressures. Human cloning may diminish, at least psychologically, the seemingly unlimited potential of new human beings and
may exacerbate disturbing motivations for having children.
The Impact of Human Cloning on Family and Society
In addition to concerns about individual privacy and identity, the implications of cloning for family and broader social relationships remain
uncharted. What would be the consequence to, say, the fatherdaughter
relationship if the daughter and wife were genetically identical? Would
a woman have a normal mother-daughter relationship with her clone?
These examples illustrate that the family unit might be quite different
with the introduction of cloning. As one philosopher wrote: “cloning
shows itself to be a major violation of our given nature as embodied,
gendered, and engendering beings — and of the social relations built
on this natural ground.” Additionally, some problems are technical and
legal in nature. For instance, birth cousins could be genetic siblings, and
this might result in a need to revisit laws governing marital eligibility.
Also, the courts have had difficulty sorting out parental rights in cases
of assisted reproduction. In one case, a court found a child conceived
using assisted reproductive technologies to have no parents despite having eight individuals from which to choose.
While discussion and resolution of these issues is not the province
of physicians, the impact of human cloning on family and society is an
important factor for physicians to consider when weighing the costs
and benefits of cloning. Until more thought is given on a societal level
regarding how to construct familial relations in this context, physicians
should not participate in human cloning.
The Effects of Human Cloning on the Gene Pool
Although not the most imminent threat, human cloning has the potential to alter the gene pool. In order for human cloning to have a significant
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effect on the gene pool, cloning would have to be widespread, and clones
would have to reproduce. If cloning became widespread, human genetic
diversity would decrease. Over time, the benefits of genetic diversity,
from having individuals with disease immunity to fostering a population
with a wide variety of talents, have helped human beings survive and succeed. Like other interventions that can change individuals’ reproductive
patterns and the resulting genetic characteristics of a population, human
cloning raises the specter of eugenics. The possibility that physicians might
play a part in deciding which persons are or are not “worthy” of cloning
is contrary to professional medical values by all respectable accounts. For
the most part, those individuals thought to possess desirable characteristics
or lack undesirable ones would be cloned. In addition, as is the worry with
many assisted reproductive technologies, only those who have the ability
to pay or are members of favored social groups will have access. This
would have the potential to skew the gene pool in the direction of favored
social groups and whatever characteristics are thought to be advantageous
at the time, even though the long-term desirability of the characteristics is
unknown. The possibility that physicians might be the agents of a social
policy that make such judgments is contrary to professional medical values. The application of cloning for eugenic or discriminatory practices is
incompatible with the ethical norms of medical practice. In addition, since
the somatic cell from which clones originate likely will have acquired
mutations, serial cloning would compound the accumulation of mutations
that occur in somatic cells. Although these mutations might not be apparent at the time of cloning, genetic problems could become exacerbated
in future generations. These possibilities need to be investigated further
before physicians participate in human cloning.
The Need for International Regulations
Even if the United States developed sound ethical guidelines and
well-crafted regulations to address the practice of human cloning, some
fear that human cloning would simply be forced into other locales. Individuals could travel to other countries where human cloning would be
available and potentially unregulated. Because cloning technology is not
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limited to the United States, physicians should help establish international
guidelines regarding human cloning.
Conclusion
Human cloning raises a variety of concerns, some realistic and others
less so. It would be irresponsible to forge ahead with this new technology
in the absence of serious discussion regarding the possible harms and
benefits of cloning human beings. Until the benefits of human cloning
are thought by society to outweigh the harms, it would be inappropriate
for physicians to participate in human cloning.
Genetically modified foods are another concern for many people caring about their health. Read the text about them and get ready to discuss it.

SCIENTISTS SAY FOOD SUPPLIES HINGE
ON GENETIC ENGINEERING
By Claire Wallerstein
Asia’s developing countries must invest heavily in genetic engineering or risk being unable to feed their growing populations in the next
century, scientists have warned.
While the debate over genetically modified foods rages in the west,
a report commissioned by the Asian Development Bank says the world’s
poorest countries could face increasing poverty and malnutrition — possibly leading to civil unrest — if they do not embrace the new technology.
As the population of the rice-eating world continues to spiral, production of the crop will have to increase by 70 % by 2025. Demands
on land and water will get heavier, while maintaining soil fertility and
fighting further erosion will be a battle. Possible climate changes could
also affect food production.
Despite massive migration to the cities, the number of people living
in the Asian countryside today stands at 2 bn — more than at any other
time in history. This rural population, many of its people impoverished,
is projected to grow by 300 m by 2020.
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In South Asia alone, 500 m rural people already live on less than
60 p a day, while 80 m children under the age of four are malnourished.
One of the report’s authors, Peter Hazell of the International Food
Policy Research Institute, said: “We expect to see increasing discontent
about the growing inequalities in life, and in some cases a growing danger
of social conflict and violence over the use of the remaining resources,
especially in South Asia.”
He said aid agencies and national governments were deluding
themselves if they thought the food problem had been solved and that
agriculture was “a sunset industry”.
He expressed alarm that investment in rural areas was being
slashed — especially after the Asian currency crisis of last year, and
agricultural output was slowing down.
Presenting the report, Rural Asia: Beyond the Green Revolution,
Dr Hazell said: “If successfully adopted, biotechnology could make an
extremely important addition to agricultural production. Indeed it could
be the only way of ensuring sufficient food for the next century.”
Norman Borlaug, a Nobel laureate — one of the architects of the 60s
“green revolution” which saw the introduction of more productive seed
strains boosted by fertilisers in the third world — said environmental
groups working in opposition to the use of chemicals and biotechnology
were misguided.
“The world’s population is 6 bn, and there are already 800 m of us
facing severe hunger,” he said. “If you used the farming techniques
being employed in the 1930s, you wouldn’t be able to feed more than
2 bn people.”
“You would have to use at least double the amount of land already
being used for agriculture — land which, thanks to technology, is still
preserved today for forestry, wildlife and flood control.”
He said wheat itself was a product of natural genetic engineering —
containing seven additional chromosomes from a different species with
which it had cross-bred before the advent of agriculture.
“If we regularly eat wheat, which contains seven whole alien
chromosomes, how much danger can there be from a single gene?”
he asked.
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The International Rice Research Institute, based south of Manila, is at
the forefront of efforts to develop a strain of highly productive and pestresistant “super rice”, using genetic material from some of the world’s
80,000 rice species. Scientists say this could increase yields from two
tonnes to six tonnes an acre.
But the institute, set up by the Rockefeller and Henry Ford foundations, has itself been affected by funding cuts.
Fernando Bernardo, deputy director for international services, said:
“The only way we will feed a growing population with rapidly decreasing
resources is through research. This is a race against time.”
Dr Hazell said: “The green revolution has run its course, and Asia
must do much better. We require very significant changes in attitudes
and policy reforms.”

Brave New World by A. Huxley
Read Brave New World by Aldous Huxley. Answer the questions. Quoting
the book is obligatory.

Questions
1) Give some information about the author of the book; the times
when it was written; the literary context and precursors; what characterized the world when the novel was first published?
2) Describe the society of the World State: its stratification (caste system); its economy. Comment on its motto: Community, Identity, Stability.
3) Draw a history of this society. What were the times of Our Ford?
What do they date back to?
4) Describing the ideology of the State, speak about this society’s
attitude towards:
birth and parenthood;
sex and love life;
pleasure;
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predetermination;
social stratification;
science;
religion;
books;
art;
the past;
other nations;
any other things that seem relevant.
5) Make descriptions of the characters below and their roles
in the novel (explain the allegories and symbols underlying their names):
Bernard Marx;
Mustapha Mond;
John the Savage; Linda;
Helmholtz Watson;
Lenina Crowne;
the Director.
6) Speak about the name symbolism in the novel as a whole. What
purposes does it serve? Give examples.
7) Compare the World State and Malpais. What is Huxley’s view
of both? Why?
8) How are the following related to the context of the novel (literally,
symbolically):
Bokanovsky;
Pavlov;
Malthusian belt;
Freemartins;
Hypnopaedia;
Henry Ford, fordism;
AF;
Shakespeare;
Iceland;
Charing-T Building; T-Sign.
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9) Whose words are these: “The world’s stable now. People are
happy; they get what they want, and they never want what they can’t get”?
Comment on this kind of perfection. How would you find this society
of the future were it to appear one day? Is there anything positive about it?
10) Can anything like Brave New World really come into being? Or
have any of Huxley’s fantasies turned prophetic already? If so, which
ones?

HEALTH AND MEDICINE

Study the text on organ transplantation. Get ready to sum up the contents,
and share your views on the ethics of organ transplantation. Find additional
information on the situation in this sphere in Russia.

THE issues AND ETHICS
OF ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION
What is Organ Transplantation?
An organ transplant is a surgical operation where a failing or damaged organ in the human body is removed and replaced with a new one.
An organ is a mass of specialized cells and tissues that work together to
perform a function in the body. The heart is an example of an organ. It is
made up of tissues and cells that all work together to perform the function of pumping blood through the human body.
Any part of the body that performs a specialized function is an
organ. Therefore eyes are organs because their specialized function is
to see, skin is an organ because its function is to protect and regulate
the body, and the liver is an organ that functions to remove waste from
the blood.
A graft is similar to a transplant. It is the process of removing tissue
from one part of a person’s body (or another person’s body) and surgically
reimplanting it to replace or compensate for damaged tissue. Grafting is
different from transplantation because it does not remove and replace an
entire organ, but rather only a portion.
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Not all organs are transplanted. The term “organ transplant” typically refers to transplants of the solid organs: heart, lungs, kidneys, liver,
pancreas and intestines. Animal and artificial organs may also serve as
transplantable organs. Other types of transplants that are less invasive
or may require specialized procedures, include:
• Skin transplants or grafts
• Corneal transplants (corneas are the outer layer of the eye)
• Bone marrow transplants
The Transplant Process
When a person falls ill because one of his or her organs is failing, or
because the organ has been damaged in an accident or by disease, the doctor first assesses whether the person is medically eligible for a transplant.
If so, the doctor then refers the individual to a local transplant center.
The transplant center evaluates the patient’s health and mental status as
well as the level of social support to see if the person is a viable candidate
for an organ transplant. If the patient is a transplant candidate a donor
organ must be found. There are two sources for donor organs. The first
source for organs removes them from recently deceased people. These
organs are called cadaveric organs. A person becomes a cadaveric organ
donor by indicating that they would like to be an organ donor when
they die. This decision can be expressed either on a driver’s license or
in a health care directive. In Minnesota, designating your organ donation
desires on a drivers license is legally binding.
In some states, when a person dies and he or she has not indicated organ
donation preferences, the family is asked if they would be willing to donate
their relatives’ organs. Some states’ hospitals have policies requiring family
consent for organ removal, regardless of whether organ donation wishes
are written down. Therefore, many organ donation advocacy organizations
encourage people to discuss their organ donation preferences with their
families to assure that their wishes are known and followed.
The second source for donor organs is a living person. Living donors
are often related to the patient, but that is not always the case. Spouses and
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close friends frequently donate organs to ailing loved ones. Some people
who wish to donate their organs may decide to donate to a stranger. A few
not-for-profit organizations maintain lists of willing living donors. For
example, the National Marrow Donor Program maintains a list of people willing to donate bone marrow to a stranger and there are a variety
of non-related living kidney donor organizations that maintain regional
lists of willing donors.3 Individuals who wish to donate one of their
organs to a stranger may also initiate a nondirected donation (NDD).
Nondirected donors approach either a transplant center or a nationally
sponsored organ procurement organization and offer one of their organs
for transplant to anyone who may need it. Distributing cadaveric organs
If a person does not have a readily available living donor or is ineligible
for a living donation because their predicted outcome is questionable,
they are placed into a waiting pool for an organ from a cadaver by their
transplant center. The United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) maintains the list for the national waiting pool. When donor organs become
available after a person dies an organ procurement organization (OPO)
takes the organs into custody. The OPO then matches the donor organs
with the appropriate transplant patients by gathering information about
the donor organs and entering it into a computer program. The program
takes this information and compares it to information about the patients
in the waiting pool. The computer then generates a ranked list of transplant
patients who can receive the donor organs. Information that factors into
this ranked list include:
• Organ type, blood type and organ size.
• Distance from the donor organ to the patient.
• Level of medical urgency (not considered for lung transplant candidates).
• Time on the waiting list.
After the generation of the ranked list, the donated organ is offered to the first patient’s transplant center. However, the first person
on the ranked list may not receive the organ. Additional factors to be
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evaluated before the organ procurement organization selects the appropriate candidate are:
• Is the patient available and willing to be transplanted immediately?
• Is the patient healthy enough to be transplanted?
Once the appropriate candidate is located, the organ procurement
organization takes the organ and delivers it to the transplant center where
the transplant will be performed. This entire process must occur very
quickly as organs are only transplantable for a short time period after
they’ve been removed.
When the transplant patient is ready for the donor organ, the transplant center then surgically removes and replaces the failed or failing
organ through the following general procedure:
1. Make an incision in the body near the failing organ.
2. Cut the arteries and veins that run to the organ.
3. Remove the organ through the incision.
4. Take the new organ and insert it into the body through the incision.
5. Connect the new organ to the arteries and veins.
6. Close the incision.
After the transplant, the patient embarks on a long road to recovery.
If surgery goes well, the patient still must face the possibility of rejection. Rejection is the process where the body fights off the newly
implanted organ. Rejection is harmful to transplant success because
the body fights off the new organ as it would a virus or bacteria. In fact,
the body’s immune system treats the organ as it would any other harmful
foreign invader. The immune system makes proteins called antibodies that go to the transplanted organ and try to kill it. In order to hold
back the antibodies that threaten the new organ, transplant patients
have to take powerful immunosuppressant drugs to keep the level
of antibodies down low enough for the organ to integrate into the body
and start working.
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Organ Shortage: Ethical Questions
Transplantable organs are scarce. Knowing that there are more people who
need organs than there are organs available, how would you answer the following questions? Are your answers based on a belief of equal access or maximum
benefit distribution?

1. Should someone who has received one organ transplant be given
a second transplant? Or should people who have not had a transplant be
given priority over those who have already had one?
2. Should people whose lifestyle choices (smoking, drinking, drug
use, obesity, etc.) damaged their organ be given a chance at an organ
transplant?
3. Should suicidal individuals be given an organ transplant? What
if they attempted suicide in the past but are not currently contemplating
suicide?
4. Should people who have young children be given an organ transplant over a single person? Over an elderly person? Should age and
whether or not a person has children even matter?
5. Should people who can’t afford expensive anti-rejection drugs be
passed over for a transplant? Should people who don’t have insurance and
can’t pay for a transplant be allowed to go on the national waiting list?
6. Should condemned prisoners receive organ transplants? What if
they are serving a life sentence without parole?

EUTHANASIA: NOTION AND ETHICS
By Tom L. Beauchamp
Euthanasia, practice of mercifully ending a person’s life in order
to release the person from an incurable disease, intolerable suffering,
or undignified death. The word euthanasia derives from the Greek for
“good death” and originally referred to intentional mercy killing. When
medical advances made prolonging the lives of dying or comatose
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patients possible, the term euthanasia was also applied to a lack of action to prevent death.
Active euthanasia involves painlessly putting individuals to death for
merciful reasons, as when a doctor administers a lethal dose of medication
to a patient. Passive euthanasia involves not doing something to prevent
death, as when doctors refrain from using an artificial respirator to keep
alive a terminally ill patient.
In voluntary euthanasia, a person asks to die (by either active or
passive euthanasia). Nonvoluntary euthanasia refers to ending the life
of a person who is not mentally competent to make an informed request
to die, such as a comatose patient.
Euthanasia differs from assisted suicide, in which a patient voluntarily
brings about his or her own death with the assistance of another person,
typically a physician. In this case, the act is a suicide (intentional selfinflicted death), because the patient actually causes his or her own death.
Background
Euthanasia has been accepted in some forms by various groups
or societies throughout history. In ancient Greece and Rome helping
others die or putting them to death was considered permissible in some
situations. For example, in the Greek city of Sparta newborns with
severe birth defects were put to death. Voluntary euthanasia for the elderly was an approved custom in several ancient societies. However,
as Christianity developed and grew powerful in the West, euthanasia
became morally and ethically abhorrent and was viewed as a violation
of God’s gift of life. Today most branches of Christianity, Judaism,
and Islam condemn active euthanasia, although some permit restricted
forms of passive euthanasia.
Following traditional religious principles, Western laws have generally treated the act of assisting someone in dying as a form of punishable
homicide (unlawful killing). However, in modern times laws have become
more secular. Those who wish to legalize euthanasia have argued that,
under principles of individual liberty (such as those expressed in the Constitution of the United States), individuals have a legal right to die as they
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choose. Most countries (including the United States), however, have not
fully adopted this position and retain restrictions on euthanasia.
The first organizations to promote the legalization of voluntary
euthanasia in the United States and Great Britain formed in the 1930s.
For several decades these organizations remained small and had little
impact. However, in the late 1970s the pro-euthanasia movement gained
significant momentum after a highly publicized incident in the United
States. In 1975 a 21-year-old woman named Karen Ann Quinlan suffered
a respiratory arrest that resulted in severe and irreversible brain damage
and left her in a coma. Several months later, after doctors informed them
that their daughter’s recovery was extremely unlikely, Quinlan’s parents
requested that artificial means of life support be removed. The hospital
refused this request.
After a lengthy legal battle, in 1976 the Quinlans obtained a court
order allowing them to remove the artificial respirator that was thought
to be keeping their daughter alive. The New Jersey Supreme Court ruled
that the Quinlans could disconnect the device so that the patient could “die
with dignity”. This decision spawned increased discussion of the scope
of patients’ rights to control their death. (Although the respirator was
removed in 1976, Quinlan began to breathe on her own. She lived until
1985 without ever regaining consciousness.)
In the early 1990s the decision of Nancy B. v. Hotel-Dieu de Quebec
in Canada played a similar role in promoting public awareness of the issues surrounding euthanasia. In this case, a young woman paralyzed as
a result of the rare disease known as Guillain-Barré syndrome wished to
have the artificial breathing mechanism that kept her alive disconnected.
Concluding that such refusal of treatment was permissible; in January
1992 a Québec superior court judge authorized the woman’s physician
to remove the respirator.
Laws
As laws have evolved from their traditional religious underpinnings,
certain forms of euthanasia have been legally accepted. In general, laws
attempt to draw a line between passive euthanasia (generally associated
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with allowing a person to die) and active euthanasia (generally associated
with killing a person). While laws commonly permit passive euthanasia,
active euthanasia is typically prohibited.
In the United States and Canada
Laws in the United States and Canada maintain the distinction between passive and active euthanasia. While active euthanasia is prohibited, courts in both countries have ruled that physicians should not be
legally punished if they withhold or withdraw a life-sustaining treatment
at the request of a patient or the patient’s authorized representative. These
decisions are based on increasing acceptance of the doctrine that patients
possess a right to refuse treatment.
Until the late 1970s, whether or not patients possessed a legal right
of refusal was highly disputed. One factor that may have contributed to
growing acceptance of this right is the ability to keep individuals alive
for long periods of time — even when they are permanently unconscious
or severely brain-damaged. Proponents of legalized euthanasia believe
that prolonging life through the use of modern technological advances,
such as respirators and kidney machines, may cause unwarranted
suffering to the patient and the family. As technology has advanced,
the legal rights of the patient to forgo such technological intervention
have expanded.
Every US state has adopted laws that authorize legally competent
individuals to make advanced directives, often referred to as living wills.
Such documents allow individuals to control some features of the time
and manner of their deaths. In particular, these directives empower and
instruct doctors to withhold life-support systems if the individuals become
terminally ill. Furthermore, the federal Patient Self-Determination Act,
which became effective in 1991, requires federally certified health-care
facilities to notify competent adult patients of their right to accept or
refuse medical treatment. The facilities must also inform such patients
of their rights under the applicable state law to formulate an advanced
directive. Patients in Canada have similar rights to refuse life-sustaining
treatments and formulate advanced directives.
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Only one US state, Oregon, has enacted a law allowing physicians to
actively assist patients who wish to end their lives. However, Oregon’s
law concerns assisted suicide rather than active euthanasia. It authorizes
physicians to prescribe lethal amounts of medication that patients then
administer themselves.
In response to modern medical technology, physicians and lawmakers
are slowly developing new professional and legal definitions of death.
Additionally, experts are formulating rules to implement these definitions in clinical situations — for example, when procuring organs for
transplantation. The majority of states have accepted a definition of brain
death — the point when certain parts of the brain cease to function — as
the time when it is legal to turn off a patient’s life-support system, with
permission from the family.
In Other Countries
In 1995 the Northern Territory of Australia became the first jurisdiction to explicitly legalize voluntary active euthanasia. However,
the federal parliament of Australia overturned the law in 1997. In 2001
The Netherlands became the first country to legalize active euthanasia
and assisted suicide, formalizing medical practices that the government
had tolerated for years. Under the Dutch law, euthanasia is justified (not
legally punishable) if the physician follows strict guidelines. Justified
euthanasia occurs if (1) the patient makes a voluntary, informed, and
stable request; (2) the patient is suffering unbearably with no prospect
of improvement; (3) the physician consults with another physician,
who in turn concurs with the decision to help the patient die; and (4)
the physician performing the euthanasia procedure carefully reviews
the patient’s condition. Officials estimate that about 2 percent of all deaths
in The Netherlands each year occur as a result of euthanasia.
In 2002 the parliament of Belgium legalized active euthanasia under
limited conditions. Like the Dutch law, the Belgian law allows physicians to perform euthanasia only for patients who are suffering unbearably with no hope of improvement. The patient must make a voluntary,
well-considered, and repeated request to die, and the request must be
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put in writing. Other physicians must be consulted to confirm the patient’s condition. Additionally, each act of euthanasia must be reported
to a government commission for review.
Prevalence
Although establishing the actual prevalence of active euthanasia is
difficult, studies suggest that the practice is not common in the United
States. In a study published in 1998 in the New England Journal
of Medicine, only about 6 percent of physicians surveyed reported that
they had helped a patient hasten his or her own death by administering
a lethal injection or prescribing a fatal dose of medication. (Eighteen
percent of the responding physicians indicated that they had received
requests for such assistance.) However, one-fifth of the physicians surveyed indicated that they would be willing to assist patients if it were
legal to do so. No comparable data are available for Canada. However,
in 1998 the Canadian Medical Association (CMA) proposed that a study
of euthanasia and physician-assisted suicide be undertaken due to poor
information on the subject.
Ethical Concerns
The issue of euthanasia raises ethical questions for physicians and
other health-care providers. The ethical code of physicians in the United
States has long been based in part on the Hippocratic Oath, which requires
physicians to do no harm. However, medical ethics are refined over time
as definitions of harm change. Prior to the 1970s, the right of patients to
refuse life-sustaining treatment (passive euthanasia) was controversial.
As a result of various court cases, this right is nearly universally acknowledged today, even among conservative bioethicists (see Medical Ethics).
The controversy over active euthanasia remains intense, in part because of opposition from religious groups and many members of the legal and medical professions. Opponents of voluntary active euthanasia
emphasize that health-care providers have professional obligations that
prohibit killing. These opponents maintain that active euthanasia is
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inconsistent with the roles of nursing, caregiving, and healing. Opponents also argue that permitting physicians to engage in active euthanasia
creates intolerable risks of abuse and misuse of the power over life and
death. They acknowledge that particular instances of active euthanasia
may sometimes be morally justified. However, opponents argue that
sanctioning the practice of killing would, on balance, cause more harm
than benefit.
Supporters of voluntary active euthanasia maintain that, in certain
cases, relief from suffering (rather than preserving life) should be
the primary objective of health-care providers. They argue that society
is obligated to acknowledge the rights of patients and to respect the decisions of those who elect euthanasia. Supporters of active euthanasia
contend that since society has acknowledged a patient’s right to passive
euthanasia (for example, by legally recognizing refusal of life-sustaining
treatment), active euthanasia should similarly be permitted. When arguing
on behalf of legalizing active euthanasia, proponents emphasize circumstances in which a condition has become overwhelmingly burdensome
for a patient, pain management for the patient is inadequate, and only
a physician seems capable of bringing relief. They also point out that
almost any individual freedom involves some risk of abuse and argue that
such risks can be kept to a minimum by using proper legal safeguards.

AUSTRALIA: EUTHANASIA LAW OVERTURNED
Less than nine months after the Northern Territory in Australia
passed the world’s first voluntary euthanasia law, the federal parliament
overturned the landmark act. Four people died with the help of a physician in the remote territory before the Rights of the Terminally Ill Act
was struck down.
The federal Senate, the upper chamber of Australia’s bicameral
parliament, voted 38–33 on March 24, 1997, to override the euthanasia
law, which had only applied to the Northern Territory. Governor-General
William Deane signed the bill three days later, rejecting the pleas of two
terminally ill people to delay for a week or two so that they could use
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the euthanasia law to die. Members of the Senate and the House of Representatives, which voted to overturn the bill in December 1996, cast
their votes on individual conscience rather than along party lines.
During the period that euthanasia was legal in the Northern Territory, Philip Nitschke, a physician based in Darwin, the territory’s capital,
helped four people die. Nitschke had developed software that enabled
people to kill themselves by following instructions on a laptop computer.
Nitschke became the first doctor to perform a legally sanctioned suicide
in September 1996 when Bob Dent, aged 66, was injected with barbiturates and muscle relaxant. Dent was terminally ill with prostate cancer.
The doctor was quickly dubbed “Dr. Death” by opponents of the euthanasia law. Antieuthanasia groups in Australia include the Roman
Catholic Church and aboriginal groups. Surveys have suggested majority support for legalized euthanasia in Australia. Nitschke and other
pro-euthanasia groups are expected to fight for the restoration of legal
euthanasia.
Under the original legislation, which went into effect on July 1, 1996,
doctors could legally administer a lethal dose of drugs to terminally ill
patients who asked for help to end their lives, provided that they met
certain conditions such as being over 18 years of age, mentally competent, and in unbearable pain.
Euthanasia had never before had legal status anywhere in the world.
In the Netherlands, physicians may perform voluntary euthanasia within
strict legal guidelines, although technically it is illegal. In a 1994 referendum in Oregon, voters approved a law to legalize euthanasia, but
the law has been blocked by a federal court.

LAW AND ORDER

Familiarize yourselves with the following legal terms, get ready to
translate them into Russian and define.
COMMONLY USED LEGAL TERMS
Acquittal is the formal legal determination that an accused criminal is
not guilty.
Action is a formal complaint within the authority of a court of law.
Affidavit is a written statement of facts made voluntarily and confirmed
by an oath. Affidavits are used as proof for simple matters that do
not require the live testimony of witnesses.
Alibi is the explanation offered by a person accused of a crime to demonstrate that he or she was somewhere other than where the crime
took place at the time the crime happened.
Appeal is the request by a losing party (appellant) for an appellate court
to review the decision of a trial court or administrative agency and
find instead in favor of the appellant.
Appellate court is a higher court that reviews the decisions of trial
courts or administrative agencies if the losing party appeals such
a decision. Appellate court decisions are made by a panel of judges
without a jury.
Assign means to transfer to another person all or part of one’s property,
interest, or rights. For example, if company A has made a contract
with company B to buy 10 trucks from B, and then A realizes it
does not need the trucks, A can assign its rights to buy the trucks
to another company.
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Bench trial is a trial where the judge decides the outcome and there is
no jury.
Breach of contract is the failure of a person to meet or perform his or
her obligations under a contract if there is no legal excuse for that
failure.
Burden of proof is the duty to prove a fact that is in dispute and is
relevant to the issue being contested. Rules of procedure establish
which party has the burden of proof in any particular situation. For
example, the government has the burden to prove that an individual
committed a crime-the individual is not required to prove he or she
is innocent.
Case is a general term for a lawsuit.
Cause of action is the act or acts of one person (defendant) that invade
the legal rights of another person (plaintiff) and entitle the plaintiff
to seek a judicial remedy with a civil lawsuit. Also known as a claim.
Civil law is the body of law governing certain relationships between
people, such as marriage, contracts, and torts (injuries), as distinguished from criminal law. The term civil law also refers to the legal
tradition derived from ancient Roman law that is presently used
in most non-English-speaking countries. In civil law systems, all
laws are made by legislators and contained in comprehensive written codes (books of statutes) rather than made by judges through
their decisions.
Common law is the legal tradition developed in England beginning
in the 11th century and presently used in most English-speaking
countries. In common law systems, legal rules are created by
the decisions of judges.
Constitution is the fundamental law of a nation or state that establishes
the nature and limitations of the government. The constitution may
be written (as in the United States) or unwritten (as in Great Britain).
Contract is an agreement between two or more persons that creates an
obligation for each to do or refrain from doing something and that
is enforceable in court.
Conviction is the judgment that a person accused of a crime is guilty.
A conviction can result from the accused’s guilty plea or from a trial.
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Counterclaim is a claim by a defendant in response to a plaintiff’s claimas when a patient sues a physician for malpractice and the physician
counterclaims that the patient failed to pay the bill.
Criminal law is law that declares certain behavior to be harmful to
society and establishes the punishment for such behavior.
Deed is a document with which an owner transfers ownership of an
object or a plot of land to someone else.
Defendant is the person who is sued in a civil lawsuit, or the person
accused of a crime in a criminal lawsuit.
Deposition is the testimony of a witness obtained through an oral
interview or written questions (interrogatories) outside of court.
The interview process is also known as a deposition.
Discovery is the process by which parties acquire information about
the case from each other before trial. The term also applies to
the specific techniques that the law permits for obtaining the information, such as depositions.
Dissent is the explicit disagreement of one or more judges of an appellate court with the decision passed by a majority of the judges.
The judges who disagree with the majority may or may not write
a dissenting opinion; such an opinion is also known as a dissent.
Easement is the right to use, but not to own, someone else’s property.
For example, if person A’s land does not border on a road, A may
ask his or her neighbor B for an easement to build a driveway across
B’s land to the road.
Evidence is information offered as proof by the parties in a trial or an
administrative hearing.
Ex post facto law is a law passed after the occurrence of an action, which
changes the legal consequences of the action. The US Constitution
forbids the enactment of ex post facto laws. From Latin meaning
after the fact.
Felony is a crime that is more serious than a misdemeanor. Commonly,
statutes in the United States define felonies as crimes that are punishable by imprisonment for a year or more or by death.
Grand jury is a group of people who hear evidence against a person
accused of a crime and determine whether sufficient information
exists to charge the person with the crime.
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Indictment is a grand jury’s formal written accusation that a person
committed a crime. The US Constitution requires the government
to obtain indictments for certain serious crimes rather than use
an information.
Information is a written accusation that a person committed a crime. An information differs from an indictment because it is issued by a government official (usually the prosecutor), rather than by a grand jury.
Injunction is a court order prohibiting a person from doing a specific act
or commanding the person to discontinue acting in a certain way.
Interrogatories are a set of written questions submitted to a witness
before a trial to obtain information about the case.
Judge is a public officer who presides over a court and decides questions of law.
Judgment is the final decision of a court resolving the dispute and determining the rights of the parties.
Jurisdiction is the right of a court to hear and determine a case.
Jury is a group of people who hear the evidence, determine the facts,
and-after instruction by the judge-determine the legal outcome
of a case. Also known as petit jury to distinguish it from grand jury.
Lien is a claim against the property of another person for payment
of some debt or obligation that the person owes to the claimant.
For example, if a bank loans a person money to buy a car, the bank
may retain a lien against the car. If the buyer fails to make regular
payments on his or her loan, the bank can take possession of the car.
Majority opinion is the opinion written by the majority of judges of an
appellate court to explain their decision if the panel is not unanimous.
Misdemeanor is a crime less serious than a felony and, in the United
States, generally punishable by a fine or by imprisonment for less
than one year.
Motion is a written or oral request to the court for a ruling or order
directing that some act be done.
Opinion is a written explanation of a judge’s decision.
Party, in a civil case, is the individual or organization suing (known
as the plaintiff) or being sued (the defendant). In a criminal case,
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the two parties are the government (prosecution) and the person
accused of a crime (defendant).
Plaintiff, in a civil case, is the party who initiates the case is the plaintiff.
In a criminal case, the government (prosecution) is the plaintiff.
Pleading is a document filed by each party at the beginning of a lawsuit,
stating each side’s descriptions of the controversy and what each
party thinks the court should do about it.
Precedent is prior cases with similar circumstances that help the court
decide the current case.
Reasonable doubt, in the United States, is the standard used to determine
the guilt or innocence of a person accused of a crime. The prosecution must demonstrate to the jury that the accused is guilty beyond
a reasonable doubt.
Stare decisis is the policy that directs judges to follow precedent. It is
a Latin phrase meaning to abide by decided cases.
Statute of limitations is a law that requires lawsuits to be filed within
a certain number of months or years after the event that triggers
the lawsuit occurs.
Summary judgment is a judgment given by the judge before the parties
present any evidence. Judges may issue summary judgments if there
are no disputed facts and only an issue of law must be determined.
Testimony is information given by a witness under oath during a trial,
pretrial proceeding, or administrative hearing. It may be oral or
in the form of affidavits or depositions. Testimony is a form of evidence.
Tort, under civil law, is a wrong committed by one person against another.
Trial is proceedings in a court, in which the judge or jury listens to
the parties’ presentation of evidence and then makes a decision
based on the law.
Verdict is the jury’s decision about the matters presented for their determination during a trial.
Versus is a Latin word meaning against. The abbreviation for versus,
v. or vs, is used with the names of the parties to identify a lawsuit.
E.g., Hawkins v. McGee.
Witness is a person who testifies, either orally or in writing, before a court
or administrative agency.
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Additional vocabulary and exercise
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)

lead (n.)
motive for
record of violence
airtight case
attempted murder
backup
classified data
cop (find the etymology of
the word)
coroner
cuffs
exigent circumstances
firearm
footage
forensics
innocent of every charge
intelligence
late (of a person, e.g. late
Mrs. Bauer)
law enforcement
loaded gun
murder weapon
poker face
protection detail
scam
search warrant

25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)
35)
36)
37)
38)
39)
40)
41)
42)
43)
44)
45)
46)
47)
48)

security footage
speeding ticket
substance abuse
to be caught in flagrante
(in flagrante delicto)
to be caught red handed
to be under arrest
to dust for prints
to file for a divorce
to flag
to grant a warrant
to grant consent
to have motive
to identify (to ID)
to plant smth.
to pose an imminent danger
to post bail
to present smb. with options
to pull the trigger
to spy on
to take smb. in
to walk (of a criminal)
to work/go under cover
vagrancy
witness protection
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Fill in the gaps with a suitable word or expression from above, make
the necessary changes.

1. “Do you have any idea how embarrassing it is ____________________
with my boss?”
2. The judges _____________________________for the re-arrest
of Smith who was taken back to prison.
3. In return for testimony, 29 convicts were released from a total of six
life-without-parole sentences and 1,109 years of prison time, while six
informants were placed in a _________________________ programme
with all living expenses paid.
4. He also wanted to make the point that the British judiciary had
found him ____________________ for which he could be punished
under British law.
5. The Home Office has ruled out specific allocation of seized
funds to __________________bodies but is considering the possibility
of a central pool for expensive police operations.
6. While the adoption of the inscrutable __________________ has
a role to play in cutting the price of a house or boosting a pay rise, the
negotiator’s chief weapon is sheer niceness.
7. According to investigators who have looked into the four cases,
Mr. Harding, in hopes of creating ______________, planted incriminating
evidence after detectives had settled on a principal suspect.
8. There was only one place they could scour that did not need a
________________: TV London. The Asian security man unlocked the
door to the documentary department office and loped off down the corridor with a distracted smile on his face.
9. The advance work is the most important element of any
_______________as it involves minimizing risk and exposure to the
client and having contingency planning in place to detail with any unforeseen risks.
10. Back at the FBI lab, the documents _________________.
The prints on the papers matched each other.
11. MI5 operates it in Northern Ireland and has got this whole series
you may well have seen the television programme recently about these
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people who_______________ and who work for the ________________
and they work themselves into the IRA and become members and then
they feed the information back to British.
12. Ahmed F. Mehalba, a Muslim linguist who worked as a prison
contractor, faces charges in a federal court of lying to investigators and
mishandling _________________ after secret files about the prison were
found on his computer when he landed at Boston’s Logan International
Airport on a flight from Egypt.
13. ____________________ determined that the weapon in the Vaccaro murder and the related cases was something like a serrated steak
knife with a two-pronged tip. His signature was a slice of roast beef left
at the scene.
14. It is true that two months earlier I had gotten a _______________
for driving forty miles an hour on Claiborne Avenue where the speed
limit is thirty-five and most people drive fifty.
15. In that county, accused criminals cleared for release are not asked
to ________________, but instead are supervised by probation officers as
they await trial, the same way they would be if they were on probation.
16. When Ward helped the woman ________________, the husband
filed a pauper’s petition with the court, hoping to save some money. On
it, he listed something the wife hadn’t known about: pension income.
That baited the very trap that snared him.
17. Now they have cameras everywhere. And in fact that really
helped in some cases like the Craigslist murderer in Boston. They were
able to identify him based on __________________ from hotel cameras
that reported it.
18. The Dominican government responded with an apology, stating
that, due to __________________, it would not extend the agreement
for the further immigration of Japanese colonists.
19. Despite the tremendous negative effects______________ and
unhealthy lifestyles have on the body and its systems, the body can, and
will, heal itself. With detoxification and a program of natural vitamin,
mineral, and neurosupportive therapies, combined with the crucial help of
therapists, drug dependent moms can heal and achieve balance of mind,
body, and spirit.
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20. There were guys from the worlds of art and publishing, half
a dozen military types, the mayor of a small town in New England, two
ordained ministers, and three men I knew personally, all now husbands
and fathers. No criminals, nobody with a__________________.
21. Right after the trial he told a blogger the police had _____________
evidence to frame Dolan. So when the prosecutor said he was going to retry Dolan, we think maybe the Luccheses killed Shadid.
Read the text carefully and answer the questions that follow. Be ready
to define any of the terms and translate any of the passages.

SAVING LIVES AND MONEY
States plagued by fiscal woes rethink their stance on the death penalty.
An eye for an eye, or at any rate a death for a death, is the type of justice
that most states still embrace. Only 14 of the 50 states have banned capital
punishment. But that may change with the recession. As state governments
confront huge budget deficits, eight more states have proposed an unusual
measure to cut costs: eliminate the death penalty.
The states considering abolition, including Colorado, Kansas, New
Mexico and New Hampshire, have shifted the debate about capital punishment, at least in part, from morality to cost. Studies show that administering the death penalty is even more expensive than keeping someone
in prison for life. The intensive jury selection, trials and appeals required
in capital cases can take over a decade and run up a huge tab for the state.
Death row, where prisoners facing execution are kept in separate cells
under intense observation, is also immensely costly.
A recent study by the Urban Institute, a think-tank, estimates that
the death penalty cost Maryland’s taxpayers $186 m between 1978 and
1999. According to the report, a case resulting in a death sentence cost
$3 m, almost $2 m more than when the death penalty was not sought.
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In an age of austerity, every million dollars counts. Proponents
of the abolition bills describe the death penalty as an expensive programme with few benefits. There is little evidence that the death penalty
deters. In fact, some of the states that most avidly execute prisoners, such
as Texas and Oklahoma, have higher crime rates than states that offer
only life in prison without parole. There is also the danger that innocent
people may be put to death. So far, more than 130 people who had been
sentenced to death have been exonerated.
Colorado, one of the states that has introduced a bill to overturn
the death penalty, intends to spend the money it will save each year by
eliminating capital punishment on an investigations unit. According to
Paul Weissman, the state House majority leader and the bill’s co-sponsor,
around 1,400 murders are still unsolved in the state. Eliminating the death
penalty will finance the new unit and leave an extra $1m for other state
programmes. Other states are trying to free up funding to help offset their
huge deficits. Savings from abolishing the death penalty in Kansas, for
example, are estimated at $500,000 for every case in which the death
penalty is not sought.
Many other states, including Texas, which last year carried out almost half of all executions in America, have no plans to follow suit. But
a prolonged recession may change a few Texan minds.
Questions
1) How do you understand the phrase “An eye for an eye, or at
any rate a death for a death, is the type of justice that most states still
embrace”?
2) What made some of the States abolish the death penalty?
3) What does the phrase “The states considering abolition, including Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico and New Hampshire, have shifted
the debate about capital punishment, at least in part, from morality to
cost” imply?
4) Why do you think the death penalty has not proved 100 percent
effective in deterrence? Give your reasons.
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Read the text carefully and get ready to answer questions. Be ready to define
any of the terms and sum up any of the passages.

EXECUTING JUSTICE
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
At least 2,390 people were executed in 25 countries last year, according
to a report published on Tuesday March 24th by Amnesty International,
a human-rights group. China carried out at least 1,718 executions, 72 %
of the global total — the actual number (as in many other countries) is
believed to be much higher. But if the populations of the 15 countries that
carry out the most executions are taken into account, Iran and Saudi Arabia emerge as more zealous employers of capital punishment than China.
LIFE IMPRISONMENT
In countries which do not have the death penalty, life imprisonment
is generally the most severe punishment imposed for the most serious
of crimes. Variations do exist, however, in the types of offences eligible
for life imprisonment, the use of discretionary and mandatory sentencing, the minimum periods of detention, and the treatment and care for
life-sentenced prisoners throughout the world.
As many countries are currently moving towards the abolition
of the death penalty, trends indicate an increase in the number of offences
that carry the sanction of life imprisonment — and life imprisonment
without the possibility of parole (LWOP) in particular — a greater prevalence of indeterminate sentencing, a reduction in the use of parole, and
the lengthening of prison terms as a whole.
In England and Wales, the life sentenced prisoner population increased by 75 per cent between 1994 and 2004. In the US, the number
of life sentenced prisoners increased by 83 per cent between 1992 and
2003. In South Africa, the number increased from 443 to 5,745 between
1995 and 2005 — an increase over 1,000 per cent, compared to an overall
prison population growth of 60 per cent.
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Prisoners serving long-term or life sentences often experience differential treatment and worse conditions of detention compared to other
categories of prisoner. Their conditions of detention, compounded by
the indeterminate nature of the sentences, often have a profound sociological and psychological impact on prisoners, which negate the rehabilitative purpose of punishment.
International Standards
The only human rights treaty standard that refers specifically to life
imprisonment concerns the use of life imprisonment without the possibility of release. Article 37 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child
prohibits LWOP for people below the age of 18. Although there are no
universal provisions that prohibit LWOP for adult offenders, the Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court stipulates that all sentences
for the gravest forms of crimes — war crimes, crimes against humanity
and genocide — should be reviewed after 25 years.
Other treaty standards concern the extent to which life imprisonment constitutes a loss of dignity or amounts to inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment. Article 10 (1) of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights states:
All deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and with
respect for the inherent dignity of the human person.
Article 10 (3) further States
The penitentiary system shall comprise the treatment of prisoners the essential aim of which shall be their reformation and social rehabilitation.
In addition to the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners,
international human rights treaties contain provisions that are highly pertinent to
the treatment of prisoners serving life sentences. In particular, the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights recognizes the rights to food
and an adequate standard of living (Article 11), the highest attainable standard
of mental and physical health (Article 12), and education (Article 13).
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PRI’s Work on Life Imprisonment
In Central Asia, PRI has undertaken research on alternative sentences to
the death penalty — notably on life imprisonment — to inform governments
about the legislative and operational changes required to support abolition
of the death penalty. Regional and international seminars have been organised
to promote and disseminate the research findings.
PRI has recently launched a two-year EC-funded programme to support
governments and other stakeholders in progressing towards the abolition
of the death penalty. The programme is being carried out through PRI’s offices
in Almaty, Amman, Moscow and Tbilisi. This project aims to positively challenge
society’s attitudes in relation to the effect and efficacy of the death penalty and
to support governments and other stakeholders in progressing towards abolition. It also aims to challenge the unacceptable forms of life imprisonment as
an alternative sanction.

SHOULD THE DEATH PENALTY BE ABOLISHED?
Throughout history, many nations have sanctioned the use of capital
punishment. In the late 20th century, some countries abolished the death
penalty, imposing life sentences instead. The death penalty is imposed in 38
states in the United States and for certain federal crimes, but the practice
has long been controversial. In this Point/Counterpoint Sidebar, Lawrence
C. Marshall, professor of law at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, argues that the death penalty should be abolished because innocent
people are often condemned to die. Paul G. Cassell, professor of law at
the University of Utah in Salt Lake City, contends that the death penalty
is a just and necessary punishment for the crime of murder.
By Lawrence C. Marshall*
On September 23, 1998, Anthony Porter sat in his cell on death row
in an Illinois prison while the hours ticked away toward his scheduled
* Lawrence C. Marshall is a professor of law at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois,
where he teaches courses in civil and criminal procedure, constitutional law, and legal ethics. He
served as a law clerk in the Supreme Court of the United States to Associate Justice John Paul
Stevens. He has represented several death row inmates who were exonerated and is the director
of the National Conference on Wrongful Convictions and the Death Penalty.
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execution. In two days, Porter was scheduled to be injected with lethal
poison as punishment for the 1982 murder of a man and a woman
in a Chicago park. Just 48 hours before the execution, a stay (a temporary suspension of the sentence) was granted based on questions about
Porter’s mental competency.
While the lawyers were arguing about that issue, a team of journalism students from Northwestern University began to examine the case
against Porter and to interview various witnesses who had testified
against Porter or otherwise might know information about the murders.
After several months of investigation, a chilling truth emerged: Anthony
Porter was completely innocent and had nothing to do with the killings.
Rather, the students discovered, the real killer was a man named Alstory
Simon, who confessed on videotape after his wife admitted that she was
with him when he killed the victims. In addition, the key witness who
had testified against Porter in 1982 now admitted that he had not seen
the face of the shooter and had testified against Porter because the police
pressured him to do so.
In February 1999, based on these new facts, which took more than
16 years to emerge, Anthony Porter was released and Alstory Simon was
charged with murder. Illinois came within 48 hours of killing an innocent
man. Porter escaped death only because he was lucky enough to obtain
a last-minute stay for an assessment of his mental competence, giving
the students time to discover the evidence that cleared him.
Looking at cases such as Anthony Porter’s is critical in assessing
the death penalty because it allows us to move beyond the theoretical debate, which will never be resolved. The general moral question
of whether government has the right to punish wrongdoers by killing them
has long plagued philosophers and theologians. Supporters of the death
penalty often argue with those who oppose it about the implications
of certain verses in scripture and about the general question of whether
people forfeit their right to life when they commit murder. Similar moral
arguments focus on whether it is ever legitimate to execute someone for
a crime committed as a juvenile or to execute the mentally impaired.
Many opponents argue, moreover, that it is senseless for government
to kill to show that killing is wrong.
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These are critical issues, but in the modern debate about the death
penalty in the United States, these issues may be beside the point. For no
matter what one believes about the abstract question of whether capital
punishment is appropriate, the concrete realities show conclusively that
the death penalty as administered in the United States is inconsistent
with any reasonable view of justice and morality. Examining actual death
penalty cases provides insight into the harsh realities of the death penalty.
The death penalty mistakenly condemns some innocent defendants, it is
applied unequally on the basis of race, and it is arbitrary in the sense that
it is secured almost exclusively against people who are very poor. When
these facts are balanced against the purported values of capital punishment, it is clear that the inevitable defects of the system far outweigh
any of its theoretical benefits.
Propensity to Condemn Innocent Defendants
Since 1972, 76 men and 2 women have been officially exonerated after
having once been sentenced to death in the United States. During the same
period, 504 people have been executed, meaning that for every 7 people
executed, 1 condemned defendant has been exonerated. Some of these 78
people spent more than 15 years on death row before their innocence was
established. Yet even so, these 78 are the lucky ones, because evidence
of their innocence emerged in time to save their lives. We have no way
of knowing how many innocent defendants were not so lucky — they were
executed and the evidence of their innocence may never emerge. Nor do
we have any way of knowing how many people on death row today will be
executed before the truth can emerge about their innocence. We do know,
however, that almost all of the 78 people who were freed benefited from
some extraordinary stroke of luck: the timely confession of the actual killer,
the timely discovery of material that could be subjected to deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) testing, or some other near-miraculous development. They
were freed despite the legal system’s efforts to kill them, not as a result
of the legal system’s efforts to help them uncover the truth.
In the late 18th century, French statesman Marquis de Marie Joseph
Lafayette summed up his view on the death penalty with the following
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words: “Till the infallibility of human judgment shall have been proven
to me, I shall demand the abolition of the death penalty.” Two centuries later, it remains clear that human institutions of justice remain
remarkably fallible. In some cases, these errors are caused by innocent
mistakes, as in the case of a witness who honestly, but mistakenly,
believes that he saw the defendant at the crime scene. In other cases,
the errors have more sinister roots, as in cases where courts have found
that police officers, prosecutors, or expert witnesses fabricated evidence
against a defendant or hid evidence that proved a defendant’s innocence.
No matter what the source of the error, however, it is inevitable that
innocent people will be put to death if capital punishment continues
to be administered.
Discriminatory Application on the Basis of Race
The racism that is inherent in the modern application of the death
penalty in the United States has a long historical pedigree. For example,
in the 19th century, Virginia had five capital crimes for whites and 70
capital crimes for blacks. Rape was a capital crime for blacks but was
not for whites. Study after study shows that although the system is not
as openly racist as it once was, the racial characteristics of the defendant
and the victim continue to play a dominant role in determining whether
a defendant will be given a sentence of death. As United States Supreme
Court Justice Harry Blackmun declared in the Court’s 1994 decision
in Callins v. Collins, “race continues to play a major role in determining
who shall live and who shall die.”
The issue of race infects the death penalty system at two major
junctures. First, the local prosecutor has very broad discretion in deciding whether to seek the death penalty in any murder case. Second, if
the prosecutor chooses to seek the death penalty and secures a conviction against the defendant, a jury or judge is required to evaluate all
of the details of the defendant’s life, including the facts of the murder,
to determine whether the defendant shall live or die. The role that race
plays in both of these decisions is unmistakable. In cases where a defendant is charged with killing a white victim, prosecutors are far more
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likely to seek the death penalty, and juries and judges are far more likely
to impose it, than in cases where a defendant is charged with killing
a member of a minority group. In a sophisticated study of 2,400 Georgia
cases, published in 1983, University of Iowa law professor David Baldus determined that after controlling for the many variables that make
some cases worse than others, defendants who were convicted of killing
white victims were 4.3 times more likely to be condemned to death than
similarly situated defendants whose victims were not white.
Similarly, a number of studies have shown that all other things being
equal, prosecutors are much more prone to seek and secure the death
penalty against a black defendant than against a white defendant. For
example, in 1998 Baldus published a study of death penalty cases
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, from 1983 to 1993, showing that even
after controlling for all other differences in the nature of individual
cases, black defendants were 3.9 times more likely to receive the death
penalty than other defendants. In 1989 the General Accounting Office
of the United States, in a report titled “Death and Discrimination: Racial Disparities in Capital Sentencing”, concluded that findings such as
these are “remarkably consistent across data sets, states, data collection
methods, and analytic techniques.”
According to the Death Penalty Information Center, in Washington,
D.C., statistics show that “race is more likely to affect death sentencing than smoking affects the likelihood of dying from heart disease.”
In a country that is supposed to be committed to “equal justice under
the law”, it should be unthinkable to perpetuate a system in which defendants are being killed on the basis of race.
Arbitrary Application against the Poor
Those familiar with the real workings of capital punishment have
been known to comment that if you don’t have the “capital”, you get
the “punishment”. This biting observation reflects a cruel reality of America’s death penalty: It is imposed almost exclusively on very poor people
who are without the resources to defend themselves adequately. Stephen
Bright, director of the Southern Center for Human Rights, in Atlanta,
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Georgia, has written that “it is not the facts of the crime, but the quality
of legal representation, that distinguishes” between cases where the death
penalty is imposed and similar cases where it is not. There are countless
stories of defense lawyers who slept though death penalty hearings,
were drunk throughout the trial, failed to conduct even a rudimentary
investigation into the background of the defendant, and even used racial
epithets to describe their own clients during trial. The common denominator in these cases is that the defendant is too poor to hire competent
counsel who can mount a fair fight for the defendant’s life.
Even though the courts have tried to reduce the arbitrariness of deciding who will be executed, arbitrariness remains pervasive. Some poor
people receive wonderful representation from public defenders or lawyers
willing to represent them for no fee. Many others, however, never stand
a chance because the lawyers who are appointed to represent them are
overworked, underfunded, inexperienced, and in some cases simply
incompetent. Some states pay only $1,000 or $2,000 to lawyers whose
ability to thoroughly investigate a case and a defendant’s background
often determines whether the defendant lives or dies. This means that
a lawyer who chooses to spend the number of hours required to provide
adequate representation is often paid less than minimum wage.
In a 1992 survey conducted by the Philadelphia Inquirer, the very
officials in charge of the system reported that they would not want to be
represented in traffic court by many of the lawyers upon whom capital defendants are forced to depend. Of course, the prosecution is not
hampered by any such limitations and generally has unlimited access to
investigators, experts, lawyers, and other resources with which to pursue
its case. It is unreasonable to expect justice to prevail when there is such
a gross disparity of power between the parties to the trial.
Comparing Costs to Benefits
Supporters of capital punishment tend to accept many of these
facts about flaws in the death penalty system. They argue that abolishing the death penalty because some innocent people will be killed
(or some minorities or poor people will be unfairly sentenced to death) is
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tantamount to abolishing life-saving vaccines on the grounds that several
people die each year of complications from vaccinations. The problem
with this analogy is that unlike vaccines, the death penalty does not provide enough value to justify the taking of innocent life. Unlike vaccines,
the death penalty does not save lives. There is absolutely no evidence that
the death penalty deters murder any better than a sentence of life imprisonment without possibility of parole. The evidence that the death penalty
does not deter murder is so clear that hardly any proponent of capital
punishment tries to support the death penalty on those grounds. Instead,
the primary argument advanced in support of capital punishment tends to
be that the death penalty provides society the opportunity to show how
much it values innocent human life by invoking the ultimate punishment
against those who take innocent life. It is perverse, however, to maintain
a system that will inevitably kill innocent people in the name of showing
how much we care about innocent life.
Proponents of the death penalty also assert that the injustices associated with the application of capital punishment are not unique to capital
cases and that remedying the effects of race, poverty, and error would
require dismantling our entire criminal justice system. No one would
assert, they argue, that we should get rid of jails because some people
are wrongly imprisoned. So why, they ask, should we abolish capital
punishment based on the problems discussed above?
The answer to this question is simple. We cannot survive as a society
without prisons. Chaos would rein. We, therefore, must tolerate prisons
even as we recognize the risks associated with wrongful convictions
and arbitrary or racist sentencing schemes. We could, however, easily
survive without the death penalty, just as most of our international allies
survive quite well (and experience far less violence than we do) without
the death penalty. Indeed, the United States remains alone among Western
democracies in its continued use of the death penalty.
Ultimately, pragmatic opposition to capital punishment can be boiled
down to the three words that the United States Supreme Court sometimes
invokes when granting relief to a death row inmate: “Death is different.”
Knowing what we do about the fallibility of human institutions, and
about the pernicious kinds of hatred and discrimination that often drive
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human judgment, we should not be taking it upon ourselves to make
the monumental decision to kill a fellow human being.

Why the death penalty is a necessary
and proper means of punishment?
By Paul G. Cassell*
The death penalty has long been available as a punishment for
the most aggravated murders in the United States. Since the birth of our
nation, it has been an accepted fixture in our country’s criminal codes.
Capital sentences are expressly recognized in the Constitution of the United States, which provides for the taking of “life, liberty, or property” with
due process of law. The president, the Congress of the United States,
the Supreme Court of the United States, and the overwhelming majority
of the American people support capital punishment. The federal government and about 40 states provide for capital sentences, as do the laws
of many other countries. This widespread support for the death penalty
rests on the important societal goals served by executing the most terrible murderers. Nothing in the arguments by those opposing the penalty
gives a reason for retreating from these principles.
Reasons for the Penalty
Criminal justice systems impose punishments for at least three important reasons: just punishment, deterrence, and incapacitation. Capital
punishment furthers each of these goals more effectively than do long
terms of imprisonment.

* Paul G. Cassell is a professor of law at the University of Utah College of Law in Salt Lake
City, where he teaches criminal procedure, victims’ rights, and related subjects. He served as a law
clerk on the Supreme Court of the United States to Chief Justice Warren E. Burger and as both an
associate deputy attorney general and an assistant United States attorney in the Department of Justice.
He has testified several times before Congress on issues relating to the death penalty.
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Just Punishment
Perhaps the most important goal of a criminal justice system is to
impose just punishment. A punishment is just if it recognizes the seriousness of the crime. “Let the punishment fit the crime” is a generally
accepted and sound precept. In structuring criminal sentences, society
must determine what punishment fits the premeditated taking of innocent
human life. To be proportionate to the offense of cold-blooded murder,
the penalty for such an offense must acknowledge the inviolability
of human life. Murder differs from other crimes not merely in degree;
murder differs in kind.
Only by allowing for the possibility of a capital sentence can society
fully recognize the seriousness of homicide. Indeed, to restrict the punishment of the most aggravated murders to imprisonment conveys a deplorable message. Many other crimes, such as serious drug trafficking
and sexual offenses, are currently punished with lengthy sentences, and
in some cases, life prison terms. Without a death penalty, the criminal
law’s penalties will essentially “top out” and will not differentiate murder
from other offenses. Only if the sentencing structure allows for a substantially greater penalty for murder will the range of penalties fully reflect
the seriousness of ending the life of an innocent human being.
Those who would abolish the death penalty sometimes caricature this
argument and portray capital sentences as nothing more than revenge. But
this view misunderstands the way in which criminal sentences operate.
Revenge means that private individuals have taken the law in their own
hands and exacted their own penalty. Capital sentences are not imposed
by private individuals, but rather by the state through a criminal justice
process established by the people’s elected representatives. In most
of this country, there is a strong consensus that for some of the most
heinous murders, the only proportionate sentence is a capital sentence.
A system that imposes such sentences, after carefully following constitutionally prescribed procedures, is not exacting revenge but imposing
just punishment.
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Deterrence
The death penalty is also justified because of its deterrent effect,
which saves the lives of innocent persons by discouraging potential
murderers. Logic supports the conclusion that capital punishment is
the most effective deterrent for premeditated murders. A capital sentence is certainly a more feared penalty than a prison term. The lengths
to which convicted murderers go to avoid imposition of this sentence
clearly demonstrates this fact, as do interviews with prison inmates. To be
sure, the death penalty does not deter all murders. But because a capital
sentence is more severe than other penalties, it is reasonable to assume
that its existence will lead at least some potential murderers to decide
against risking execution. As the Supreme Court has observed, “There
are carefully contemplated murders, such as the murder for hire, where
the possible penalty of death may well enter into the cold calculus that
precedes the decision to act.”
This logical inference is fully supported by anecdotal evidence. For
example, in states that impose the death penalty, some robbers have reported that they did not use a gun while committing the robbery because
of the possibility of a death sentence if a shooting occurred. On the other
hand, in states without death penalties, kidnapping victims have reported
their abductors coolly calculating to kill them because it would make no
difference in the prison time they would serve if caught.
Statistical studies also support the conclusion that the death penalty
deters. Perhaps the best study of the issue was conducted by Professor
Stephen K. Layson, an economist at the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro. Layson compared the number of executions in the United
States with the number of homicides from 1933 to 1977. Based on a sophisticated statistical analysis controlling for other variables, he found
that on average, each execution deterred approximately 18 murders. His
finding is buttressed by a growing body of criminal justice data showing that enhanced punishment has a deterrent effect in a wide variety
of settings. Indeed, the premise that enhanced penalties will avert crimes
is fundamental to our criminal justice system and is routinely accepted
in less emotionally charged contexts.
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Opponents of the death penalty respond to such studies by pointing out that some states with the death penalty have a higher homicide
rate than states that do not impose capital punishment. Such arguments
reveal little, because states with the most serious crime problems are
probably the ones that have chosen to implement capital punishment.
Opponents also cite some studies suggesting that the death penalty does
not produce lower homicide rates. But death penalties are reserved for
aggravated murders committed in an especially cruel and atrocious manner. The deterrent effect of death penalties on these crimes may not be
revealed in aggregate homicide statistics, which consist mostly of less
aggravated murders.
The conflicting studies indicate that the deterrent power of the death
penalty can never be proven with absolute certainty. But given the inherent logic behind the deterrent power of capital punishment, to fail to impose such penalties is a risky gamble with innocent human lives. Quite
simply, if capital punishment deters, innocent persons will die if society
fails to impose capital sentences. Because of the substantial reasons for
predicting that the death penalty will deter some murders, respect for
human life demands that society carry out the penalty.
Incapacitation
Capital punishment also serves to effectively prevent murderers
from killing again. This incapacitation effect is particularly important
because of the continuing risk posed by those who have already taken
a human life. For example, according to data from the Bureau of Justice
Statistics, of 52,000 state prison inmates serving time for murder in 1984,
an estimated 810 had previously been convicted of murder. Had some
of these murderers been given the death penalty for their first murders,
innocent people would have been spared. The next most serious penalty,
life imprisonment without the possibility of parole, leaves prison guards
and other prisoners at risk. Indeed, without the death penalty, a murderer
serving a life term has, in effect, a license to kill. Such lifers can literally get away with murder, because no incremental punishment can be
imposed on them. A prisoner serving a life term may also escape from
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prison or obtain parole or executive clemency. Only a capital sentence can
permanently end the threat to others posed by the most serious murderers.
Flaws in the Arguments for Abolition
Many of the arguments against the death penalty rest on challenges to
the way that it is currently administered. These arguments are not really
against the death penalty, but rather against other features in the criminal
justice system, such as the way that defense counsel are appointed or
the way juries decide criminal cases. Whatever one thinks about these
other issues, they shed little light on capital punishment. More generally,
it is not unjust to impose the death penalty on a murderer who deserves
it simply because another murderer has escaped justice. Some murderers
who deserve to be executed will never be caught, still others will never
be convicted, and others will escape with a lesser penalty. The fact that
these murderers fortuitously escape the death penalty, however, does
not alter the justice of imposing it on other murderers who deserve it.
Racial Bias
Occasionally the charge is made that the death penalty is administered
in a racially biased fashion. But the empirical evidence does not reveal
any discrimination against black defendants facing the death penalty.
The Bureau of Justice Statistics in 1984 compiled the relevant data on
the performance of the criminal justice system. About 48 percent of all
murderers were black, but about 42 percent of those sentenced to death
were black. In other words, a lower percentage of black murderers receive
the death penalty than white murderers. The reason for this difference
is that in general, homicides by white murderers are slightly more aggravated than those by black murderers. This data is strong evidence that
the nation’s tragic history of discrimination against blacks in the criminal
justice system has no relevance to the current administration of capital
punishment.
Recognizing that the data fail to support a claim that black murderers are more likely to be executed, opponents of the death penalty have
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recently shifted to the claim that those who murder whites are more
likely to be executed than those who murder blacks. At first glance, this
might be viewed as an argument for expanding capital punishment to
ensure that black victims receive justice no less than white victims. But
in any event, this purported effect of the race of the victim disappears
when the relevant circumstances of individual murders are considered.
Many black-on-black murders are committed during altercations between
persons known to each other, circumstances not typically thought to warrant a death sentence. On the other hand, black-on-white murders (and
to a lesser extent, white-on-white murders) are more often committed
during the course of robberies or other serious felonies, circumstances
often prompting a capital sentence. In a careful analysis of the alleged
effect of the race of the victim, a federal district court in Georgia found
that racial effects disappeared when variables controlling for such relevant
factors were added in.
Risk to the Innocent
Sometimes the claim is made that the possibility of executing an
innocent person requires the abolition of the death penalty. This claim
gives excessive weight to what is a minute risk in maintaining capital
punishment while ignoring the much larger and countervailing risks
in abolishing capital punishment.
The risk that an innocent person might be executed is minuscule. Our
contemporary system of capital punishment contains an extraordinary
array of safeguards to protect innocent defendants, including in many
jurisdictions appointment of specially qualified counsel at the trial level
and multiple appeals through both the state and federal courts. Before
any sentence is carried out, the governor of the state typically will carefully examine the case to make sure that the murderer deserves a death
penalty. In light of all of these safeguards, it would be extraordinary if an
innocent person were to be executed. And, indeed, there is no credible,
documented case of an innocent person being executed in this country
for at least the last 50 years.
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While no innocent person has been shown to have died in recent
memory as a result of capital punishment, innocent people have died
because of our failure to carry out capital sentences. In a number of documented cases, murderers have been sentenced to death only to escape
these sentences in one way or another. Some of these murderers have
gone on to kill again.
The horrific case of Kenneth McDuff starkly illustrates this. Sentenced to death for two 1966 murders, he narrowly escaped execution
three times before his death sentence was commuted to a prison sentence
in 1972. Ultimately released in 1989, McDuff proceeded to rape, torture, and murder at least nine women, and probably many more. After
the television show America’s Most Wanted aired a program about him,
McDuff was arrested in 1992, convicted, and given two death sentences.
Based on cases such as McDuff’s, it is quite clear that innocent people
are more at risk from a criminal justice system that fails to carry out
death penalties than from one that employs them.
The death penalty is vital to carrying out the mission of the criminal
justice system. It is just punishment for the deliberate taking of innocent
human life. It prevents some murders through its deterrent effect and
prevents other murders by permanently incapacitating the most dangerous killers. It is therefore no surprise that capital punishment receives
such broad support in the United States.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
AND PROTECTION

Read about major threats to the environment. Get ready to review the text
and answer questions.

Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
1) (the) environment
2) depletion
3) (the) ozone layer
4) atmosphere
5) rain forest
6) decade
7) habitat
8) resource
9) an increase in smth.
10) to conserve, conservation
11) birth control
12) to retard
13) infrared light
14) (the) greenhouse effect
15) global warming
16) carbon dioxide
17) methane
18) nitrous oxide
19) fossil fuels
20) petroleum
21) derivative
22) Celsius
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23) Fahrenheit
24) to inundate
25) species (x 2 pronunciations)
26) to be disrupted
27) drought
28) chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
29) solvent
30) aerosol spray
31) to release
32) chlorine
33) molecule
34) immune system
35) food chain
36) photosynthesis
37) (the) Montreal protocol
38) precedent, unprecedented
39) ecosystem
40) gasoline
41) particulate matter
42) carbon
43) sulphur
44) hydrocarbon

45) aldehyde
46) ketone
47) acid rain
48) sulfuric acid
49) nitric acid
50) precipitation
51) fresh water
52) waterborne diseases
53) point sources
54) nonpoint sources
55) pollutant
56) sewage
57) rainfall
58) snowmelt
59) runoff
60) pesticide
61) fertilizer
62) insecticide
63) herbicide
64) wetland
65) to account for
66) contaminant, to contaminate
67) dumping ground, dump
68) to dilute
69) wildlife
70) disposal, to dispose of
71) ground water
72) renewable resource, nonrenewable resource
73) aquifer
74) to leak, leakage, a leak
75) seepage
76) hazardous waste
77) to pose health (safety) risks
78) residue

79) genetic mutation
80) estrogen
81) offspring
82) to expose, exposure
83) landfill
84) environmental racism
85) protective clothing
86) circuit board
87) cathode-ray tube
88) lead (n.), unleaded
89) to be trucked in
90) radioactive contamination
91) thyroid
92) solar energy
93) environmental deterrent
94) irreversible damage
95) to avert an ecological crisis
96) infinite resources
97) to mesh environmental
progress with economic
growth
98) sustainable conservation
99) sustainable development
100) governmental
(environmental protection)
agency
101) economically subservient
position
102) to allay fears
103) scientific consensus
104) fauna, flora
105) a moratorium on
106) biodiversity
107) to scale back
108) enforcement provisions
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109) (the) Kyōto protocol
110) to ratify an accord
111) to emit, emission
112) to convene
113) sanitation

114) international body
115) global environmental
collapse
116) economic expansion

While reading the text, get ready to give a detailed description of the environmental problems of today. Find additional information and statistics.

THREATS TO THE ENVIRONMENT
By Michael Zimmerman
The problems facing the environment are vast and diverse. Global
warming, the depletion of the ozone layer in the atmosphere, and destruction of the world’s rain forests are just some of the problems that many
scientists believe will reach critical proportions in the coming decades.
All of these problems will be directly affected by the size of the human
population.
Population Growth
Human population growth is at the root of virtually all of the world’s
environmental problems. Although the growth rate of the world’s population has slowed slightly since the 1990s, the world’s population increases
by about 77 million human beings each year. As the number of people
increases, crowding generates pollution, destroys more habitats, and uses
up additional natural resources.
The Population Division of the United Nations (UN) predicts that
the world’s population will increase from 6.23 billion people in 2000
to 9.3 billion people in 2050. The UN estimates that the population
will stabilize at more than 11 billion in 2200. Other experts predict that
numbers will continue to rise into the foreseeable future, to as many as
19 billion people by the year 2200.
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Although rates of population increase are now much slower in the developed world than in the developing world, it would be a mistake to
assume that population growth is primarily a problem of developing
countries. In fact, because larger amounts of resources per person are
used in developed nations, each individual from the developed world
has a much greater environmental impact than does a person from a developing country. Conservation strategies that would not significantly
alter lifestyles but that would greatly lessen environmental impact are
essential in the developed world.
In the developing world, meanwhile, the most important factors
necessary to lower population growth rates are democracy and social
justice. Studies show that population growth rates have fallen in developing areas where several social conditions exist. In these areas, literacy
rates have increased and women receive economic status equal to that
of men, enabling women to hold jobs and own property. In addition, birth
control information in these areas is more widely available, and women
are free to make their own reproductive decisions.
Global Warming
Like the glass panes in a greenhouse, certain gases in the Earth’s
atmosphere permit the Sun’s radiation to heat Earth. At the same time,
these gases retard the escape into space of the infrared energy radiated
back out by Earth. This process is referred to as the greenhouse effect.
These gases, primarily carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and water
vapor, insulate Earth’s surface, helping to maintain warm temperatures.
Without these gases, Earth would be a frozen planet with an average
temperature of about –18 °C (about 0 °F) instead of a comfortable 15 °C
(59 °F). If the concentration of these gases rises, they trap more heat
within the atmosphere, causing worldwide temperatures to rise.
Within the last century, the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
has increased dramatically, largely because people burn vast amounts
of fossil fuels — coal and petroleum and its derivatives. Average global
temperature also has increased — by about 0.6 Celsius degree (1 Fahrenheit
degree) within the past century. Atmospheric scientists have found that
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at least half of that temperature increase can be attributed to human activity. They predict that unless dramatic action is taken, global temperature
will continue to rise by 1.4 to 5.8 Celsius degrees (2.5 to 10.4 Fahrenheit
degrees) over the next century. Although such an increase may not seem
like a great difference, during the last ice age the global temperature was
only 2.2 Celsius degrees (4 Fahrenheit degrees) cooler than it is presently.
The consequences of such a modest increase in temperature may
be devastating. Already scientists have detected a 40 percent reduction
in the average thickness of Arctic ice. Other problems that may develop
include a rise in sea levels that will completely inundate a number of lowlying island nations and flood many coastal cities, such as New York
and Miami. Many plant and animal species will probably be driven into
extinction, agriculture will be severely disrupted in many regions, and
the frequency of severe hurricanes and droughts will likely increase.
Depletion of the Ozone Layer
The ozone layer, a thin band in the stratosphere (layer of the upper atmosphere), serves to shield Earth from the Sun’s harmful ultraviolet rays. In the 1970s, scientists discovered that chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) — chemicals used in refrigeration, air-conditioning systems,
cleaning solvents, and aerosol sprays — destroy the ozone layer. CFCs
release chlorine into the atmosphere; chlorine, in turn, breaks down
ozone molecules. Because chlorine is not affected by its interaction with
ozone, each chlorine molecule has the ability to destroy a large amount
of ozone for an extended period of time.
The consequences of continued depletion of the ozone layer would
be dramatic. Increased ultraviolet radiation would lead to a growing
number of skin cancers and cataracts and also reduce the ability of immune systems to respond to infection. Additionally, growth of the world’s
oceanic plankton, the base of most marine food chains, would decline.
Plankton contains photosynthetic organisms that break down carbon
dioxide. If plankton populations decline, it may lead to increased carbon
dioxide levels in the atmosphere and thus to global warming. Recent
studies suggest that global warming, in turn, may increase the amount
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of ozone destroyed. Even if the manufacture of CFCs is immediately
banned, the chlorine already released into the atmosphere will continue
to destroy the ozone layer for many decades.
In 1987 an international pact called the Montréal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer set specific targets for all nations
to achieve in order to reduce emissions of chemicals responsible for
the destruction of the ozone layer. Many people had hoped that this treaty
would cause ozone loss to peak and begin to decline by the year 2000.
In fact, in the fall of 2000, the hole in the ozone layer over Antarctica
was the largest then recorded. The hole the following year was slightly
smaller, leading some to believe that the depletion of ozone had stabilized.
However, in 2006 US government scientists reported that the ozone loss
over Antarctica reached its greatest extent ever that year. Ozone loss can
vary with temperature, and many scientists believe that the 2006 record
loss was due to lower-than-normal temperatures. These scientists report
that although CFC levels in the atmosphere peaked in 2001, many of these
chemicals are long-lasting. They believe the ozone layer over Antarctica
may not fully recover until 2065.
Habitat Destruction and Species Extinction
Plant and animal species are dying out at an unprecedented rate (see
Endangered Species). Estimates range that from 4,000 to as many as
50,000 species per year become extinct. The leading cause of extinction
is habitat destruction, particularly of the world’s richest ecosystems —
tropical rain forests and coral reefs. If the world’s rain forests continue
to be cut down at the current rate, they may completely disappear by
the year 2030. In addition, if the world’s population continues to grow
at its present rate and puts even more pressure on these habitats, they
might well be destroyed sooner.
Air Pollution
A significant portion of industry and transportation burns fossil fuels,
such as gasoline. When these fuels burn, chemicals and particulate matter
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are released into the atmosphere. Although a vast number of substances
contribute to air pollution, the most common air pollutants contain carbon, sulfur, and nitrogen. These chemicals interact with one another and
with ultraviolet radiation in sunlight in dangerous ways. Smog, usually
found in urban areas with large numbers of automobiles, forms when
nitrogen oxides react with hydrocarbons in the air to produce aldehydes
and ketones. Smog can cause serious health problems.
Acid rain forms when sulfur dioxide and nitrous oxide transform
into sulfuric acid and nitric acid in the atmosphere and come back to
Earth in precipitation. Acid rain has made numerous lakes so acidic that
they no longer support fish populations. Acid rain is also responsible for
the decline of many forest ecosystems worldwide, including Germany’s
Black Forest and forests throughout the eastern United States.
Water Pollution
Estimates suggest that nearly 1.5 billion people worldwide lack
safe drinking water and that at least 5 million deaths per year can be
attributed to waterborne diseases. Water pollution may come from point
sources or nonpoint sources. Point sources discharge pollutants from
specific locations, such as factories, sewage treatment plants, and oil
tankers. The technology exists to monitor and regulate point sources
of pollution, although in some areas this occurs only sporadically.
Pollution from nonpoint sources occurs when rainfall or snowmelt
moves over and through the ground. As the runoff moves, it picks
up and carries away pollutants, such as pesticides and fertilizers,
depositing the pollutants into lakes, rivers, wetlands, coastal waters,
and even underground sources of drinking water. Pollution arising
from nonpoint sources accounts for a majority of the contaminants
in streams and lakes.
With almost 80 percent of the planet covered by oceans, people have
long acted as if those bodies of water could serve as a limitless dumping
ground for wastes. However, raw sewage, garbage, and oil spills have
begun to overwhelm the diluting capabilities of the oceans, and most
coastal waters are now polluted, threatening marine wildlife. Beaches
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around the world close regularly, often because the surrounding waters
contain high levels of bacteria from sewage disposal.
Ground Water Depletion and Contamination
Water that collects beneath the ground is called groundwater. Worldwide, groundwater is 40 times more abundant than fresh water in streams
and lakes. In the United States, approximately half the drinking water
comes from groundwater. Although groundwater is a renewable resource,
reserves replenish relatively slowly. Presently, groundwater in the United
States is withdrawn approximately four times faster than it is naturally
replaced. The Ogallala Aquifer, a huge underground reservoir stretching
under eight states of the Great Plains, is drawn down at rates exceeding
100 times the replacement rate. Agricultural practices depending on this
source of water need to change within a generation in order to save this
groundwater source.
In addition to groundwater depletion, scientists worry about groundwater contamination, which arises from leaking underground storage
tanks, poorly designed industrial waste ponds, and seepage from the deepwell injection of hazardous wastes into underground geologic formations.
By some estimates, on average, 25 percent of usable groundwater is
contaminated, and in some areas as much as 75 percent is contaminated.
Chemical Risks
A number of toxic substances that humans encounter regularly may
pose serious health risks. Pesticide residues on vegetable crops, mercury
in fish, and many industrially produced chemicals may cause cancer,
birth defects, genetic mutations, or death. Many chemicals have been
found to mimic estrogen, the hormone that controls the development
of the female reproductive system in a large number of animal species.
Preliminary results indicate that these chemicals, in trace amounts, may
disrupt development and lead to a host of serious problems in both males
and females, including infertility, increased mortality of offspring, and
behavioral changes such as increased aggression.
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Environmental Racism
Studies have shown that not all individuals are equally exposed to
pollution. For example, worldwide toxic-waste sites are more prevalent
in poorer communities. In the United States the single most important
factor in predicting the location of hazardous-waste sites is the ethnic
composition of a neighborhood. Three of the five largest commercial
hazardous-waste landfills in America are in predominantly black or Hispanic neighborhoods, and three out of every five black or Hispanic Americans live in the vicinity of an uncontrolled toxic-waste site. The wealth
of a community is not nearly as good a predictor of hazardous-waste
locations as the ethnic background of the residents, suggesting that
the selection of sites for hazardous-waste disposal involves racism.
Environmental racism takes international forms as well. American
corporations often continue to produce dangerous, US-banned chemicals
and ship them to developing countries. Additionally, the developed world
has shipped large amounts of toxic waste to developing countries for lessthan-safe disposal. For instance, experts estimate that 50 to 80 percent
of electronic waste produced in the United States, including computer
parts, is shipped to waste sites in developing countries, such as China
and India. At a waste site in Giuyu, China, laborers with no protective
clothing regularly burn plastics and circuit boards from old computers.
They pour acid on electronic parts to extract silver and gold, and they
smash cathode-ray tubes from computer monitors to remove lead. These
activities so pollute the groundwater beneath the site that drinking water
is trucked in to the area from a town 29 km (18 mi) away.
Energy Production
The limited supply of fossil fuels, coupled with their contributions to
global warming, air pollution, and acid rain, makes it clear that alternative
forms of energy will be needed to fuel industrial production and transportation. A number of energy alternatives are available, but many of these
options are unlikely to replace fossil fuels in the foreseeable future because
they cost more, produce less energy than fossil fuels, or pose safety risks.
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A handful of countries produce a portion of their electricity using
nuclear energy. But many people oppose nuclear energy because an accident can cause massive devastation. The 1986 accident at the Chernobyl’
nuclear power plant in the Ukraine scattered radioactive contamination
over a large part of Europe (see Chernobyl’ Accident). Approximately
200,000 people were evacuated, and human health has been dramatically
affected. Studies in 1999 found that the rate of thyroid cancer in young
Ukrainian children was ten times higher than was the norm prior to
the accident.
One reasonable solution combines conservation strategies with
the increased use of solar energy. The price of solar energy relative to
traditional fuels has steadily dropped, and if environmental concerns were
factored into the cost, solar power would already be significantly cheaper.
Efforts to Protect the Environment
Most scientists agree that if pollution and other environmental deterrents continue at their present rates, the result will be irreversible damage to the ecological cycles and balances in nature upon which all life
depends. Scientists warn that fundamental, and perhaps drastic, changes
in human behavior will be required to avert an ecological crisis.
To safeguard the healthful environment that is essential to life,
humans must learn that Earth does not have infinite resources. Earth’s
limited resources must be conserved and, where possible, reused. Furthermore, humans must devise new strategies that mesh environmental
progress with economic growth. The future growth of developing nations
depends upon the development of sustainable conservation methods that
protect the environment while also meeting the basic needs of citizens.
Many nations have acted to control or reduce environmental problems. For example, Great Britain has largely succeeded in cleaning up
the waters of the Thames and other rivers, and London no longer suffers the heavy smogs caused by industrial pollutants. Japan has some
of the world’s strictest standards for the control of water and air pollution.
In Canada, the Department of Commerce has developed comprehensive
programs covering environmental contaminants.
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In the United States, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
was established in 1970 to protect the nation’s natural resources. In addition, the US Congress has provided governmental agencies with legislation designed to protect the environment. Many US states have also
established environmental protection agencies. Citizen groups, such as
the Sierra Club and the National Audubon Society, educate the public,
support environment-friendly legislation, and help assure that federal
and state laws are enforced by pointing out violations.
Global Efforts
During the late 1960s and early 1970s nations began to work
together to develop worldwide approaches for monitoring and restricting global pollution. The first major international conference on
environmental issues was held in Stockholm, Sweden, in 1972 and was
sponsored by the United Nations. This meeting, at which the United
States took a leading role, was controversial because many developing countries were fearful that a focus on environmental protection
was a means for the developed world to keep the undeveloped world
in an economically subservient position. The most important outcome
of the conference was the creation of the United Nations Environmental
Program (UNEP).
UNEP was designed to be “the environmental conscience of the United Nations,” and, in an attempt to allay fears of the developing world, it
became the first UN agency to be headquartered in a developing country,
with offices in Nairobi, Kenya. In addition to attempting to achieve scientific consensus about major environmental issues, a major focus for UNEP
has been the study of ways to encourage sustainable development — increasing standards of living without destroying the environment.
International Treaties
Dozens of international agreements have been reached in recent
decades in an effort to improve the world’s environmental status. In 1975
the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
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Fauna and Flora (CITES) went into effect to reduce commerce in animals
and plants on the edge of extinction. In 1982 the International Whaling
Commission agreed to a moratorium on all commercial whaling. Perhaps
the most important international agreement was the 1987 Montréal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer. For the first time, an international pact set specific targets for reducing emissions of chemicals
responsible for the destruction of Earth’s ozone layer. The international
community again came together in 1989 to form the Basel Convention
on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and
Their Disposal, a treaty that limits the movement of hazardous wastes
between countries.
In 1992 the UN Conference on Environment and Development was
held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Popularly known as the Earth Summit, this
meeting was the largest gathering of world leaders in history. The conference produced two major treaties. The first was an agreement for nations
to voluntarily reduce emission of gases leading to global warming, and
the second was a pact on biodiversity requiring countries to develop plans
to protect endangered species and habitats. At the insistence of the United
States, however, the final version of the global warming treaty was
dramatically scaled back. The United States was also one of the very
few countries that refused to sign the biodiversity treaty. United States
representatives objected to a part of the treaty that specified that money
to come from the use of natural resources from protected ecosystems,
such as rain forests, should be shared equally between the source country
and the corporation or institution removing the materials.
The 1992 agreement on global warming limited each industrialized
nation to emissions in the year 2000 that were equal to or below 1990
emissions. However, these limits were voluntary and with no enforcement provisions included in the agreement it became clear by 1997 that
these goals would never be met. At a follow-up conference in Kyōto,
Japan, representatives from 160 countries signed the Kyōto Protocol.
This agreement called for industrialized nations to reduce emissions to
an average of about 5 percent below 1990 emission levels and to reach
this goal between the years 2008 and 2012. For this accord to become
international law, however, it had to be ratified by at least 55 countries.
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The United States has refused to ratify the accord, but Japan and the 15
countries that make up the European Union have ratified it. Even if
the Kyōto Protocol does become international law, however, scientists
expect that its emission requirements are too minimal to be effective.
Some experts predict that a 60 percent reduction in emissions will be
necessary to stabilize the world’s climate.
In 2002 delegates from nearly 200 countries convened at the World
Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, South Africa, to
establish new sustainable development goals for the 21st century. They also
negotiated to strengthen commitments from the governments of developed
nations to provide aid for sustainable development. Among the outcomes,
the 2002 summit created an action plan that called on nations to reduce
by half the proportion of people who lack sanitation by 2015, to minimize
health and environmental problems caused by chemical pollution by 2020,
and to reduce significantly the number of endangered species by 2010.
Green Parties
A desire for environmental change led to the creation of various
political parties around the world whose emphasis was largely on environmental protection. The first of these organizations, collectively
known as green parties, was the Values Party in New Zealand, created
in 1972. In 1993, 23 green parties from eastern and western Europe
came together to form the European Federation of Green Parties. They
hoped that together they would have the leverage necessary to demand
that environmental issues such as pollution control, population growth,
and sustainable development be more fully addressed by various national
governments and international bodies.
By far the most successful green party has been Bündnis 90/Die
Grünen, the green party of Germany. In 1998 Bündnis 90/Die Grünen
formed a coalition with the newly elected Social Democratic Party of German chancellor Gerhard Schröder, marking the first time that the green
party had entered Germany’s national government.
Green parties have developed in almost all countries that have open
elections, but they have had the largest impact in those nations where
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proportional representation within a parliamentary system occurs. Thus,
the green parties have not played a significant role in American politics.
However, some experts believe that in the disputed presidential election
of 2000, the votes received by Green Party candidate Ralph Nader split
the vote so that George W. Bush was able to win enough electoral votes
to capture the presidency.
Future Prospects
Global environmental collapse is not inevitable. But the developed
world must work with the developing world to ensure that new industrialized economies do not add to the world’s environmental problems.
Politicians must think of sustainable development rather than economic
expansion. Conservation strategies have to become more widely accepted,
and people must learn that energy use can be dramatically diminished
without sacrificing comfort. In short, with the technology that currently
exists, the years of global environmental mistreatment can begin to be
reversed.
GLOBAL WARMING
By John Hart
Global Warming is an increase in the average temperature of the atmosphere, oceans, and landmasses of Earth. The planet has warmed (and
cooled) many times during the 4.65 billion years of its history. At present Earth appears to be facing a rapid warming, which most scientists
believe results, at least in part, from human activities. The chief cause
of this warming is thought to be the burning of fossil fuels, such as coal,
oil, and natural gas, which releases into the atmosphere carbon dioxide
and other substances known as greenhouse gases. As the atmosphere
becomes richer in these gases, it becomes a better insulator, retaining
more of the heat provided to the planet by the Sun.
The average surface temperature of Earth is about 15 °C (59 °F).
Over the last century, this average has risen by about 0.6 Celsius degree
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(1 Fahrenheit degree). Scientists predict further warming of 1.4 to 5.8
Celsius degrees (2.5 to 10.4 Fahrenheit degrees) by the year 2100. This
temperature rise is expected to melt polar ice caps and glaciers as well
as warm the oceans, all of which will expand ocean volume and raise
sea level by an estimated 9 to 100 cm (4 to 40 in), flooding some coastal
regions and even entire islands. Some regions in warmer climates will
receive more rainfall than before, but soils will dry out faster between
storms. This soil desiccation may damage food crops, disrupting food
supplies in some parts of the world. Plant and animal species will shift
their ranges toward the poles or to higher elevations seeking cooler temperatures, and species that cannot do so may become extinct. The potential
consequences of global warming are so great that many of the world’s leading
scientists have called for international cooperation and immediate action
to counteract the problem.
The Greenhouse Effect
The energy that lights and warms Earth comes from the Sun. Most
of the energy that floods onto our planet is short-wave radiation, including
visible light. When this energy strikes the surface of Earth, the energy
changes from light to heat and warms Earth. Earth’s surface, in turn,
releases some of this heat as long-wave infrared radiation.
Much of this long-wave infrared radiation makes it all the way
back out to space, but a portion remains trapped in Earth’s atmosphere.
Certain gases in the atmosphere, including water vapor, carbon dioxide,
and methane, provide the trap. Absorbing and reflecting infrared waves
radiated by Earth, these gases conserve heat as the glass in a greenhouse
does and are thus known as greenhouse gases. As the concentration
of these greenhouse gases in the atmosphere increases, more heat energy remains trapped below. All life on Earth relies on this greenhouse
effect — without it, the planet would be colder by about 33 Celsius
degrees (59 Fahrenheit degrees), and ice would cover Earth from pole
to pole. However, a growing excess of greenhouse gases in Earth’s
atmosphere threatens to tip the balance in the other direction — toward
continual warming.
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Effects of Global Warming
Scientists use elaborate computer models of temperature, precipitation patterns, and atmosphere circulation to study global warming. Based
on these models, scientists have made several predictions about how
global warming will affect weather, sea levels, coastlines, agriculture,
wildlife, and human health.
Weather
Scientists predict that during global warming, the northern regions of the Northern Hemisphere will heat up more than other areas
of the planet, northern and mountain glaciers will shrink, and less ice
will float on northern oceans. Regions that now experience light winter
snows may receive no snow at all. In temperate mountains, snowlines
will be higher and snowpacks will melt earlier. Growing seasons will
be longer in some areas. Winter and nighttime temperatures will tend to
rise more than summer and daytime ones.
The warmed world will be generally more humid as a result of more
water evaporating from the oceans. Scientists are not sure whether
a more humid atmosphere will encourage or discourage further warming.
On the one hand, water vapor is a greenhouse gas, and its increased presence should add to the insulating effect. On the other hand, more vapor
in the atmosphere will produce more clouds, which reflect sunlight back
into space, which should slow the warming process (see Water Cycle).
Greater humidity will increase rainfall, on average, about 1 percent
for each Fahrenheit degree of warming. (Rainfall over the continents
has already increased by about 1 percent in the last 100 years.) Storms
are expected to be more frequent and more intense. However, water
will also evaporate more rapidly from soil, causing it to dry out faster
between rains. Some regions might actually become drier than before.
Winds will blow harder and perhaps in different patterns. Hurricanes,
which gain their force from the evaporation of water, are likely to be
more severe. Against the background of warming, some very cold periods will still occur. Weather patterns are expected to be less predictable
and more extreme.
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Sea Levels
As the atmosphere warms, the surface layer of the ocean warms
as well, expanding in volume and thus raising sea level. Warming will
also melt much glacier ice, especially around Greenland, further swelling the sea. Sea levels worldwide rose 10 to 25 cm (4 to 10 in) during
the 20th century, and IPCC scientists predict a further rise of 9 to 88 cm
(4 to 35 in) in the 21st century.
Sea-level changes will complicate life in many coastal regions.
A 100-cm (40-in) rise could submerge 6 percent of The Netherlands,
17.5 percent of Bangladesh, and most or all of many islands. Erosion
of cliffs, beaches, and dunes will increase. Storm surges, in which winds
locally pile up water and raise the sea, will become more frequent and
damaging. As the sea invades the mouths of rivers, flooding from runoff
will also increase upstream. Wealthier countries will spend huge amounts
of money to protect their shorelines, while poor countries may simply
evacuate low-lying coastal regions.
Even a modest rise in sea level will greatly change coastal ecosystems. A 50-cm (20-in) rise will submerge about half of the present coastal
wetlands of the United States. New marshes will form in many places,
but not where urban areas and developed landscapes block the way. This
sea-level rise will cover much of the Florida Everglades.
Agriculture
A warmed globe will probably produce as much food as before, but
not necessarily in the same places. Southern Canada, for example, may
benefit from more rainfall and a longer growing season. At the same
time, the semiarid tropical farmlands in some parts of Africa may
become further impoverished. Desert farm regions that bring in irrigation water from distant mountains may suffer if the winter snowpack,
which functions as a natural reservoir, melts before the peak growing
months. Crops and woodlands may also be afflicted by more insects
and plant diseases.
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Animals and Plants
Animals and plants will find it difficult to escape from or adjust to
the effects of warming because humans occupy so much land. Under global
warming, animals will tend to migrate toward the poles and up mountainsides toward higher elevations, and plants will shift their ranges, seeking
new areas as old habitats grow too warm. In many places, however, human
development will prevent this shift. Species that find cities or farmlands
blocking their way north or south may die out. Some types of forests, unable to propagate toward the poles fast enough, may disappear.
Human Health
In a warmer world, scientists predict that more people will get sick or
die from heat stress, due less to hotter days than to warmer nights (giving
the sufferers less relief). Diseases now found in the tropics, transmitted by
mosquitoes and other animal hosts, will widen their range as these animal
hosts move into regions formerly too cold for them. Today 45 percent
of the world’s people live where they might get bitten by a mosquito carrying the parasite that causes malaria; that percentage may increase to 60
percent if temperatures rise. Other tropical diseases may spread similarly,
including dengue fever, yellow fever, and encephalitis. Scientists also
predict rising incidence of allergies and respiratory diseases as warmer
air grows more charged with pollutants, mold spores, and pollens.
Debates over Global Warming
Scientists do not all agree about the nature and impact of global
warming. A few observers still question whether temperatures have actually been rising at all. Others acknowledge past change but argue that
it is much too early to be making predictions for the future. Such critics
may also deny that the evidence for the human contribution to warming
is conclusive, arguing that a purely natural cycle may be driving temperatures upward. The same dissenters tend to emphasize the fact that
continued warming could have benefits in some regions.
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Scientists who question the global warming trend point to three puzzling differences between the predictions of the global warming models
and the actual behavior of the climate. First, the warming trend stopped
for three decades in the middle of the 20th century; there was even some
cooling before the climb resumed in the 1970s. Second, the total amount
of warming during the 20th century was only about half what computer
models predicted. Third, the troposphere, the lower region of the atmosphere, did not warm as fast as the models forecast. However, global
warming proponents believe that two of the three discrepancies have
now been explained.
The lack of warming at midcentury is now attributed largely to air
pollution that spews particulate matter, especially sulfates, into the upper
atmosphere. These particulates, also known as aerosols, reflect some incoming sunlight out into space. Continued warming has now overcome this
effect, in part because pollution control efforts have made the air cleaner.
The unexpectedly small amount of total warming since 1900 is
now attributed to the oceans absorbing vast amounts of the extra heat.
Scientists long suspected that this was happening but lacked the data to
prove it. In 2000 the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) offered a new analysis of water temperature readings
made by observers around the world over 50 years. Records showed
a distinct warming trend: World ocean temperatures in 1998 were higher
than the 50-year average by 0.2 Celsius degree (0.3 Fahrenheit degree),
a small but very significant amount.
The third discrepancy is the most puzzling. Satellites detect less
warming in the troposphere than the computer models of global climate
predict. According to some critics, the atmospheric readings are right, and
the higher temperatures recorded at Earth’s surface are not to be trusted.
In January 2000 a panel appointed by the National Academy of Sciences
to weigh this argument reaffirmed that surface warming could not be
doubted. However, the lower-than-predicted troposphere measurements
have not been entirely explained.
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Efforts to Control Global Warming
The total consumption of fossil fuels is increasing by about 1 percent
per year. No steps currently being taken or under serious discussion will
likely prevent global warming in the near future. The challenge today is
managing the probable effects while taking steps to prevent detrimental
climate changes in the future.
Damage can be curbed locally in various ways. Coastlines can be
armored with dikes and barriers to block encroachments of the sea.
Alternatively, governments can assist coastal populations in moving
to higher ground. Some countries, such as the United States, still have
the chance to help plant and animal species survive by preserving habitat
corridors, strips of relatively undeveloped land running north and south.
Species can gradually shift their ranges along these corridors, moving
toward cooler habitats.
There are two major approaches to slowing the buildup of greenhouse
gases. The first is to keep carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere by storing
the gas or its carbon component somewhere else, a strategy called carbon
sequestration. The second major approach is to reduce the production
of greenhouse gases.
Carbon Sequestration
The simplest way to sequester carbon is to preserve trees and to plant
more. Trees, especially young and fast-growing ones, soak up a great deal
of carbon dioxide, break it down in photosynthesis, and store the carbon
in new wood. Worldwide, forests are being cut down at an alarming
rate, particularly in the tropics. In many areas, there is little regrowth as
land loses fertility or is changed to other uses, such as farming or building housing developments. Reforestation could offset these losses and
counter part of the greenhouse buildup.
Many companies and governments in the United States, Norway, Brazil, Malaysia, Russia, and Australia have initiated reforestation projects.
In Guatemala, the AES Corporation, a US-based electrical company, has
joined forces with the World Resources Institute and the relief agency
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CARE to create community woodlots and to teach local residents about
tree-farming practices. The trees planted are expected to absorb up to
58 million tons of carbon dioxide over 40 years.
Carbon dioxide gas can also be sequestered directly. Carbon dioxide
has traditionally been injected into oil wells to force more petroleum
out of the ground or seafloor. Now it is being injected simply to isolate it
underground in oil fields, coal beds, or aquifers. At one natural gas drilling
platform off the coast of Norway, carbon dioxide brought to the surface
with the natural gas is captured and reinjected into an aquifer from which
it cannot escape. The same process can be used to store carbon dioxide
released by a power plant, factory, or any large stationary source. Deep
ocean waters could also absorb a great deal of carbon dioxide. The feasibility and environmental effects of both these options are now under
study by international teams.
In an encouraging trend, energy use around the world has slowly
shifted away from fuels that release a great deal of carbon dioxide toward fuels that release somewhat less of this heat-trapping gas. Wood
was the first major source of energy used by humans. With the dawn
of the Industrial Revolution in the 18th century, coal became the dominant
energy source. By the mid-19th century oil had replaced coal in dominance, fueling the internal combustion engines that were eventually
used in automobiles. By the 20th century, natural gas began to be used
worldwide for heating and lighting. In this progression, combustion
of natural gas releases less carbon dioxide than oil, which in turn releases
less of the gas than do either coal or wood.
Nuclear energy, though controversial for reasons of safety and
the high costs of nuclear waste disposal, releases no carbon dioxide at
all. Solar power, wind power, and hydrogen fuel cells also emit no greenhouse gases. Someday these alternative energy sources may prove to be
practical, low-pollution energy sources, although progress today is slow.
National and Local Programs
The developed countries are all working to reduce greenhouse
emissions. Several European countries impose heavy taxes on energy
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usage, designed partly to curb such emissions. Norway taxes industries
according to the amount of carbon dioxide they emit. In The Netherlands,
government and industry have negotiated agreements aimed at increasing energy efficiency, promoting alternative energy sources, and cutting
down greenhouse gas output.
In the United States, the Department of Energy, the Environmental
Protection Agency, product manufacturers, local utilities, and retailers
have collaborated to implement the Energy Star program. This voluntary
program rates appliances for energy use and gives some money back
to consumers who buy efficient machines. The Canadian government
has established the FleetWise program to cut carbon dioxide emissions
from federal vehicles by reducing the number of vehicles it owns and
by training drivers to use them more efficiently. By 2004, 75 percent
of Canadian federal vehicles are to run on alternative fuels, such as
methanol and ethanol.
Many local governments are also working against greenhouse emissions by conserving energy in buildings, modernizing their vehicles, and
advising the public. Individuals, too, can take steps. The same choices
that reduce other kinds of pollution work against global warming. Every
time a consumer buys an energy-efficient appliance; adds insulation to
a house; recycles paper, metal, and glass; chooses to live near work; or
commutes by public transportation, he or she is fighting global warming.
International Agreements
International cooperation is required for the successful reduction
of greenhouse gases. In 1992 at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, 150 countries pledged to confront the problem of greenhouse
gases and agreed to meet again to translate these good intentions into
a binding treaty.
In 1997 in Japan, 160 nations drafted a much stronger agreement
known as the Kyōto Protocol. This treaty, which has not yet been implemented, calls for the 38 industrialized countries that now release the most
greenhouse gases to cut their emissions to levels 5 percent below those
of 1990. This reduction is to be achieved no later than 2012. Initially,
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the United States voluntarily accepted a more ambitious target, promising to reduce emissions to 7 percent below 1990 levels; the European
Union, which had wanted a much tougher treaty, committed to 8 percent;
and Japan, to 6 percent. The remaining 122 nations, mostly developing
nations, were not asked to commit to a reduction in gas emissions.
But in 2001 newly elected US president George W. Bush renounced
the treaty saying that such carbon-dioxide reductions in the United States
would be too costly. He also objected that developing nations would not
be bound by similar carbon-dioxide reducing obligations. The Kyōto
Protocol will not be binding until nations accounting for 55 percent
of 1990 greenhouse gas emissions have ratified it. Most countries are
waiting for ratification by the United States, at present the source of onefifth of greenhouse gas emissions.
Some critics find the Kyōto Protocol too weak. Even if it were enforced immediately, it would only slightly slow the buildup of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere. Much stronger action would be required later,
particularly because the developing nations exempted from the Kyōto
rules are expected to produce half the world’s greenhouse gases by
2035. The most influential opponents of the protocol, however, find it
too strong. Opposition to the treaty in the United States is spurred by
the oil industry, the coal industry, and other enterprises that manufacture or depend on fossil fuels. These opponents claim that the economic
costs to carry out the Kyōto Protocol could be as much as $300 billion,
due mainly to higher energy prices. Proponents of the Kyōto sanctions
believe the costs will prove more modest — $88 billion or less — much
of which will be recovered as Americans save money after switching to
more efficient appliances, vehicles, and industrial processes.
Behind the issue of cost lies a larger question: Can an economy grow
without increasing its greenhouse gas emissions at the same time? In
the past, prosperity and pollution have tended to go together. Can they
now be separated, or decoupled, as economists say? In nations with strong
environmental policies, economies have continued to grow even as many
types of pollution have been reduced. However, limiting the emission
of carbon dioxide has proved especially difficult. For example, The Netherlands, a heavily industrialized country that is also an environmental
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leader, has done very well against most kinds of pollution but has failed
to meet its goal of reducing carbon dioxide output.
Representatives have met regularly to negotiate a consensus about
certain unresolved issues of the Kyōto Protocol, such as the rules, methods, and penalties that should be enforced in each country to slow greenhouse emissions. A particularly contentious issue is a proposed system for
trading in pollution “rights” or credits. Negotiators are working to design
a system in which nations with successful cleanup programs could profit
by selling unused pollution rights to other nations. Nations that find further improvement difficult, such as The Netherlands, could buy pollution
credits on the market, or perhaps earn them by helping reduce greenhouse
gas emissions in less developed countries, where more can be achieved
at less expense. Treaty representatives at a meeting held at The Hague,
The Netherlands, in November 2000 came close to an agreement on this
and other treaty issues, but the talks ultimately failed. Negotiators plan
to continue discussions periodically through 2001.

PACIFIC ISLANDS IN DANGER:
TUVALU AND KIRIBATI
Listen to the passage Pacific Islands in Danger: Kiribati and Tuvalu and
answer the questions below. Before you listen, discuss the meanings of these
words:

1)
02)
03)
04)
05)
06)
07)
08)
09)
10)
11)

Kiribati (Gilbert Islands)
I-Kiribati
Micronesia
Polynesia
Auckland
glacier
meltdown of ice sheets
to plague
slopes
gravest threats
intergovernmental

12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)

conservative
dikes
subtle
atoll
thatch-hut dwelling
to poke out
social impact of climate
change
19) precarious
20) susceptible
21) erosion
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22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)

salinization
to exacerbate
consensus
to inundate
livelihood
concrete causeways
islet
saltwater incursion
water tables
humanitarian disaster
taro pits

33)
34)
35)
36)
37)
38)
39)
40)
41)
42)
43)

root crop
staple food
to reverse the process
to flee to safer places
funafuna
donuts
egg fu young
KFC
hand-woven straw mat
squawk box
gauge

Questions
1) Where is melting ice already causing problems in the world?
2) Besides melting ice, what else causes the sea levels to rise?
3) If the ice in Antarctica and Greenland melts, how high might
the seas rise by the end of the century?
4) Where is Kiribati?
5) Why did many Tuvaluans move to New Zealand?
6) Read the poem Our People on the Reef. Comment on it.
7) How would you feel if you were being forced to leave your home
because of global warming?
8) How many people are likely to face this problem in the future?
9) Why are sea levels already on the rise?

Our People on the Reef
By Jane Resture
The swaying palms, the gentle surf, lapping upon the sand.
A gentle breeze so keen to please slowly gusts across our land.
Our island home is all we have known as centuries rolled by.
Our island people stood alone on reefs so barren and dry.
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But as years go by we wonder why the shoreline is not the same.
The things we knew as always true somehow do not remain.
The breakers break on higher ground
the outer palms are falling down.
The taro pits begin to die and the village elders wonder why.
For what is happening to the beautiful isles we know?
Tuvalu, Kiribati and Tokelau
the Marshall Isles
that place of smiles
The rising sea will reclaim our ground
nothing but water will abound
our people forced to leave for higher ground.
While far away they pour their fumes
into the clear blue sky
not knowing and never caring
why the world is beginning to die.
So land of our forebears —
despite how much we cared for you –
the time will soon be when
we must bid you adieu.

BURIED IN GARBAGE?
Garbage, produced in quantity in what some critics call a “throwaway culture” in the United States, has become a growing problem.
Highly visible recycling programs reduce the overall amount of waste
going into landfills, but those programs alone will not solve the garbage
disposal problem. This article from Collier’s 1993 Year Book gives an
overview of the waste disposal system in the United States and Canada.
The article focuses on the challenges that face both countries as it
becomes more difficult to market some recycled materials, and more
expensive to open new landfills and incinerators.
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By Stevenson Swanson
Each year Americans throw out enough office and writing paper
to build a 12-foot wall from Los Angeles to New York City; every two
weeks they dispose of enough glass bottles and jars to fill up the 110-story
twin towers of New York’s World Trade Center; every hour they throw
out 2.5 million plastic bottles, only about one-fifth of which are recycled.
As the population of the United States and other countries rises, so too
do the mountains of garbage — including toxic and hazardous waste —
that people throw away day after day. Concerned citizens increasingly
wonder where all this garbage goes and where it will go in the future.
[Not long] ago, most people gave little or no thought to such questions. In the typical household, family members hauled bags of trash out
to the garbage can, and, once or twice a week, collection crews would
dump them into a garbage truck. And that was the end of it.
In 1987 the headline-making story of a garbage barge that nobody
seemed to want suddenly grabbed the attention of the American public.
The barge, loaded with about 3,200 tons of garbage from New York
State, sailed from port to port for weeks, unable to find a place to dump
its cargo. After being rejected by dumps and incinerators in nine locations on the Atlantic seaboard and in the Caribbean, the vessel returned
to New York, where its load was eventually burned.
The barge episode fixed in the public mind the idea that the United
States was running out of places to dump the used-up or broken-down
remnants of a wasteful society. News media began to carry stories about
a “garbage crisis”, and legislators started to pass laws intended to reduce
the amount of garbage by requiring people to recycle. Instead of simply
throwing everything into the garbage can, many people began keeping
separate piles of newspapers, cans, and bottles for collection by the local
recycling program.
The “garbage barge” fiasco was actually the result of a poorly planned
business deal (an entrepreneur took a hefty fee for accepting garbage
from a Long Island town, hoping to unload it elsewhere at a cheap
price). Whether the United States (or other developed nations, such as
Canada) really is in the midst of a garbage crisis is a matter of debate
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among government bureaucrats, waste haulers, and environmentalists.
But what cannot be debated is that the once-shadowy world of garbage
is now out in the bright light of day.
What We Throw Out
Americans in 1990 threw away 195.7 million tons of ordinary trash,
or about 4.3 pounds per person per day. Canadians throw out nearly as
much per person, for a yearly total of some 18 million tons of municipal
waste. By far the biggest component of what specialists call the municipal “waste stream” is paper and paperboard, which accounts for
37.5 percent, by weight, of US refuse. The next largest category is yard
waste, mainly grass clippings and leaves, which represents 17.9 percent.
All kinds of metals come next, at 8.3 percent. Plastic items (which are
often blamed as a major culprit in the garbage glut) account for only 8.3
percent of the waste stream, food waste for another 6.7 percent, glass
for 6.7 percent, wood for 6.3 percent, and a variety of other materials,
including rubber, leather, and textiles, for the remainder.
More than 114,000 industries and businesses in the United States
generate a separate category of waste that is regulated as hazardous
because the material is flammable, corrosive, explosive, or toxic. Such
hazardous waste amounts to about 270 million tons a year in the United
States. (Canada produces up to 9 million tons of waste classified as
hazardous.) A total of only 50 companies are the source of 80 percent
of all US hazardous waste. The chemical industry is the main producer,
followed by petroleum refiners and the metal-processing industry. A host
of smaller businesses, such as photo labs, dry cleaners, service stations,
and printers, also contribute to the hazardous waste stream.
In addition to hazardous waste, US industries and businesses produce some 13 billion tons of other waste materials as a result of doing
business. Included in this figure are such things as mining wastes, byproducts of drilling and pumping oil and natural gas, and 7.6 billion
tons of industrial-process wastes, including debris from construction
and demolition. Much of this waste is water — an estimated 97 percent
in the case of industrial-process waste — that is cleaned up by business
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that produces it. The sludge that is left is taken to municipal landfills.
But it is impossible to say what fraction of the 13 billion tons ends up
in a dump because state governments have generally been responsible
for monitoring such waste, which the federal Environmental Protection
Agency considers nonhazardous. While the federal government by law
must regulate hazardous waste, it has done little to control the tide
of nonhazardous waste. The situation may well change in the future
because many environmentalists and elected officials argue that much
of this industrial waste should be reclassified as hazardous.
The Sanitary Landfill
The most common destination for ordinary garbage is a sanitary
landfill — a dump where dirt is used to cover the garbage, so as to prevent
it from blowing away and keep down odors. In 1990, Franklin Associates, a consulting firm that studies solid-waste issues for the EPA, found
that 66.6 percent of the country’s ordinary garbage ended up in landfills.
(The figure for Canada in recent years is about 82 percent.) Another
16.3 percent was burned in incinerators, most of which recover the heat
of the burning garbage and convert it to steam or electricity. (In Canada,
only about 8 percent is incinerated.) Nearly all of the remaining 17.1 percent (10 percent in Canada) was recovered by recycling, the process
of sending used items such as old newspapers and aluminum cans to mills
and factories where they are made into new products. A tiny proportion
was converted to compost.
Because most garbage is deposited in landfills, talk of a garbage
crisis focuses on their dwindling numbers. From a high of about 20,000
in the early 1970s, the number of US sanitary landfills has dropped
to about 6,600, according to an estimate by the National Solid Waste
Management Association, the trade group for the nation’s $25 billiona-year garbage hauling and disposal industry. The Canadian government
estimates that two out of three Canadian landfills that were open in 1983
have shut down. (It is impossible to determine exactly how many landfills
either country has, or how much capacity they have left, because reporting
requirements and tracking efficiency vary widely from place to place.)
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Most of the landfills closed in recent years have been small operations, many of which were poorly run and lacked environmentally protective features such as thick liners to prevent toxic liquids from leaking out.
In the United States, tougher federal landfill regulations, which the EPA
issued in 1991, are expected to cause even more of these kinds of dumps
to shut down by 1995.
Still, things may not be as bad as they seem. A sign that there is no
current landfill crisis is the ability of many municipalities across the United
States to negotiate lower trash disposal fees with haulers. If dump space
were scarce, haulers would be charging more. For instance, Boston had
been paying $70 a ton for garbage disposal, but in 1991 it signed a new
trash disposal agreement under which it had to pay only $50 a ton. Philadelphia and Cleveland cut their disposal costs by more than 20 percent.
New York and New Jersey are the only major markets facing a serious shortage of capacity, and disposal rates reflect that. Morris County,
N.J., was paying $131 per ton of garbage in 1992. But even these states
have some recourse: both of them border Pennsylvania, which went
through a landfill building boom in the late 1980s and is now replete
with dump space.
Moreover, recent US Supreme Court rulings at least temporarily
prevent states from prohibiting garbage imports. In two 1992 decisions
based on cases out of Michigan and Alabama, the Court ruled in effect
that state laws barring dumps from accepting out-of-state garbage infringe
on Congress’s jurisdiction — unless and until Congress passes legislation
allowing states this power.
Disposing of garbage out of state nevertheless continues to cause
problems. For example, the summer of 1992 saw several incidents where
trains loaded with New York City garbage were left idling at railroad
sidings, to the distress of local residents, or wandered the Midwest vainly
looking for a landfill to accept their loads.
Not in My Backyard!
While dump space may not be in short supply now, it could become
scarce in the future. The National Solid Waste Management Association
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reported in May 1992 that although five US states — Colorado, Massachusetts, Ohio, Oklahoma, and Pennsylvania — had increased the amount
of landfill space within their borders between 1986 and 1991, the remaining states had either maintained their available capacity at about the same
level or had less capacity than in 1986.
Twenty-eight states — all but three in the eastern half of the United
States — are believed to have less than ten years of landfill capacity
remaining. That may sound like a long time, but when the prolonged
regulatory review process for a proposed landfill is taken into account,
it is barely adequate. A new landfill can take seven years or longer to
buck community opposition and clear all of the hurdles for approval.
A landfill proposal is one of the projects most likely to bring out
the Nimby (“not in my backyard”) syndrome in citizens. Local opposition
groups protest the development of landfills at every public hearing and
often file lawsuits to stop them. Politicians often respond by adopting
the attitude called Nimtoo, or “not in my term of office”. As a result,
far fewer landfills have won approval in recent years than in the past.
Although an estimated 2,216 US landfills closed between 1986 and
1991, only 364 new ones opened, while around 400 received approval
to expand.
These developments lend weight to a statement by Don Clay, the assistant EPA administrator in charge of solid waste issues: “We don’t have
a garbage crisis,” he said. “We have a landfill-siting crisis.”
People object to landfills for any number of reasons; they anticipate
blowing garbage, foul odors, rodent infestations, increased truck traffic
in the neighborhood, and lowered property values. From an environmental and public health standpoint, probably the most legitimate concerns
about a landfill are its potential to pollute the underlying groundwater
with leaking liquid, called leachate. Since about half of the US population relies on groundwater as its source of drinking water, worries about
leachate contamination are understandable.
The federal government now requires — and many states have long
required — landfills to have thick liners to prevent leachate from escaping. These liners are usually made of several feet of impermeable clay
and thick strips of plastic that have been heat-sealed together. Another
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common safeguard in modern landfills is a system of pipes to collect
leachate within the landfill and carry it to a treatment facility. Other pipes
can draw off the methane gas that rotting garbage gives off; the methane
can be purified and burned to create electricity. Some landfills also have
monitoring wells outside the landfill that will allow the early detection
of a leak.
Besides boasting a variety of features to protect the environment, new
landfills also tend to be much larger than in the past. In fact, some are so
big — covering many hundreds or even thousands of acres — that they
are called megafills. Usually, a railroad siding is part of such megafills
because they tend to be located in rural areas and are intended to rely
heavily on shipments of garbage from large cities.
Incineration
Opposition to landfills has led some garbage haulers and municipalities to invest instead in incinerators; in the United States these have more
than tripled in number since 1983, when some 50 incinerators burned
nearly 8 million tons of trash. In 1992 more than 175 incinerators processed over 32 million tons of garbage.
Waste officials and bureaucrats prefer to call incinerators waste-toenergy, or resource recovery, facilities. These rather euphemistic terms
derive from the fact that most modern municipal incinerators use the heat
from burning garbage to produce steam or electricity. The steam, which
does not come in contact with the garbage, can be sold to local industries that use steam in their manufacturing processes, and the electricity,
which is generated by turbines driven by steam from the incinerator, is
fed to the local electric utility, reducing the utility’s consumption of coal
or natural gas.
These beneficial uses of the energy stored in garbage are one reason
the EPA favors incineration with energy recovery over the use of landfills. Incinerators also require less land than garbage dumps, and they do
not pose the potential threat to groundwater that landfills do.
Nonetheless, when a new incinerator is proposed, the Nimby and
Nimtoo syndromes surface with as much force as they do in the case
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of landfill proposals. Opposition to incinerators usually revolves around
two issues: toxic air pollution and disposal of the ash that is left after
garbage has been burned.
State-of-the-art incinerators have a variety of methods for reducing
toxic air emissions, which is now required by the EPA in both new and
existing burners. Scrubbers, which “wash” particles and gases out of incinerator emissions by passing them through a liquid, are one method.
Another pollution-control device is an electrostatic precipitator, which
delivers a high-voltage jolt to give the incinerator’s soot a negative
charge. The soot then collects on positively charged plates. Also, a series of long fabric bags in an enclosed structure called a baghouse can
filter out very fine particles. These techniques are able to capture 98–99
percent of the pollutants, such as mercury and cadmium, and the fly
ash, or sooty particles of burnt garbage, that would otherwise escape out
the incinerator’s smokestack.
But to residents who live near the site of a proposed incinerator,
such safeguards are often not enough to quell concerns about the health
effects of breathing incinerator emissions. In the current climate, where
scientists seem to find a new risk factor for cancer almost daily, incinerator
opponents maintain that even minute amounts of such toxic emissions
as dioxins and a related family of compounds called furans are a public
health hazard.
The second major objection to incineration is that incinerator ash —
which represents 10 percent or more of the volume of the garbage before
burning — contains toxic metals. These metals, such as lead, mercury,
and cadmium, do not burn in the raw garbage, so they become concentrated in the ash, which is dumped in landfills. This raises the possibility
that the toxins may leak out of the landfill in leachate and contaminate
groundwater. Increasingly, states are requiring that incinerator ash be
disposed of at single-use landfills, called monofills, where nothing but
such ash is dumped. These monofills have protective features, such as
groundwater monitoring wells and leachate collection systems, that are
supposed to prevent undetected leaks.
Incinerators have other drawbacks. Because of the specialized equipment they require, they are more expensive than landfills, usually costing
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hundreds of millions of dollars, compared with an average of $30 million
for a new landfill. And, because they are equipped with complicated
mechanical systems, they require more maintenance. Finally, environmentalists maintain that incinerators undercut recycling programs because incinerator operators often negotiate so-called put or pay contracts,
which stipulate a minimum amount of garbage that municipalities must
furnish over a certain period of time. If the locality fails to provide that
amount, the incinerator operator can still charge for it. That dissuades
towns from reducing the waste stream through recycling, according to
environmentalists. Incinerator advocates say that a garbage burner must
be guaranteed to receive a certain quantity of waste in the first place, before investors will back it, but they say new arrangements are commonly
being negotiated that waive the guarantees if recycling is responsible for
reducing the flow of waste.
Hazardous Waste Management
Unlike municipal solid waste, hazardous waste in the United States
is regulated under the 1976 federal Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act, which holds waste producers responsible for the proper handling,
treatment, and disposal of materials classified as hazardous. (In Canada
similar hazardous-waste regulations are in effect but come from the provincial governments.)
The vast majority of hazardous waste — over 95 percent
in the United States and over 80 percent in Canada — is treated where
it is produced. For instance, on-site waste-water treatment facilities
extract chemicals from the water used by the industry. Off-site treatment options are either incineration or landfilling, but the facilities for
hazardous waste are smaller and more tightly regulated than those for
regular garbage, so as to reduce the chances of accidental releases into
the environment. As with sanitary landfills, hazardous-waste landfills
could become scarce in the future. In 1988 the US government estimated that existing hazardous-waste landfills could be full in 10 to 15
years. Such sites are even harder to push through the approval process
than garbage dumps.
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Recycling: a Popular Idea
In the face of opposition from residents and environmentalists to all
types of landfills and incinerators, some local officials turn to an approach
for warding off a future garbage crisis that gets near-universal approval,
at least in principle: recycling. From the local standpoint, recycling programs reduce the need for new landfills and incinerators because they
cut the amount of garbage that requires disposal. From a wider point
of view, recycling conserves natural resources, such as trees and metalbearing ores, and saves energy. For instance, making a new aluminum
can out of recycled aluminum requires only 5 percent of the energy that
is expended to refine aluminum from bauxite ore.
In 1988 only about 600 recycling collection programs existed
in the United States. By the end of 1991 there were about 3,500, picking
up recyclables from 15 million households. About 40 percent of these
programs, mostly in the Northeast, California, and Minnesota, were
mandatory, meaning that residents faced fines if they did not separate
recyclables from ordinary garbage.
Most of these arrangements follow a similar pattern. Each household
regularly sorts its recyclables and places them in a plastic bin, which is
put out for collection once a week. A truck with separate compartments
for each type of recyclable — newspapers, glass bottles, aluminum cans,
and so on — takes the items to a processing site; there they are bundled
for shipment to factories or mills, to be converted into new newsprint,
bottles and cans, or other goods.
An early model for this kind of enterprise was the Ontario “blue
box” system, which won a United Nations Environmental award in 1989.
Some 2.8 million Ontario households recycle through the program, which
started in one city in September 1983. The blue recycling boxes spread
quickly across the province in 1986 when beverage bottlers agreed to
fund the program’s expansion.
The companies were not acting out of generosity. The provincial
government had planned to impose a deposit on aluminum cans but
dropped the idea in return for the blue box program. Bottling companies
oppose deposits because they raise the price of their products and make
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the companies responsible for handling empty containers, an added expense. In the United States, fewer than a dozen states have laws requiring beverage container deposits, and in May 1992, a Senate committee
rejected a measure to create a national bottle bill.
Although box-based recycling programs are the most common type
in Canada and the United States, they are not suitable for all purposes.
In apartment buildings, for example, kitchens may be too small to accommodate a recycling bin easily. Also, a pilot program in Chicago
found that such programs have little success in low-income neighborhoods, where residents tend to be more worried about jobs and crime
than the environment.
To facilitate recycling in urban areas, however, large containers
for the various types of recyclables can be set up in convenient locations, so that apartment dwellers can drop off recyclables regularly
as they run errands. Buy-back centers can also be established, giving
the poor an incentive to recycle by paying them for their recyclables.
A buy-back site in an impoverished neighborhood on Chicago’s West
Side has paid local residents more than $1 million for their recyclables
since opening in 1984.
Processing and Using Recycled Garbage
The percentage of garbage in the United States that is recycled into
new products is projected to increase from around 17 percent in 1990
to as much as 30 percent by 1995, and 35 percent by 2000, according to
Franklin Associates. Some individual categories are already much higher.
The US aluminum industry, for instance, estimates that 65 percent of all
aluminum cans are recycled.
But problems have arisen. Already, too much of some materials,
especially newsprint, is being collected. De-inking mills, where old
newspapers are converted into new newsprint, have neither the capacity nor the demand to process the supply. As a result, the price paid for
old newsprint, once a mainstay of recycling programs and fundraising
efforts by such groups as the Boy Scouts, has plummeted. In Ontario,
inefficient collection methods and the collapse of prices for discarded
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newspapers have sent the cost of the blue box program soaring — leaving no municipal money for other environmental projects and requiring
a continuation of provincial subsidies that were supposed to have ended
five years into the program.
Another material that recycling programs often have difficulty selling to remanufacturers is green glass, which is usually imported into
the United States in the form of wine and beer bottles. Demand for green
bottles by glass makers is so low as to make them almost worthless.
In general, the expansion of recycling programs has far outstripped
the development of markets to buy the collected materials. However,
there are ways around such imbalances. Green glass can be ground up
and used as aggregate in asphalt. In 1990, New York City’s municipal
asphalt plant used 38,000 tons of crushed glass. And newsprint can be
made into cellulose insulation. It has even been used as animal bedding,
although environmentalists point out that such a use is not true recycling,
where a material is returned to the market time after time; animal bedding
can be used only once before being thrown away.
The long-term solution to the newsprint glut is to increase the paper
industry’s capacity to recycle paper, and that will happen.
Composting
A new approach to garbage disposal that has gained ground in the past
two or three years is garbage composting. Most household garbage is
organic and will decompose under the right conditions into a soil-like
material called humus, which can be used to enrich soil. Leaves, grass
clippings, and other green garbage can readily be composted into humus
for homeowners or park systems. By late 1991, moreover, 13 states had
passed some type of ban on disposing of yard waste in landfills. Processing indoor garbage by composting is less common. A few communities
have opted to build composting facilities, where garbage is either laid out
in long piles, called windrows, or placed in specially designed vessels,
to reduce odors and speed up composting.
However, the economics of large-scale composting makes it unlikely
that many towns and cities will try it. A satisfactory composting plant
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would need to charge at least $50 a ton to process waste into a product
that it could sell for no more than $5 to $20 a ton. Odors, too, may present a problem; at least two major US composting projects have had to
be closed down because of neighbors’ complaints.
Source Reduction
Even more desirable than recycling are efforts to create less garbage in the first place — a concept known to garbage experts as source
reduction. This approach is in its infancy, and it is difficult to say what
reductions can be achieved. One way of encouraging source reduction is
to charge customers for garbage collection based on the amount of garbage they produce rather than imposing a flat fee.
Business and industry are catching on by implementing pollution
prevention programs that aim to replace toxic or hazardous materials used in manufacturing with safer products or to recycle hazardous
materials within a factory so as to get more use out of the same amount
of chemicals. Several states have established loan or grant programs
to help businesses introduce such programs.
Government Action
State and local governments in the United States have enacted a bewildering array of measures in the past few years to attack the garbage
problem; by 1991 all US states had adopted some form of recycling law.
Such laws come in all varieties; some require residents to recycle, while
others call on cities and counties to establish recycling plans with goals
to be achieved through voluntary participation.
To stimulate demand for recyclables, many states have passed requirements that certain products, most commonly newsprint, contain a certain
percentage of recycled material. For instance, Arizona, California, Connecticut, and Missouri have mandated that newsprint must contain 50
percent recycled fibers by 2000. And, realizing that government is a big
customer for paper, state and local governments have established procurement guidelines to increase the amount of recycled products they use.
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Although most US legislation regarding garbage disposal has been
at the state and local level, a major federal solid-waste law, the 1976
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), was up for reauthorization in 1992. As originally enacted, the RCRA dealt mainly with
hazardous waste, but the rewritten law may have much more to say
about ordinary garbage. Bills proposed in the House and Senate called
for the United States to recycle 50 percent of its garbage by 2000
and, to create demand for recyclables, set standards on the amount
of recycled material that must be used in a variety of products, such
as glass bottles and aluminum cans. During 1992, however, a large
number of additional proposals were introduced and then rejected, as
environmentalists, industry groups, and bureaucrats lobbied legislators. The unsuccessful attempt to enact a national bottle bill was part
of the debate over the RCRA.

WILL RENEWABLE SOURCES OF ENERGY
COME OF AGE IN THE 21st CENTURY?
Study the vocabulary, get ready to define, translate and transcribe the words
from the text Will Renewable Sources of Energy Come of Age in the 21st Century?
Then read the text and answer the questions below.

Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
1)
02)
03)
04)
05)
06)
07)
08)
09)
10)
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wind turbines
conventional power plants
revenue
biomass
petroleum
efficiency
ratification
energy supply
implementation of a protocol
to thwart emissions caps

11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

advanced solar cells
fuel cells
internal-combustion engine
government incentives
silicon semiconductor
geothermal heat/power
windmill
parabolic mirror
Archimedes
photovoltaic cell

21) roofing shingles, tiles
22) hydrogen
23) oxygen

24) geyser
25) sugarcane bagasse
Questions

Introduction
1) What is surprising about Denmark’s landscape?
2) Who do the turbines there belong to?
3) What is the way the turbines function?
4) What is the experts’ opinion on how long fossil fuels will last?
What is another name for greenhouse gases?

Energy for the 21st Century
1) What energy changes did the end of the 19th — the beginning
of the 20th century face?
2) What was characteristic of that era?
3) What are the sings indicating alternative sources of energy are
“coming of age”?
4) Name the technological advances that can make the production
of energy more efficient in the future.
5) Will it be easy to shift to the new type of energy system?
Wind Power
1) When did the first windmills in history appear? What for?
2) Who developed the windmill technology to generate energy?
3) Which countries use the power of the wind extensively?
4) What is the percentage of this power as compared to the amount
of energy from other sources?
5) What is the world’s leading source of electricity?
6) Is wind energy widely available? Where are the main sources
thereof located?
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7) Could whole countries live on wind power alone?
8) Is there any difficulty introducing wind power into the existing
energy system?
9) What are the objections to wind power?
Solar Power
1) When was it that solar power was first used in a device? How was
the technology further developed?
2) What are modern solar cells? When did they first appear? What
are they made of?
3) Where is this technology the most advanced?
4) Is solar energy expensive?
Fuel Cells
1) What are fuel cells?
2) Why did the technology seem attractive?
3) In the long run, is this technology going to be cost-effective?
4) Is the energy generation procedure costly?
Other Energy Alternatives
1) When and where was the first power-generating facility built?
2) Where is the largest station located? What are the countries that
also use geothermal power?
3) What is biomass?
4) What are the arguments for the use of biomass?
The technological advances of the 20 th century relied to a great extent
on exploitation of the earth’s fossil fuels. In this October 1998 Encarta
Yearbook article, authors Christopher Flavin and Seth Dunn of Worldwatch Institute, a private think tank based in Washington, D.C., discuss
possible alternatives to fossil-based energy sources and the feasibility
of using those alternatives on a significant scale in the 21st century.
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By Christopher Flavin and Seth Dunn*
Taking a train ride across Denmark, a small, tidy country with lots
of rich farmland, is a unique visual experience these days. At almost any
point on the journey, you can spot at least one or two giant, three-bladed
wind turbines turning slowly in the breeze, quietly and cleanly converting
currents of air into currents of electricity. These gleaming white machines
now produce a full 7 percent of Denmark’s electricity.
Unlike conventional power plants, which are owned by large private or public companies, Denmark’s wind turbines are often owned
by the farmers on whose land they stand, or by farmers’ cooperatives.
The revenue produced by the wind turbines typically flows directly into
the local community, and to the manufacturers and service firms that
maintain them. Denmark also draws on a form of renewable energy
known as biomass (biological materials derived from plants). Small,
locally based power plants burn straw and other agricultural waste
to produce electricity as well as hot water for local heating.
The rapid transformation of Denmark’s energy system during
the last ten years may turn out to be the leading wave of something
much larger. Around the world, new energy technologies that do not
rely on fossil fuels such as coal, petroleum, and natural gas are moving
from the experimental stage to commercial reality. Sunlight, wind, and
other renewable resources are increasingly converted into useful forms
of energy with ever-greater efficiency. The new technologies still provide
less than 1 percent of the world’s energy supply, but they appear to be
advancing rapidly.
The timing of these advances could be of critical importance to the future of modern civilization. Most experts believe that an energy system
based on fossil fuels cannot be sustained for another century. According
to several recent estimates based on currently known oil reserves, oil
production will peak within the first 10 to 20 years of the 21st century.
* Christopher Flavin is senior vice president and Seth Dunn is a research associate at Worldwatch
Institute, a private think tank based in Washington, D.C., that focuses on international environmental
and resource issues. Flavin is coauthor with Nicholas Lenssen of Power Surge: Guide to the Coming
Energy Revolution.
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Even if additional reserves are discovered, many scientists say
that continued reliance on fossil fuels as a primary energy source over
the coming decades could release into the atmosphere billions of metric
tons of carbon dioxide and other heat-trapping gases. International efforts,
including the December 1997 Kyōto Protocol, are already underway to
cap emissions of these gases, which many scientists have linked to global
warming (an increase in the earth’s surface temperature). But the efforts
of fossil fuel-dependent companies to thwart emissions caps may delay
ratification and implementation of the protocol.
Many experts believe a transition toward renewable, carbon-free
energy technologies would go a long way toward addressing the problems of dwindling oil reserves and the potentially ruinous environmental
impacts linked to the burning of fossil fuels. Such a transition could make
the 21st century the age of renewable energy.
Energy for the 21st Century
It has been nearly a century since the world had a comparable opportunity to change its energy system. Much of the system now in place
was created in an explosion of invention that began around 1890 and was
largely completed by 1910. Cities all over the world were transformed as
automobiles and electric lights replaced horse-drawn carriages and gas
lamps. Technologies that had prevailed for centuries became obsolete
in a matter of years, and the 20th century emerged as the age of fossil fuels.
Some observers believe that a series of revolutionary new technologies — including advanced solar cells, wind turbines, and fuel cells — are
in about the same place today that the internal-combustion engine and
electromagnetic generator occupied in the 1890s. These key technologies
have already been developed and commercialized, but they only occupy
small niche markets. In the next century these devices could lead to a new
generation of mass-produced machines — machines that efficiently and
cleanly provide the energy that enables people to take a hot shower, sip
a cold drink, or surf the Internet.
Thanks to a potent combination of advancing technology and government incentives, renewable energy may finally be coming of age. Signs
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of this change are visible in world energy markets. In the 1990s wind
power generation grew at a rate of 25.7 percent per year, and production
of solar energy expanded 16.8 percent annually. During the same period,
oil production grew just 1.4 percent per year. As the computer industry
discovered not long ago, double-digit growth rates can rapidly turn a tiny
economic sector into a giant.
Advances in electronics, software, and synthetic materials are likely
to play a key role in any new energy system. The silicon semiconductor
chip, a technology that is less than 40 years old, is now used in nearly
every industry. Increased processing power and the miniaturization
of electronic devices make it possible to control nearly all energy devices more efficiently, opening new ways of producing, consuming, and
conserving energy. Using the latest semiconductor chips, for example,
the blades of a wind turbine can now be precisely and inexpensively
positioned to maximize efficiency. Developments in chemistry and
materials science may also offer critical breakthroughs in the years
ahead, allowing the creation of a new generation of sophisticated,
lightweight materials.
The 21st century may be as profoundly shaped by the move away from
fossil fuels as the 20th century was marked by the move toward them. But
most experts believe a new energy system will take decades to develop.
Investment in the current system is massive, and enormous resources
will be required to build a new one. As events in the late 19th century
demonstrated, however, underlying markets can shift abruptly, drying
up sales of traditional energy and transportation sources and affecting
scores of industries. The economic health and political power of entire
nations may be boosted, or in the case of some countries that now rely
on oil production, sharply diminished. Nations, industries, cities, homes,
and lives will likely be reshaped in ways that cannot be fully anticipated.
A wide range of renewable energy resources could play an important
role in the 21st century. These include ancient sources of power, such as
the wind and sun, as well as comparatively new forms of power, such
as the fuel cell. A host of other resources, including geothermal heat,
biomass, and ocean power, may also figure prominently in the world’s
next energy system.
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Wind Power
Technological advances are breathing new life into an energy source
long tapped by humans: the wind. The first windmills for grinding
grain appeared in Persia just over 1,000 years ago. They later spread to
China, throughout the Mediterranean, and then to northern Europe, where
the Dutch developed the towering windmills for which the country is
still known. The technology found other applications, including pumping
water for irrigation and drinking in the American West in the late 19th
century. But it was not until the late 1970s, when Danish researchers applied advanced engineering and materials to wind-power generation, that
the technology emerged as a potentially serious competitor to fossil fuels.
The Danes invented a machine composed of three propeller-like
fiberglass blades that point upwind of a steel tower, on which they are
mounted. The latest versions, manufactured by companies based in Germany, India, Spain, and the United States, have aerodynamic blades up
to 40 m (130 ft) long. These spinning blades use a system of gears to
translate their power to an electronic drive with sophisticated microprocessor controls. The generator is housed atop the tower, and like all
electric generators it uses spinning magnets to create an electrical field.
Roughly 40,000 of these machines were in place worldwide by
the end of 1998. In Germany, the wind industry has grown spectacularly
in the 1990s. Germany’s total wind generating capacity even surpasses
that of Denmark, having crossed the 1 percent threshold in 1998. In
the windy northern state of Schleswig-Holstein, wind power accounts
for 12 percent of the total electricity generated.
The cost of wind-generated electricity is already competitive with
coal-fired plants, the world’s leading source of electricity. Growing markets are fueling investment in the technology, which is expected to further
drive costs down. Enron Corporation, the largest natural gas company
in the United States, recently purchased two wind-power manufacturing companies and is developing projects around the world. Two large
Japanese trading companies have announced plans to develop extensive
wind-energy projects, as has a subsidiary of a major US electric utility
company. And companies in Denmark and The Netherlands are making
plans to build offshore wind farms in the North Sea.
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Wind energy is a widely available resource. In the United States, for
example, sufficient winds for extensive electricity production are found
in New England, the central Appalachian Mountains, around the Great
Lakes, in the upper Midwest, across the Great Plains and Rocky Mountain states, and along the coastal range of the West Coast. Some experts
have estimated that wind harnessed in North Dakota, South Dakota, and
Texas could supply all US electricity needs.
Particularly windy regions outside the United States include Patagonia in South America and the steppes of Central Asia. In northwestern
China, the wind resource base has been conservatively estimated at
350,000 megawatts, sufficient to provide all of China’s electricity.
One obstacle to the development of wind energy on a greater scale
is that some of the world’s largest wind resources are found significant
distances from major urban and industrial centers. Developers are hesitant to invest in large wind farms without guaranteed access to markets,
which in some cases would require the construction of expensive new
transmission lines. But as the cost of wind turbines continues to fall,
developers in some remote wind-rich regions, including Patagonia and
the state of Wyoming, are considering building the additional transmission lines that are needed.
Objections to wind power include the aesthetic impact of wind
turbines on the visual landscape, noise from the spinning rotors, and
their potential to harm birds. However, careful siting of the turbines can
reduce their visual presence, and design advances are reducing wind
and mechanical noise. In addition, experts are currently studying ways
to keep birds from striking the rotors.
Solar Power
Solar power is another ancient energy source that has benefited from
developments in modern technology. The oldest forms of solar power
used sunlight as a direct source of heat energy. One simple device used
to reflect solar energy, the parabolic mirror (a dish with a concave reflective surface), can be traced to 3rd century BC Greek mathematician and
inventor Archimedes. In 1882 the Frenchman Abel Pifre demonstrated
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that a parabolic mirror could reflect and focus the sun’s rays onto a water boiler, producing sufficient steam power to operate a small printing
press. Several modern solar power stations use an array of such reflectors,
which move to track the sun, focusing solar energy onto a central boiler.
A relatively new form of solar power, the photovoltaic cell, converts
sunlight directly into electricity. The photovoltaic cell is a semiconductor
device, closely related to a computer chip, that relies on the photoelectric effect. Discovered by French scientist Antoine Edmund Becquerel
in 1839, the photoelectric effect describes how sunlight can create
an electric current by generating electrically charged particles.
Developed by scientists at Bell Laboratories in 1954, modern solar
cells are generally made of crystalline silicon, a semimetallic element.
Photovoltaic cells were first developed in the 1960s as a power source
for orbiting spacecraft in the US space program. They are now widely
used as a power source for satellites, remote communications systems,
traffic signs, and consumer electronic devices such as pocket calculators
and watches. Advancing technology has driven production costs down
by 80 percent in the past 20 years, and solar electricity is beginning to
emerge as a potential competitor to fossil fuels.
In one new application, several companies have integrated solar
cells into a new generation of roofing shingles, tiles, and window glass,
allowing homes and office buildings to generate their own electricity.
In the United States, a home equipped with this technology costs roughly
$20,000 more than an average, traditionally powered home. A significant market for this technology is emerging in Japan, due to a system
of government supports introduced in 1995. By the end of 1998, Japan is
expected to have at least 25,000 solar-powered homes-enough to electrify
a city of 100,000 people.
Both the United States and the European Union (EU) announced
solar-roof programs in 1997. These programs, which are still being formulated, are partnerships with state and local governments as well as
the private sector. They are intended to provide tax incentives, low-cost
financing, and other assistance for those who want to use solar power.
The main impediment to increased reliance on solar power is cost.
Most experts believe the cost of solar cells must fall by 50 to 75 percent to
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be fully competitive with coal-fired electricity. Automated manufacturing,
larger factories, and more efficient cells may deliver major cost reductions
in the near future. But for now, solar cells are used primarily in remote
locations, where access to other forms of power is sharply constrained.
One breakthrough that promises to significantly reduce costs is
the development of a new generation of thin-film solar cells. These cells
are less than one one-hundredth the thickness of conventional solar cells.
They do not need to be sliced or rigidly encased, eliminating a costly
process, and they can be made into large, flexible sheets ideal for integration into building materials. Thin-film solar cells also use less raw
material, further reducing costs.
Fuel Cells
The technology with the most potential to reshape the world energy
economy in the century ahead may be the fuel cell. The principle behind
fuel cells was first discovered in 1829, nearly 50 years before the first
internal-combustion engine. Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that
combine hydrogen and oxygen in an electrolyte fluid (a solution of ions
that conducts an electric current), creating an electrical charge across
a membrane. The reaction produces a steady flow of electricity. Unlike
most power plants, which use mechanically spinning generators, fuel
cells have no moving parts.
The fuel-cell concept first attracted interest in the late 19th century,
when a fuel cell three times as efficient as American inventor Thomas
Edison’s best electric generator was demonstrated. But the technology
was expensive, and interest in the concept withered. Advances in materials and electronics were necessary to make fuel cells useful and
practical. In the 1960s fuel cells captured the interest of the US space
program, which developed small, efficient fuel cells for use in spacecraft.
These orbiting fuel cells were expensive, but by the 1980s — in the wake
of the 1970s oil shortages — they had again attracted the interest of government researchers and investors.
Fuel cells are roughly twice as efficient as conventional engines
in converting fuels to mechanical or electrical power. They require little
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maintenance, are nearly silent, and emit only water vapor. Along with
the solar cell, some experts believe the fuel cell could allow human
civilization in the 21st century to step beyond the age of fire (combustion), which has provided the bulk of the world’s energy for more than
ten millennia.
Unlike most power plants, where larger facilities were long associated with lower costs per unit of energy, fuel cells are nearly as
economical on a small scale as on a large one. Researchers are particularly interested in the proton-exchange-membrane (PEM) fuel cell,
a design that is now being studied as a potential motor vehicle engine,
small-scale electricity generator, and even as a power source for laptop
computers. Ballard, a Canadian company that has invested heavily
in PEM fuel cells, believes the cells can eventually produce electricity
at less than $100 per kilowatt, undercutting modern coal-fired power
plants by a factor of five or more.
The first generation of fuel cells will likely obtain hydrogen from
natural gas, which can be separated into hydrogen and carbon dioxide
when it is heated. But the long-term goal is to use hydrogen directly. Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe and is found on earth
as a component of water. Hydrogen can be produced from water through
electrolysis, which involves splitting water molecules into oxygen and
hydrogen by running an electric current between submerged electrodes.
Electricity generated from renewable resources can produce hydrogen
through electrolysis, but the process is expensive using currently available technologies. Chemists recently developed a solar-powered “water
splitter” that nearly doubles the efficiency of converting solar energy to hydrogen. But the procedure is costly, using two different semiconductors.
Finding less-expensive semiconductors is one key to making the device
economical. Some experts believe that the discovery of an inexpensive
and efficient way to electrolyze water would make hydrogen-powered
fuel cells the world’s dominant energy carrier within a few years.
Until that occurs, natural gas could form a kind of bridge to a hydrogen-based energy system. Natural gas is more abundant than oil,
and it has been less heavily exploited, raising the prospect that it will be
an important energy source early in the next century. Because the system
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for transporting natural gas can also be used to carry hydrogen, a separate
system for hydrogen could be built up gradually. One approach would be
to mix hydrogen with natural gas and carry the fuels in the same pipelines,
shifting later to new pipelines that are designed to carry pure hydrogen.
Other Energy Alternatives:
Geothermal, Biomass, and Ocean Power
Three other renewable energy sources may play an important part
in the next century’s energy system. Geothermal heat, found deep
in the earth’s crust, can be captured for direct heating, or it can be used
to generate electric power. Hot springs, which transfer some geothermal
heat to the earth’s surface, have been used since ancient times for recreation, therapy, and heating purposes. The first facility to turn geothermal
heat into electricity, by using steam to spin a mechanical turbine, was
built in Tuscany, Italy, in 1904.
Some 8000 megawatts of electricity around the world are currently
generated from geothermal energy, a tiny fraction of global electrical
production. The world’s largest geothermal energy complex is located at
The Geysers in northern California. It has a production capacity of more
than 1200 megawatts — enough electricity to satisfy most of the daily
power demands of a city the size of San Francisco. Geothermal power
plants also operate in Nevada, Oregon, Utah, and Hawaii. Iceland sits atop
a massive volcanic system, and geothermal energy heats most of the country’s homes. Other regions that have access to large reserves of geothermal
energy are Mexico, Central America, Indonesia, and the Philippines.
Although the potential to tap geothermal energy around the globe is
almost without limit, in many regions adequate heat to generate electricity lies 5 km (3 mi) or more beneath the earth’s surface. Drilling holes
to access that heat can be prohibitively expensive.
Biomass provides another ready source of renewable energy. Agricultural wastes, ranging from sugarcane bagasse (the pulpy waste remaining
after the cane is crushed) to rice hulls, can be burned directly or turned
into combustible gases or liquids, such as ethanol. These products are
currently used to produce electricity and as a substitute for petroleum.
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In Brazil, waste materials from the sugar industry alone could, in theory,
provide most of the country’s power. Ethanol from sugarcane already
supplies half of Brazil’s automotive fuel. The United States government
is currently subsidizing efforts to turn Midwestern corn into ethanol for
use as a transportation fuel.
Advocates argue that efficient use of biomass will not lead to an increase in atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide because newly
planted crops — a primary source of biomass — will absorb any carbon
dioxide produced. But the price of biomass fuels cannot yet successfully
compete with fossil fuels in most markets. Technological advances that
allow biomass to be converted into fuels with greater efficiency could
eventually make biomass a competitive alternative.
Scientists are also looking at ways to tap the energy embodied
in the ocean’s tides, waves, currents, and temperature differentials. Two
sizeable tidal power installations are currently in place, including a facility in Nova Scotia’s Annapolis Basin that has been in service since 1984.
Owned by the Tidal Power Corporation, a public company, the project captures energy from the tremendous movement of water in the Bay of Fundy.
Some researchers believe the most promising of these ocean energy
technologies is ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC), a process that
uses temperature differences in the ocean to create electricity. The process works by capturing the heat differential between the warm water
on the ocean’s surface and the colder water below to drive a generator.
Proponents believe that these naturally occurring temperature gradients
have the potential to produce millions of megawatts of electricity, but
the technology is still at an experimental stage.
The Falling Cost of Renewables
The major obstacle to increased use of renewable energy technologies remains their high cost relative to fossil fuels. As a result, most
of the new technologies currently remain at the niche stage. Those
niches are growing rapidly, however. As markets expand, manufacturers
of the new technologies can shift toward mass production, a process that
can dramatically lower costs.
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Solar cells, for example, have gone from powering satellites and
remote communication systems to providing energy for a growing range
of applications that are not connected to a main power grid, including
consumer electronic devices, highway signals, and water pumps.
Remote military bases, island resorts, and wastewater treatment
plants are among the niches where fuel cells may soon gain a foothold.
Some companies are focusing on developing tiny fuel cells for laptop
computers and cellular phones; weighing half as much as conventional
batteries, they can supply 50 times as much power.
Decentralizing the Energy System
Since the first human dwellings were constructed tens of thousands
of years ago, much of our energy use has occurred inside the home. But
in recent decades, that energy supply has come from increasingly distant
sources, some of them halfway around the world. Many experts believe
that the 21st century energy system will be marked by decentralization — a reversal of the current trend toward ever-larger power plants
and growing distances between the sources and the consumers of power.
A decentralized energy system, which locates an affordable and accessible source of power near its point of use, might combine a range
of new energy technologies — for example, electricity-generating fuel
cells in basements, rooftop solar panels, and wind turbines scattered
across pastures. In the past, many people within the energy industry
argued that such a system would be unreliable and chaotic, subject to
frequent disruptions and sharply fluctuating prices. However, recent
developments in instantaneous telecommunications and sophisticated
electronic controls may help solve this problem. According to some
experts, the technology already exists to coordinate thousands — even
millions — of individual generators, turning them on and off as readily
as computers on the Internet can send and receive information.
A number of communications companies, including Motorola,
Inc., and Pacific Bell, are developing the means to operate a diversified, “intelligent” power system. The generators would supply power
to the grid when demand was high, and batteries would draw and store
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energy when demand was low. The idea behind such a system is to use
computer controls to fine-tune the balance between energy supply and
demand, increasing the efficiency promised by the new technologies and
reducing costs throughout the entire power system.
A major challenge in the move toward increased use of renewable
forms of energy is that these resources are by nature intermittent and may
not always be available when needed. As long as these energy sources are
contributing less than 30 percent of the power in a given region, existing
electricity grids will probably have enough reserve generating capacity to
ensure reliability. But as these new energy sources become increasingly
dominant, the system as a whole will need to be adapted. The simplest
solution is to build backup generators that employ efficient gas turbines
and a variety of sophisticated energy storage devices.
Preparing for an Energy Revolution
Like the computer industry, with which it shares many technologies,
the renewable energy business is being led by dozens of entrepreneurial
start-up companies, many financed with venture capital. As business has
boomed in the late 1990s, major corporations have jumped in as well.
British Petroleum Company PLC, General Electric Company, and Royal
Dutch/Shell Group are among the large companies that have stepped up
their investments in renewable energy technologies.
The pace and extent of the move toward renewable energy in the next
century will depend on many factors. Foremost among them are the relative expense of fossil fuels and the intensity of opposition to renewable
energy coming from powerful oil and electric power companies. International initiatives, such as the Kyōto Protocol, which ultimately could
serve to depress demand for fossil fuels, may have an important impact.
And the willingness of governments to fund research, enact tax incentives,
and break open electric utility monopolies, could also encourage the turn
toward renewable energy sources.
Many economists argue that because it is difficult and expensive to
find an alternative to fossil fuels, the transition should be delayed for
as long as possible. But their position may be based on a technological
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pessimism that is out of place today. The first automobiles and computers were costly and difficult to use, but the pioneers persevered, made
improvements, and ultimately triumphed in the marketplace. Just as
automobiles followed horses and computers displaced typewriters, so
the advance of technology may one day make smokestacks and gasolinepowered automobiles look primitive and uneconomical.

THE CONSUMER SOCIETY

BUT WILL IT MAKE YOU HAPPY?
Study the vocabulary, get ready to define, translate and transcribe the words
from the text But Will It Make You Happy? Then read the text and answer
the questions below.

Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
1)
02)
03)
04)
05)
06)
07)
08)
09)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
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work-spend treadmill
to step off
to relegate
to embolden
to winnow down
downsizing/downshifting
freelance writer
to pay off a debt
nonprofit outreach program
to overhaul one’s spending
habits
recession
reconsider one’s own
lifestyle
consumption pattern /
shopping pattern
conspicuous consumption
weak job
housing market

17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)

to relish
to outdo the Joneses
lasting business strategies
proffering merchandise
customer service
stinginess
economic downturn
truism for eons
to reap happiness
happiness boost
staycations
fad
to reset priorities
to transform the backyard
into a slice of the catskills
to juggle to meet the amount
to reminisce about
Hedonic adaptation
Illinois

35)
36)
37)
38)

to romance the experience
affordable indulgences
at-home workout
thingamajig

39)
40)
41)
42)

day care
Malibu
trailer park
advocate of simple living

Questions
1) What is the situation Tammy Strobel found herself in? What did
she decide to do? What was the cause?
2) What is your impression of the actions taken by Ms. Strobel and
her husband? Would you dare do the same?
3) Does calculated consumption make part of your life? If yes, what
made you stick to it? If not, what would make you change your attitude?
4) What is recession? What are its characteristics? (find additional
information) How does consumer behaviour change as a result of it?
5) What changed for businesses with recession?
6) Translate the italicised passage I and comment on it.
7) What is conspicuous consumption? How is money connected with
making people happy?
8) What is the category of consumption that makes people happy?
Why? What is this feeling of happiness compared to?
9) Do you yourselves value leisure over material gains? Why?/ Why
not?
10) Why does the happiness we get from services and leisure activities last longer? What is “hedonic adaptation”?
11) How have shopping experiences and possibilities changed with
the time? Is it a change for the better?
12) Translate the italicised passage II and comment on it.
13) With consumer habits altered, what are retailers’ strategies to
attract clients?
14) Translate the italicised passage III and comment on it.
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By Stephanie Rosenbloom
She had so much. A two-bedroom apartment. Two cars. Enough
wedding china to serve two dozen people. Yet Tammy Strobel wasn’t
happy. Working as a project manager with an investment management
firm in Davis, Calif., and making about $40,000 a year, she was, as she
put it, caught in the “work-spend treadmill.” So one day she stepped off.
Inspired by books and blog entries about living simply, Ms. Strobel
and her husband, Logan Smith, both 31, began donating some of their
belongings to charity. As the months passed, out went stacks of sweaters,
shoes, books, pots and pans, even the television after a trial separation
during which it was relegated to a closet. Eventually, they got rid of their
cars, too. Emboldened by a Web site that challenges consumers to live
with just 100 personal items, Ms. Strobel winnowed down her wardrobe
and toiletries to precisely that number.
Her mother called her crazy.
Today, three years after Ms. Strobel and Mr. Smith began downsizing, they live in Portland, Ore., in a spare, 400-square-foot studio with
a nice-sized kitchen. Mr. Smith is completing a doctorate in physiology;
Ms. Strobel happily works from home as a Web designer and freelance
writer. She owns four plates, three pairs of shoes and two pots. With
Mr. Smith in his final weeks of school, Ms. Strobel’s income of about
$24,000 a year covers their bills. They are still car-free but have bikes.
One other thing they no longer have: $30,000 of debt.
Ms. Strobel’s mother is impressed. Now the couple have money to
travel and to contribute to the education funds of nieces and nephews.
And because their debt is paid off, Ms. Strobel works fewer hours, giving her time to be outdoors, and to volunteer, which she does about four
hours a week for a nonprofit outreach program called Living Yoga.
“The idea that you need to go bigger to be happy is false,” she says.
“I really believe that the acquisition of material goods doesn’t bring
about happiness.”
While Ms. Strobel and her husband overhauled their spending
habits before the recession, legions of other consumers have since had
to reconsider their own lifestyles, bringing a major shift in the nation’s
consumption patterns.
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“We’re moving from a conspicuous consumption — which is ‘buy
without regard’ — to a calculated consumption,” says Marshal Cohen,
an analyst at the NPD Group, the retailing research and consulting firm.
Amid weak job and housing markets, consumers are saving more
and spending less than they have in decades, and industry professionals expect that trend to continue. Consumers saved 6.4 percent of their
after-tax income in June, according to a new government report. Before
the recession, the rate was 1 to 2 percent for many years. In June, consumer spending and personal incomes were essentially flat compared
with May, suggesting that the American economy, as dependent as it
is on shoppers opening their wallets and purses, isn’t likely to rebound
anytime soon.
On the bright side, the practices that consumers have adopted
in response to the economic crisis ultimately could — as a raft of new
research suggests — make them happier. New studies of consumption
and happiness show, for instance, that people are happier when they
spend money on experiences instead of material objects, when they relish what they plan to buy long before they buy it, and when they stop
trying to outdo the Joneses.
If consumers end up sticking with their newfound spending habits,
some tactics that retailers and marketers began deploying during the recession could become lasting business strategies. Among those strategies
are proffering merchandise that makes being at home more entertaining
and trying to make consumers feel special by giving them access to
exclusive events and more personal customer service.
While the current round of stinginess may simply be a response
to the economic downturn, some analysts say consumers may also be
permanently adjusting their spending based on what they’ve discovered
about what truly makes them happy or fulfilled.
“This actually is a topic that hasn’t been researched very much until
recently,” says Elizabeth W. Dunn, an associate professor in the psychology department at the University of British Columbia, who is at
the forefront of research on consumption and happiness. “There’s massive literature on income and happiness. It’s amazing how little there is
on how to spend your money.”
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CONSPICUOUS consumption has been an object of fascination going back at least as far as 1899, when the economist Thorstein Veblen published “The Theory of the Leisure Class”, a book that analyzed, in part,
how people spent their money in order to demonstrate their social status.
And it’s been a truism for eons that extra cash always makes life a little easier. Studies over the last few decades have shown that money, up
to a certain point, makes people happier because it lets them meet basic
needs. The latest round of research is, for lack of a better term, all about
emotional efficiency: how to reap the most happiness for your dollar.
So just where does happiness reside for consumers? Scholars and
researchers haven’t determined whether Armani will put a bigger smile
on your face than Dolce & Gabbana. But they have found that our types
of purchases, their size and frequency, and even the timing of the spending all affect long-term happiness.
One major finding is that spending money for an experience — concert tickets, French lessons, sushi-rolling classes, a hotel room in Monaco — produces longer-lasting satisfaction than spending money on
plain old stuff.
“ ‘It’s better to go on a vacation than buy a new couch’ is basically
the idea,” says Professor Dunn, summing up research by two fellow
psychologists, Leaf Van Boven and Thomas Gilovich. Her own take
on the subject is in a paper she wrote with colleagues at Harvard and
the University of Virginia: “If Money Doesn’t Make You Happy Then
You Probably Aren’t Spending It Right.” (The Journal of Consumer
Psychology plans to publish it in a coming issue.)
Thomas DeLeire, an associate professor of public affairs, population,
health and economics at the University of Wisconsin in Madison, recently
published research examining nine major categories of consumption. He
and Ariel Kalil of the University of Chicago discovered that the only
category to be positively related to happiness was leisure: vacations,
entertainment, sports and equipment like golf clubs and fishing poles.
Using data from a study by the National Institute on Aging, Professor
DeLeire compared the happiness derived from different levels of spending to the happiness people get from being married. (Studies have shown
that marriage increases happiness.)
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“A $20,000 increase in spending on leisure was roughly equivalent
to the happiness boost one gets from marriage,” he said, adding that
spending on leisure activities appeared to make people less lonely and
increased their interactions with others.
According to retailers and analysts, consumers have gravitated more
toward experiences than possessions over the last couple of years, opting
to use their extra cash for nights at home with family, watching movies
and playing games — or for “staycations” in the backyard. Many retailing professionals think this is not a fad, but rather “the new normal”.
“I think many of these changes are permanent changes,” says Jennifer Black, president of the retailing research company Jennifer Black
& Associates and a member of the Governor’s Council of Economic
Advisors in Oregon. “I think people are realizing they don’t need what
they had. They’re more interested in creating memories.”
She largely attributes this to baby boomers’ continuing concerns
about the job market and their ability to send their children to college.
While they will still spend, they will spend less, she said, having reset
their priorities.
While it is unlikely that most consumers will downsize as much as
Ms. Strobel did, many have been, well, happily surprised by the pleasures of living a little more simply. The Boston Consulting Group said
in a June report that recession anxiety had prompted a “back-to-basics
movement”, with things like home and family increasing in importance over the last two years, while things like luxury and status have
declined.
“There’s been an emotional rebirth connected to acquiring things
that’s really come out of this recession,” says Wendy Liebmann, chief
executive of WSL Strategic Retail, a marketing consulting firm that
works with manufacturers and retailers. “We hear people talking about
the desire not to lose that — that connection, the moment, the family,
the experience.”
Current research suggests that, unlike consumption of material goods,
spending on leisure and services typically strengthens social bonds, which
in turn helps amplify happiness. (Academics are already in broad agreement that there is a strong correlation between the quality of people’s
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relationships and their happiness; hence, anything that promotes stronger
social bonds has a good chance of making us feel all warm and fuzzy.)
And the creation of complex, sophisticated relationships is a rare thing
in the world. As Professor Dunn and her colleagues Daniel T. Gilbert and
Timothy D. Wilson point out in their forthcoming paper, only termites,
naked mole rats and certain insects like ants and bees construct social
networks as complex as those of human beings. In that elite little club,
humans are the only ones who shop.
I. AT the height of the recession in 2008, Wal-Mart Stores realized
that consumers were “cocooning” — vacationing in their yards, eating
more dinners at home, organizing family game nights. So it responded
by grouping items in its stores that would turn any den into an at-home
movie theater or transform a backyard into a slice of the Catskills.
Wal-Mart wasn’t just selling barbecues and board games. It was selling experiences.
“We spend a lot of time listening to our customers,” says Amy Lester,
a spokeswoman for Wal-Mart, “and know that they have a set amount
to spend and need to juggle to meet that amount.”
One reason that paying for experiences gives us longer-lasting happiness is that we can reminisce about them, researchers say. That’s true
for even the most middling of experiences. That trip to Rome during
which you waited in endless lines, broke your camera and argued with
your spouse will typically be airbrushed with “rosy recollection,” says
Sonja Lyubomirsky, a psychology professor at the University of California, Riverside.
Professor Lyubomirsky has a grant from the National Institute
of Mental Health to conduct research on the possibility of permanently
increasing happiness. “Trips aren’t all perfect,” she notes, “but we remember them as perfect.”
Another reason that scholars contend that experiences provide a bigger pop than things is that they can’t be absorbed in one gulp — it takes
more time to adapt to them and engage with them than it does to put on
a new leather jacket or turn on that shiny flat-screen TV.
“We buy a new house, we get accustomed to it,” says Professor Lyubomirsky, who studies what psychologists call “hedonic adaptation”,
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a phenomenon in which people quickly become used to changes, great
or terrible, in order to maintain a stable level of happiness.
Over time, that means the buzz from a new purchase is pushed toward
the emotional norm.
“We stop getting pleasure from it,” she says.
And then, of course, we buy new things.
When Ed Diener, a psychology professor at the University of Illinois
and a former president of the International Positive Psychology Association — which promotes the study of what lets people lead fulfilling
lives — was house-hunting with his wife, they saw several homes with
features they liked.
But unlike couples who choose a house because of its open floor plan,
fancy kitchens, great light, or spacious bedrooms, Professor Diener arrived
at his decision after considering hedonic-adaptation research.
“One home was close to hiking trails, making going hiking very
easy,” he said in an e-mail. “Thinking about the research, I argued that
the hiking trails could be a factor contributing to our happiness, and we
should worry less about things like how pretty the kitchen floor is or
whether the sinks are fancy. We bought the home near the hiking trail
and it has been great, and we haven’t tired of this feature because we
take a walk four or five days a week.”
Scholars have discovered that one way consumers combat hedonic
adaptation is to buy many small pleasures instead of one big one. Instead of a new Jaguar, Professor Lyubomirsky advises, buy a massage
once a week, have lots of fresh flowers delivered and make phone calls
to friends in Europe. Instead of a two-week long vacation, take a few
three-day weekends.
“We do adapt to the little things,” she says, “but because there’s so
many, it will take longer.”
Before credit cards and cellphones enabled consumers to have almost anything they wanted at any time, the experience of shopping was
richer, says Ms. Liebmann of WSL Strategic Retail. “You saved for it,
you anticipated it,” she says.
In other words, waiting for something and working hard to get it
made it feel more valuable and more stimulating.
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In fact, scholars have found that anticipation increases happiness.
Considering buying an iPad? You might want to think about it as long
as possible before taking one home. Likewise about a Caribbean escape:
you’ll get more pleasure if you book a flight in advance than if you book
it at the last minute.
II. Once upon a time, with roots that go back to medieval marketplaces featuring stalls that functioned as stores, shopping offered a way
to connect socially, as Ms. Liebmann and others have pointed out. But
over the last decade, retailing came to be about one thing: unbridled
acquisition, epitomized by big-box stores where the mantra was “stack
‘em high and let ‘em fly” and online transactions that required no social
interaction at all — you didn’t even have to leave your home.
The recession, however, may force retailers to become reacquainted
with shopping’s historical roots.
“I think there’s a real opportunity in retail to be able to romance the experience again,” says Ms. Liebmann. “Retailers are going to have to work
very hard to create that emotional feeling again. And it can’t just be ‘Here’s
another thing to buy.’ It has to have a real sense of experience to it.”
Industry professionals say they have difficulty identifying any retailer
that is managing to do this well today, with one notable exception: Apple,
which offers an interactive retail experience, including classes.
Marie Driscoll, head of the retailing group at Standard & Poor’s,
says chains have to adapt to new consumer preferences by offering better
service, special events and access to designers. Analysts at the Boston
Consulting Group advise that companies offer more affordable indulgences, like video games that provide an at-home workout for far less
than the cost of a gym membership.
Mr. Cohen of the NPD Group says some companies are doing this.
Best Buy is promoting its Geek Squad, promising shoppers before they
buy that complicated electronic thingamajig that its employees will hold
their hands through the installation process and beyond.
“Nowadays with the economic climate, customers definitely are going for a quality experience,” says Nick DeVita, a home entertainment
adviser with the Geek Squad. “If they’re going to spend their money,
they want to make sure it’s for the right thing, the right service.”
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With competition for consumer dollars fiercer than it’s been in decades, retailers have had to make the shopping experience more compelling. Mr. Cohen says automakers are offering 30-day test drives, while
some clothing stores are promising free personal shoppers. Malls are
providing day care while parents shop. Even on the Web, retailers are
connecting on customers on Facebook, Twitter and Foursquare, hoping to
win their loyalty by offering discounts and invitations to special events.
FOR the last four years, Roko Belic, a Los Angeles filmmaker, has
been traveling the world making a documentary called “Happy”. Since
beginning work on the film, he has moved to a beach in Malibu from his
house in the San Francisco suburbs.
San Francisco was nice, but he couldn’t surf there.
“I moved to a trailer park,” says Mr. Belic, “which is the first real
community that I’ve lived in in my life.” Now he surfs three or four
times a week. “It definitely has made me happier,” he says. “The things we
are trained to think make us happy, like having a new car every couple
of years and buying the latest fashions, don’t make us happy.”
Mr. Belic says his documentary shows that “the one single trait
that’s common among every single person who is happy is strong
relationships.”
III. Buying luxury goods, conversely, tends to be an endless cycle
of one-upmanship, in which the neighbors have a fancy new car and —
bingo! — now you want one, too, scholars say. A study published in June
in Psychological Science by Ms. Dunn and others found that wealth
interfered with people’s ability to savor positive emotions and experiences, because having an embarrassment of riches reduced the ability
to reap enjoyment from life’s smaller everyday pleasures, like eating
a chocolate bar.
Alternatively, spending money on an event, like camping or a wine
tasting with friends, leaves people less likely to compare their experiences with those of others — and, therefore, happier.
Of course, some fashion lovers beg to differ. For many people,
clothes will never be more than utilitarian. But for a certain segment
of the population, clothes are an art form, a means of self-expression,
a way for families to pass down memories through generations. For them,
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studies concluding that people eventually stop deriving pleasure from
material things don’t ring true.
“No way,” says Hayley Corwick, who writes the popular fashion
blog Madison Avenue Spy. “I could pull out things from my closet that
I bought when I was 17 that I still love.”
She rejects the idea that happiness has to be an either-or proposition.
Some days, you want a trip, she says; other days, you want a Tom Ford
handbag.
Ms. Strobel — our heroine who moved into the 400-square foot
apartment — is now an advocate of simple living, writing in her spare
time about her own life choices at Rowdykittens.com.
“My lifestyle now would not be possible if I still had a huge twobedroom apartment filled to the gills with stuff, two cars, and 30 grand
in debt,” she says.
“Give away some of your stuff,” she advises. “See how it feels.”

EFFECTS OF CONSUMERISM
Before you read, discuss the effects consumerism has on relationships
among people (in this country, and abroad). Are they the same? Name positive
and negative effects thereof.
Below are excerpts from Edward Mooney’s novel The Pearls of the Stone
Man. Read them and comment.

On the author: Edward Mooney, Jr., was born in Massachusetts and
raised in Tustin, California. After receiving degrees from Montana State
University and the University of California at Riverside he worked as
a computer analyst until becoming a high school teacher in 1988.
On the book: Joseph and Anne Marino’s idyllic 50-year marriage is
rocked in this pedestrian inspirational tearjerker when Anne is diagnosed
with a terminal heart condition. Joseph tries to make her last few months
as comfortable as possible, but all Anne wants is for Joseph to finish
the stone wall he’s been promising to build and to make peace with their
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estranged son. In the process, they also take on wayward teen Shannon,
who desperately needs a parental figure. Once Anne dies, Shannon tries to
comfort Joseph, who continues to build the stone wall in Anne’s memory.
1) “These kids are like wild animals,” Stacey added. “It’s not a matter of love.”
“That’s only because they have been forgotten and harassed.” Anne
continued, “Nobody is raising their kids nowadays. Everybody is working
because they’ve got to keep the boss happy or get that new, expensive
car. These kids are the real cost of the new car and the expensive trips
to Europe.”
2) “Have you ever heard the story of the young bull elephants
in the national park in South Africa, Maggie?” Joseph picked up a bolt.
“No… about what elephants?” Maggie looked confused.
“Bull elephants. They turned some rogue young elephants loose
in the park. They tore up the place.”
“Exactly. See what I mean? Bull elephants. Those…” she pointed
toward Tim and Shannon, “teens are tearing up this town.”
“Know how they fixed it?” Joseph questioned the sales clerk.
“Shot all of them?” she offered.
Joseph rolled his eyes. “Nope. They introduced older bull elephants.
They started hanging around with the young ones. Within days the rampage had ended.”
“So they should follow their parents,” Maggie concluded her own
moral from Joseph’s tale.
“It’s hard to follow someone who’s not there, Maggie.”
Joseph threw the bolt down on the counter.
“Not there? They’re the parents.”
“Oh… yeah. From midnight to six in the morning.”
“So these kids aren’t grateful? Parents have to work to make a living.”
“Sure. And pay for expensive new cars,” Joseph suddenly felt claustrophobic in the store. “I’ll just take that bolt and that wood. I can’t get
anything else here.”
“Listen,” Maggie punched the register keys. “These days people have
got to work. Jobs are demanding.”
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“Like I didn’t have to work in my day?” Joseph smiled and shook
his head.
“No… it’s just… different.”
“How?” Joseph pulled out a five dollar bill.
“Things cost more now.”
“And we made less then. So?”
“You don’t understand,” Maggie shook her head.
“Look, I spend as much quality time with my kids as anybody else.”
“That’s what scares me. I hear that line all the time. It’s not about
quality. It’s about caring. Quality is for products,” Joseph gestured to
the store around him. “Caring is for people.”
“But I care…” Maggie offered in her own defense.
“Yeah,” Joseph commented. “How much do I owe you?” Joseph
didn’t meet her eyes as he handed over the money.

ADVERTISING
Read the article on advertising. Get ready to discuss its history, techniques
and types. Find additional information.

Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
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snail mail
to reinforce stereotypes
commerce (pronunciation)
wholesale
retail sale
to build loyalty to a product /
service
endorsement
non-profit organization
for-profit organization
to choose smth. over smth.
else

11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)

to adopt a healthy life style
antitrust law
retail outlet
revenue from
subscriber fee
spot (of time)
brand image
coupon
exclusive (pronunciation)
to account for
to commute to work
exposure

23)
24)
25)
26)

outdoor boards
demand for smth.
to recoup the costs
to have repercussions on
smth.
27) to curtail the flow of
information
28) conduct (n.)

29) eating disorder
30) to skyrocket
31) to jeopardize (the democratic
process)
32) to elect to office
33) airtime
34) fodder for conversations
By Brett Robbs

Introduction
Advertising is a form of commercial mass communication designed
to promote the sale of a product or service, or a message on behalf
of an institution, organization, or candidate for political office. Evidence
of advertising can be found in cultures that existed thousands of years
ago, but advertising only became a major industry in the 20th century.
Today the industry employs hundreds of thousands of people and influences the behavior and buying habits of billions of people. Advertising
spending worldwide now exceeds $350 billion per year. In the United
States alone about 6,000 advertising agencies help create and place
advertisements in a variety of media, including newspapers, television,
direct mail, radio, magazines, the Internet, and outdoor signs. Advertising is so commonplace in the United States that an average person may
encounter from 500 to 1,000 advertisements in a single day, according
to some estimates.
Most advertising is designed to promote the sale of a particular product or service. Some advertisements, however, are intended to promote
an idea or influence behavior, such as encouraging people not to use illegal drugs or smoke cigarettes. These ads are often called public service
ads (PSAs). Some ads promote an institution, such as the Red Cross or
the United States Army, and are known as institutional advertising. Their
purpose is to encourage people to volunteer or donate money or services
or simply to improve the image of the institution doing the advertising.
Advertising is also used to promote political parties and candidates
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for political office. Political advertising has become a key component
of electoral campaigns in many countries.
Many experts believe that advertising has important economic and
social benefits. However, advertising also has its critics who say that
some advertising is deceptive or encourages an excessively materialistic
culture or reinforces harmful stereotypes. The United States and many
other countries regulate advertising to prevent deceptive ads or to limit
the visibility of certain kinds of ads.
Advertising has become increasingly international. More than ever
before, corporations are looking beyond their own country’s borders for
new customers. Faster modes of shipping, the growth of multinational
corporations, rising personal income levels worldwide, and falling trade
barriers have all encouraged commerce between countries. Because corporations are opening new markets and selling their products in many
regions of the globe, they are also advertising their products in those
regions.
In 2000 the United States was the leading advertising market
in the world with total advertising spending of $147.1 billion. Japan
ranked second with $39.7 billion, followed by Germany with $20.7 billion, the United Kingdom with $16.5 billion, and France with $10.7 billion. This article deals primarily with advertising practices in Canada
and the United States.
Types of Advertising
Advertising can be divided into two broad categories — consumer
advertising and trade advertising. Consumer advertising is directed at
the public. Trade advertising is directed at wholesalers or distributors
who resell to the public. This article focuses on consumer advertising,
the form of advertising that is familiar to most people.
Consumer advertising can be further divided into national advertising and local advertising. National advertising is aimed at consumers
throughout the entire country. National advertising usually attempts to
create awareness among the public of a product or service, or it tries
to build loyalty to a product or service. Local advertising is aimed
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at informing people in a particular area where they can purchase a product
or service. Advertising to the public may also take the form of institutional advertising, image advertising, informational advertising, or
cooperative advertising.
Institutional advertising seeks to create a favorable impression
of a business or institution without trying to sell a specific product. This
type of advertising is designed solely to build prestige and public respect.
For nonprofit institutions, such advertising helps support the institution’s activities — for example, by encouraging blood donations or cash
contributions for the work of an organization like the Red Cross. A forprofit business has other reasons for improving its reputation rather than
trying to sell a particular product. In some cases a large company may
sell a diversity of products. As a result, there is more value and greater
efficiency in building a brand image for the company itself. If consumers
learn to have a high regard for the company, then they are more likely
to have a favorable opinion of all of the company’s diverse products.
Many advertisers prefer a strategy known as image advertising. These
advertisers seek to give a product a personality that is unique, appealing,
and appropriate so that the consumer will want to choose it over similar
products that might fulfill the same need. The personality is created
partly by the product’s design and packaging but, more importantly, by
the words and pictures the advertisements associate with the product. This
personality is known as a brand image. Advertisers believe brand image
often leads consumers to select one brand over another or instead of a less
expensive generic product. Brand image is especially important for commodities such as detergents, jeans, hamburgers, and soft drinks, because
within these product categories there are few, if any, major differences.
Informational advertising seeks to promote an idea or influence
behavior. Sometimes known as public service advertising, it may try to
discourage young people from using illicit drugs or tobacco, or it may
encourage people to adopt safer, healthier lifestyles.
Cooperative advertising is an arrangement between manufacturers and
retailers in which manufacturers offer credits to their retail customers for
advertising. The credits, or advertising allowances, are based on the amount
of product the retailer purchases. For example, if the retailer purchases
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$100,000 worth of a product from a manufacturer, the manufacturer’s
cooperative advertising program may allot a 1 percent credit, or $1,000,
toward the cost of purchasing an ad that will feature the product. In addition, some manufacturers will match the amount that the retailer spends,
sharing the cost of the ad. In the United States antitrust laws enforced by
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) ensure that these ad allowances are
offered on equal and proportionate terms so that large retailers are not
unduly favored over small retailers. Cooperative advertising is a form
of local advertising because it directs consumers to local retail outlets.
Methods of Advertising
To reach the consumer, advertisers employ a wide variety of media.
In the United States, the most popular media, as measured by the amount
of ad spending, are television, newspapers, direct mail, radio, Yellow
Pages, magazines, the Internet, outdoor advertising, and a variety of other
media, including transit ads, novelties, and point-of-purchase displays.
(These rankings are measured each year by Advertising Age, an advertising trade magazine, and seldom vary, although Internet advertising
continues to grow significantly. In the first half of 2005, ad spending on
the Internet increased 26 percent, far greater than the 4.5 percent growth
for the entire advertising market.)
In Canada, newspapers are the most popular advertising medium,
followed by television, magazines, radio, and outdoor advertising. Canada
is the ninth largest advertising market in the world.
Television attracts about 23 percent of the advertising dollars spent
in the United States. Television is available to advertisers in two forms:
broadcast and cable. Broadcast TV — television signals that are sent over
the air rather than through cable wires — generates all of its revenue from
advertising. Advertising accounts for about 60 percent of cable television
revenues with the rest coming from subscriber fees.
To run commercials on television, advertisers buy units of time
known as spots. The standard units of time are 15, 30, or 60 seconds
in length. These spots are purchased either locally or from a national
network. Because of the high cost of national network spots, ranging
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from hundreds of thousands of dollars to millions of dollars, only large
national advertisers can afford to run network television spots. Advertisers wishing to reach a local audience can buy time from an individual
station. But even these spots cost so much to produce and run that small
and even many mid-sized companies cannot afford them.
Because television commercials combine sight, sound, and motion,
they are more dramatic than any other form of advertising and lend excitement and appeal to ordinary products. Advertisers consider television an
excellent medium to build a product’s brand image or to create excitement
around a particular event such as a year-end auto sale. But TV spots are
too brief to provide much product information. As a result, television
works best for products such as automobiles, fashion, food, beverages,
and credit cards that viewers are familiar with and easily understand.
In the United States, newspapers are the second most popular advertising medium after television, receiving about 22 percent of all advertising dollars. Newspapers enable advertisers to reach readers of all age
groups, ethnic backgrounds, and income levels. Two types of advertising
appear in newspapers: classified advertising, such as the want ads, and
display advertising. Display ads range in size from as large as a full
page to as small as one column in width and less than one centimeter
(less than one inch) in length. Display ads often contain illustrations or
photographs and usually provide information about where the product
or service being advertised can be purchased. Typically, advertising
makes up about 65 percent of a newspaper’s content and generates about
65 percent of a newspaper’s revenue. About 88 percent of this revenue
comes from local businesses.
Most advertisers believe that newspaper ads fail to convey the kind
of emotional images that build brand image. As a result, most newspaper
advertising is done by retailers who use newspaper ads to provide timely
information that can lead to immediate sales. Newspapers are particularly well suited to this role because most are published daily. Readers
can clip coupons from the newspaper and cash them in quickly at local
stores. People also turn to newspapers for immediately useful information about product discounts, bank interest rates, restaurant specials, and
entertainment.
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Direct mail is the third largest advertising medium, attracting about
20 percent of all US advertising dollars. Direct mail advertising, as
the name implies, is advertising that is sent directly to people by mail,
usually through the postal system. Increasingly, however, electronic
mail (e-mail) is being used as a direct mail device. Direct mail can be as
simple as a single letter or as involved as a catalog or an elaborate e-mail
known as HTML mail that offers graphics and links to more information.
From the advertiser’s point of view, the key to a successful direct
mail program is the mailing list. The mailing list contains the names and
addresses of people who share certain common characteristics that suggest they will be likely to buy a particular product or service. Because
advertisers are speaking directly to those who are most likely to buy
their product or service, many advertisers consider direct mail the most
effective of all advertising media for generating immediate results. Direct
mail through the US postal system, however, is the most expensive form
of advertising, costing about 14 times as much per exposure as most
magazine and newspaper ads. But because of the results it produces,
many advertisers believe the expense is justified.
Radio attracts about 8 percent of all US advertising dollars, making
it the fourth largest advertising medium. Although national advertisers
can buy national network radio time, 90 percent of all radio advertising
is local. Unlike television which reaches a broad audience, the specialized programming of radio stations enables advertisers to reach a narrow,
highly specific audience such as people who like sports or urban teenagers
who listen to the latest styles of popular music. Because many people
listen to radio while in their cars, radio also enables advertisers to reach
prospects just before they go shopping. But because people listen to
the radio while doing something else such as driving or working, radio
commercials can be easily misunderstood. As a result, radio ads work
best when the messages are relatively simple ones for familiar, easily
understood products.
Yellow Pages, the thick directories of telephone listings and display
advertisements, represent the fifth most popular advertising medium,
attracting about 6 percent of total advertising spending. Almost all advertising in the Yellow Pages is local advertising.
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Magazines rank sixth in total US ad spending, representing about
5 percent. Although newspapers reach all different kinds of readers,
a magazine’s specialized editorial content generally reaches readers
who have similar interests. The relatively specialized, narrow audience
of a magazine enables an advertiser to speak to those most likely to
buy a particular product. For example, a manufacturer of mascara who
advertises to teenage girls could use a magazine with editorial content
aimed especially at teenage girls to reach that audience exclusively.
A magazine’s editorial environment can also lend a product credibility and prestige, and the magazine’s ability to reproduce beautiful
color photographs can enhance a product’s appearance. As a result,
magazine advertising is an effective way to build a product’s brand image. Because such advertising is expensive and because most magazines
are distributed regionally or nationally, they generally feature national
advertising rather than local advertising. Magazines generate 63 percent
of their revenue from advertising.
In 2004 the Internet accounted for $9.6 billion in advertising spending in the United States, or 3.7 percent of total ad spending, an increase
from 3 percent in 2003, according to data gathered by the accounting
firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP for the Interactive Advertising
Bureau. About 96 percent of ad spending on the Internet goes to 50 Web
companies, mostly to four sites maintained by Yahoo, Google, America
Online, and the Microsoft Network.
Advertisements on the Internet often take the form of banners, buttons, pop-ups, and sponsorships. But the most important aspect of Internet
marketing is that the World Wide Web allows advertisers to personalize
their messages for individual customers. For example, when a customer
visits a commercial Web site that person is often welcomed by name and
is offered information about new products based on the type of products
the person has purchased in the past. Moreover, the customer can then
order the product immediately without venturing out to a store. By allowing advertisers to customize their advertising, the Internet enables
them to build customer loyalty and generate stronger sales results. Google
pioneered the technique of providing customized ads when someone
enters a search term. Advertisers take part in an auction to have their
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ads placed next to relevant search results and pay only when someone
clicks on the ad.
Outdoor advertising amounts to less than 1 percent of total ad spending in the United States. Outdoor advertising is an effective way to reach
a highly mobile audience that spends a lot of time on the road — for example, in commuting to and from work or as part of their job. It offers
the lowest cost per exposure of any major advertising medium, and it
produces a major impact, because it is big, colorful, and hard to ignore.
The messages on outdoor boards have to be very brief. So outdoor advertising primarily serves as a reminder medium and one that can trigger
an impulse buy.
A wide variety of other advertising media make up the remainder
of total ad spending. Transit advertising is mainly an urban advertising form that uses buses and taxi tops as well as posters placed in bus
shelters, airports, and subway stations. Like outdoor boards, transit is
a form of reminder advertising that helps advertisers place their name
before a local audience. Finally, point-of-purchase advertising places
attention-getting displays, streamers, banners, and price cards in the store
near where the product is sold to explain product benefits and promote
impulse buys.
The Impact of Advertising
Advertising has an important effect on a country’s economy, society,
culture, and political system. This is especially true in the United States
where the advertising industry plays such a prominent role.
Economic Impact
Most economists believe that advertising has a positive impact on
the economy because it stimulates demand for products and services,
strengthening the economy by promoting the sale of goods and services. Manufacturers know that advertising can help sell a new product
quickly, enabling them to recoup the costs of developing new products.
By stimulating the development of new products, advertising helps
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increase competition. Many economists believe that increased competition leads to lower prices, thereby benefiting consumers and the economy
as a whole. These economists also argue that by interesting consumers
in purchasing goods, advertising enables manufacturers and others to sell
their products in larger quantities. The increased volume of sales enables
companies to produce individual units at lower costs and therefore, sell
them at a lower price. Advertising thus benefits consumers by helping
lower prices.
Other economists, however, believe that advertising is wasteful. They
argue that the cost of advertising adds to the cost of goods and that most
advertising simply encourages consumers to buy one brand rather than
another. According to this view, advertising simply moves sales from
one company to another, rather than increasing sales overall and thereby
benefiting the economy as a whole.
Social Impact
Advertising can have wide-ranging repercussions on a society. Some
critics suggest that advertising promotes a materialistic way of life by
leading people to believe that happiness is achieved by purchasing products. They argue that advertising creates a consumer culture in which
buying exciting new products becomes the foundation of the society’s
values, pleasures, and goals.
Other critics express concern over the way advertising has affected
women and racial minority groups. Ads in the 1950s depicted women
primarily as decoration or sex objects. Although millions of women
worked outside the home in the 1960s, ads continued to focus on their
role as homemakers. Whether owing to the feminist movement or to
women’s increasing economic power, after the 1960s it became more
common to see women depicted in professional roles. However, many
ads today still emphasize a woman’s sexuality.
The way advertising has depicted racial minorities has also been
harmful. Prior to 1960, African Americans were usually shown in a subordinate position. Due to the influence of the civil rights movement,
however, advertisers by the 1980s had begun to depict African Americans
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as students, professionals, or business people. However, many African
American organizations and community activists continue to object to
the way that alcohol and tobacco companies have seemingly targeted
low-income minority communities with a heavy preponderance of outdoor
advertising for their products.
As ads have begun to more fully reflect the lives of women and African Americans in the United States, increasing attention has been paid
to the way in which advertising shows other ethnic groups, including
Hispanics, Asians, Native Americans, and Eastern Europeans. There is
still considerable debate over how advertising influences public perception of gender and of particular ethnic groups.
Advertising has a major social impact by helping sustain mass communications media and making them relatively inexpensive, if not free,
to the public. Newspapers, magazines, radio, and broadcast television
all receive their primary income from advertising. Without advertising,
many of these forms of mass communication might not exist to the extent
that they do today, or they might be considerably more expensive, offer
less variety, or even be subject to government control through subsidies.
In-depth news programs, a diversity of magazines, and free entertainment
might no longer be widely available.
At the same time, however, some critics warn that because advertising plays such a major economic role, it may exercise undue influence
on the news media and thereby curtail the free flow of information
in a free society. Reporters and editors, for example, may be hesitant
to develop a news story that criticizes a major advertiser. As a result,
society might not be alerted to harmful or potentially harmful conduct
by the advertiser. Most members of the news media deny that pressure
from an advertiser prevents them from pursuing news stories involving
that advertiser, but some members of the media acknowledge that they
might not be inclined to investigate an issue aggressively if it threatened
to offend a major advertiser.
Advertisers may affect media programming in other ways, too, critics charge. For example, companies that sponsor TV programs prefer
relatively wholesome, noncontroversial programming to avoid offending
a mass audience. This preference causes TV networks to emphasize this
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type of programming. The result is that society may be denied the benefits of being able to view challenging or highly original entertainment
programs or news programs on controversial issues. Because advertisers
are especially interested in attracting the 18 to 34 year olds who account
for most consumer spending, television shows are often developed with
this audience in mind. If the ratings show that a program is not attracting
large audiences, particularly among 18 to 34 year olds, advertisers often
withdraw support, which causes a program to be canceled. As a result,
shows that are more likely to interest and to be of value to older audiences are not produced.
The impact of television on young children has received much attention. Research suggests that children see television advertising as
just another form of programming and react uncritically to its messages,
which makes them especially vulnerable to advertising. There is also
concern about the way in which adolescent girls respond to advertising
that features beautiful, thin models. Research indicates that many adolescent girls are unduly influenced by this standard of beauty, become
dissatisfied with their own bodies, and may develop eating disorders
in pursuit of a thin figure. New research suggests that adolescent boys
are also being influenced by advertising images of bulked-up, buffed
bodies. As a result, many become dissatisfied with their own body image,
devote large amounts of time to weightlifting, and may even take drugs
that have harmful side effects in order to develop more muscle. Those
over the age of 60 are thought to be less influenced by advertising, but
some elderly people no longer process messages as easily as younger
people, making them more susceptible to questionable advertising claims.
Political Impact
Advertising is now a major component of political campaigns and
therefore has a big influence on the democratic process itself. In 1998
more than $467 million was spent on election campaigns in the United
States. That amount of spending placed political advertising in the ranks
of the country’s 30 leading advertisers that year. Political advertising is
a relatively new development in US history. Advertising professionals did
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not become involved in electoral campaigns until the 1950s. But since
then, political advertising has grown in sophistication and complexity.
Political advertising enables candidates to convey their positions on
important issues and to acquaint voters with their accomplishments and
personalities. Television advertising is especially effective for candidates
running for national or statewide office because it can reach so many
people at once. Candidates can also use advertising to respond effectively
to the charges of their opponents.
Various campaign finance reform proposals, however, have tried to
address the impact of television advertising on political campaigning.
Because of the high cost of television ads, the costs of political campaigns have skyrocketed, making it necessary for candidates to raise
money continually, even after they have been elected to office. Critics
say this factor jeopardizes the democratic process by making elected
officials beholden to wealthy contributors and by making it more likely
that only the wealthy will run for office. Some reform proposals have
called for free airtime, but television and radio networks have resisted
this idea.
Critics of political advertising also charge that the 30-second television spot has become more important to a political campaign than
a thorough discussion of the issues. As a result, voters are bombarded
with image advertising rather than being acquainted with the candidate’s
positions. They contend that this practice is harmful to good government.
Issues are simplified, and candidates are “packaged and sold” much like
a consumer product, thereby distorting the political process.
Cultural Impact
Advertising can affect cultural values. Some advertising messages,
for example, encourage aggressive individualism, which may clash with
the traditional cultural values of a country where the collective or group
is emphasized over the individual or humility or modesty is preferred to
aggressiveness. With the globalization of the world economy, multinational
corporations often use the same advertising to sell to consumers around
the world. Some critics argue that advertising messages are thus helping
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to break down distinct cultural differences and traditional values, causing
the world to become increasingly homogeneous.
Many advertising campaigns, however, have universal appeal,
overriding cultural differences, or they contribute to culture in a positive way. Humor in advertising has made many ad campaigns widely
popular, in some cases achieving the status of folklore or taking on new
life in another arena. For example, a popular ad campaign for a fastfood chain with the slogan “Where’s the beef?” became part of the 1980
Democratic presidential primary campaign between Gary Hart and Walter
Mondale. The ad ridiculed a competitor by depicting a small hamburger
patty dwarfed by a huge bun. During a primary debate one of the candidates used the ad slogan to suggest that his opponent’s campaign lacked
substance.
History
Archaeologists have found evidence of advertising dating back to
the 3000s BC, among the Babylonians. One of the first known methods
of advertising was the outdoor display, usually an eye-catching sign
painted on the wall of a building. Archaeologists have uncovered many
such signs, notably in the ruins of ancient Rome and Pompeii. An outdoor
advertisement excavated in Rome offers property for rent, and one found
painted on a wall in Pompeii calls the attention of travelers to a tavern
situated in another town.
In medieval times word-of-mouth praise of products gave rise to
a simple but effective form of advertising, the use of so-called town
criers. The criers were citizens who read public notices aloud and were
also employed by merchants to shout the praises of their wares. Later
they became familiar figures on the streets of colonial American settlements. The town criers were forerunners of the modern announcer who
delivers radio and television commercials.
Although graphic forms of advertising appeared early in history,
printed advertising made little headway until the invention of the movable-type printing press by German printer Johannes Gutenberg about
1450. This invention made the mass distribution of posters and circulars
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possible. The first advertisement in English appeared in 1472 in the form
of a handbill announcing a prayer book for sale. Two hundred years later,
the first newspaper ad was published offering a reward for the return of 12
stolen horses. In the American colonies, the Boston News-Letter, the first
regularly published newspaper in America, began carrying ads in 1704,
and about 25 years later Benjamin Franklin made ads more readable by
using large headlines.
In the United States, the advertising profession began in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, in 1841 when Volney B. Palmer set up shop as an advertising agent, the forerunner of the advertising agency. Agents contracted
with newspapers for large amounts of advertising space at discount rates
and then resold the space to advertisers at a higher rate. The ads themselves were created by the advertisers. In 1869 Francis Ayer bought out
Palmer and founded N. W. Ayer & Son, an agency that still exists today.
Ayer transformed the standard agent practice by billing advertisers exactly
what he paid to publishers plus an agreed upon commission. Soon Ayer
was not only selling space but was also conducting market research and
writing the advertising copy.
Advertising agencies initially focused on print. But the introduction
of radio created a new opportunity and by the end of the 1920s, advertising had established itself in radio to such an extent that advertisers
were producing many of their own programs. The early 1930s ushered
in dozens of radio dramatic series that were known as soap operas because
they were sponsored by soap companies.
Television had been introduced in 1940, but because of the high
cost of TV sets and the lack of programming, it was not immediately
embraced. As the American economy soared in the 1950s, so did the sale
of TV sets and the advertising that paid for the popular new shows. Soon
TV far surpassed radio as an advertising medium.
The tone of the advertising was also changing. No longer did advertising simply present the product benefit. Instead it began to create
a product image. Bill Bernbach, founder of Doyle Dane Bernbach in New
York City; Leo Burnett, founder of the Leo Burnett agency in Chicago,
Illinois; and David Ogilvy, founder of Ogilvy & Mather in New York
City, all came to prominence in the late 1950s and 1960s and led what
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has been called the “creative revolution.” Bernbach’s agency captured
the spirit of the new age. Bernbach believed that advertising had to be
creative and artistic or it would bore people. He also believed that good
advertising began with respect for the public’s intelligence. The ads his
agency created were understated, sophisticated, and witty.
For example, when Bernbach’s agency picked up the account for
the Henry S. Levy Bakery in Brooklyn, a borough of New York City,
the agency created an ad that entertained New Yorkers and provided
fodder for many conversations. The ad showed a Native American eating a slice of the bakery’s rye bread with the headline, “You don’t have
to be Jewish to love Levy’s.” But it was the advertising for Volkswagen
that made the agency’s reputation. At a time when American cars were
getting bigger and bigger and the advertising for them trumpeted that bigger was better, Doyle Dane Bernbach created a magazine ad that showed
a small picture of the Volkswagen Beetle surrounded by a sea of white
space with the headline, “think small”. An equally unconventional ad
carried the headline “lemon” beneath a photo of an apparently flawed
Volkswagen. The ad’s copy explained that “this Volkswagen missed
the boat. The chrome strip on the glove compartment is blemished and
must be replaced…We pluck the lemons; you get the plums.” In an era
of hype and bombast, the Volkswagen ads stood out because they admitted failure in a witty way and gave facts in a believable manner that
underlined the car’s strengths. This wit together with a conversational
and believable style was a hallmark of the advertising created by Doyle
Dane Bernbach and that style became highly influential.
The creative foundation established by Bernbach and others has been
critical to the success of contemporary advertising. The introduction
of the TV remote control and access to hundreds of cable channels mean
that today advertising must interest and entertain consumers or else they
will simply use the remote to change the channel. New digital devices
even threaten to make it possible to edit out commercials. The development of interactive television, combining the functions of a computer with
access to high-speed transmission over cable lines or optical fibers, will
likely enable consumers to select from a vast video library. Consumers
will be able to determine not only when they watch something, but also,
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to a greater extent than ever before, what they will watch. Some industry
observers believe that as consumers gain greater control over their viewing activities, they will find it easier to avoid advertising.
No one can predict what new forms advertising may take in the future. But the rapidly increasing cost of acquiring new customers makes
one thing certain. Advertisers will seek to hold onto current customers
by forming closer relationships with them and by tailoring products,
services, and advertising messages to meet their individual needs. So
while advertising will continue to encourage people to consume, it will
also help provide them with products and services more likely to satisfy
their needs.

GLOBALIZATION

LIFE IN THE GLOBAL MARKETPLACE
Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

age of exploration
seafaring technology
to span the globe
trading outpost
to quicken the pace
multinational (n.)
raw materials
cash crops
to impose tariffs
inferior goods
to incur debt
low-wage manufacturing
facilities
shareholder
a race to the bottom
enforced labour
to relocate production

17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)

to service debts
to drive down prices
to perpetuate poverty
debtor nation
state socialist country
insulation from market
competition
to fall behind smb.
agricultural surplus
food aid
lucrative
trading bloc/economic union
to curtail investments
to sour (of an economy)
sagging
to bid up the price
economic desperation

Questions
1) What is roughly the story of globalization? Who stands at its roots?
2) What are its benefits and pitfalls? How did the developing world
try to fight the former?
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3) What stands behind the notions of “developed” and “developing” countries?
4) How was globalization connected with industrialization? Give
examples.
5) What was characteristic of many developing counties at the end
of the 20th century?
6) What was the role of the World Bank and the IMF in solving
the developing countries’ problems?
7) What was the fate of state socialist countries in the situation
of rising globalization?
8) Describe how agricultural patterns altered as a result of a globalized world economy (find additional information).
9) Describe the globalized world of the 2000s. What are its latest
achievements/losses?

By M. I. Hassan
The world is linked as never before due to advances in communication and transportation and due also to trade agreements that have lowered or eliminated barriers in the exchange of goods. But this growing
interdependence has not come without a price. This Sidebar looks at
some of the problems created by globalization.
The everyday things that we take for granted often connect us to
faraway people and places. Consider, for example, the morning routine
of an office worker in California. After waking and showering, she puts on
a designer sweater and a pair of khaki pants. She brews and drinks a cup
of coffee and eats a banana before heading off to work. Each of these
products followed a complex path from a different part of the world to
take its place in this woman’s morning routine.
Let’s start with the sweater. Its story begins with sheep grazing
on the plains of Australia. There, farm workers sheared the sheep’s
wool. At an Australian factory, workers spun the wool into yarn and
dyed it. The yarn traveled to another factory in Portugal, where workers knitted and sewed the sweater according to a pattern produced
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by an Italian fashion designer. From Portugal, the sweater traveled
to a warehouse in New Jersey, then to the mall in California where
this woman bought it.
The khaki pants began as cotton in a field in Pakistan. The cotton
was harvested and ginned in a nearby town and then transported to
Karachi, where workers at a factory spun, wove, and finished the khaki
cloth. In an Indonesian factory operating under contract with an American retailer, a woman sewed this cloth into pants, which then traveled
first to the retailer’s Los Angeles warehouse and then to another store at
the mall, where they caught this woman’s eye.
The coffee beans grew on a plant in the mountains of Kenya. Kenyan
farm workers harvested the coffee “cherries” and then dried and hulled
them to produce raw coffee beans for shipment to the warehouse of an
importer in Virginia. From there they traveled to a plant in California,
where workers roasted the beans and packed them for delivery to the café
from which this woman bought them.
The banana that this woman purchased in her local supermarket
grew on a tree in Ecuador. Ecuadorian workers harvested the banana as
part of a bunch and packed it for shipment to a Los Angeles wholesale
market. From there it was sent to the supermarket’s warehouse and finally
to the supermarket itself.
Before she has even left her house, this woman has used products
that tie her to hundreds of workers on six different continents. Although
she may not be aware of it, the car that she drives and her activities at
work during the day will link her to hundreds of other people working
in different parts of the world—people she may never meet but whose
lives are tied to her own in the complex web that is our global economy.
A History of Globalization
In ancient times, traders carried the most exotic and valuable goods
over long distances. Caravans brought Chinese silk to the Roman Empire,
and during the Middle Ages Arabs sold ivory from East Africa and spices
from Indonesia to the merchants of Venice. Until about 1500, however,
long-distance trade played only a minor economic role in just a few parts
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of the world, and nearly all of the world’s people relied on foods and
fibers grown within a short distance of their homes.
A truly global economy first began to develop in the 15th century
with the Age of Exploration, when political and military support from
emerging nation states and advances in seafaring technology enabled
European merchants to establish trading networks that spanned the globe.
Europeans established colonies, slave plantations, and trading outposts
in tropical regions to grow or obtain goods unavailable in Europe, such as
sugar, tobacco, coffee, and spices. Europeans also seized parts of North
America and Siberia for their furs and abundant timber.
During the 19th century, industrialization in Europe and North
America dramatically increased the volume and economic importance
of international trade. The industrialized countries imported raw materials and foods from around the world and exported manufactured
goods. Because business owners in the industrialized world retained
the wealth generated from trade and manufacturing, people in other parts
of the world could not afford the technology necessary to compete with
the industries of Europe and North America. Without the new technologies, these people had to continue selling raw materials to obtain manufactured goods. The main exception to this pattern was Japan, whose
strong government protected local producers from foreign competition
and channeled the country’s wealth into industrial facilities. By the 20th
century the world was divided into two unequal parts: the industrialized
countries and the rest of the world, which the industrialized countries
dominated economically and militarily.
During the 20th century several new developments quickened
the pace of globalization and strengthened the economic links among
countries. One of the most important changes was the drop in transportation costs, made possible by the availability of inexpensive oil. Another
key development was the emergence of more and more multinationals,
or corporations with operations in more than one country. A third factor
that promoted globalization was the creation of international economic
institutions—such as the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (the World Bank), the International Monetary Fund (IMF),
and the World Trade Organization (WTO)—to help regulate the flow
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of trade and money among nations. Finally, advances in telecommunications and computer technology made it much easier for managers to
coordinate economic activity among corporate divisions, clients, and
vendors in different parts of the world.
Globalization and Development
The developing countries of Central and South America, Africa, and Asia once merely exported raw materials and cash crops
(crops produced for sale overseas) in return for manufactured goods.
The people in these countries provided for most of their own needs
through subsistence agriculture and small-scale crafts. In time, though,
people in these countries grew increasingly dependent on the global
economy, because local crafts could not compete with the inexpensive,
factory-made exports of the economically developed countries (western
European nations, the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
and Japan). To decrease their dependence, many developing countries
sought to strengthen their economies by building factories, modern
dams, and roads during the 1960s and 1970s. Some countries also
imposed tariffs and other barriers to trade in an attempt to protect developing local industries from competition with imported manufactured
goods. Governments frequently made poor financial choices, however.
Infrastructure projects such as dams and highways were often too massive for local needs. Choices about industry were sometimes based
on the financial interest of government leaders rather than on the best
interests of the country, and protection from competition frequently
resulted in inferior goods. As a result, products could not compete on
the global market with the higher-quality goods from the industrialized
countries. Many developing countries then had little income to pay off
debts incurred during their expansion.
A few developing economies succeeded in building prosperity
through industrialization during the 20th century. The most notable
of these were South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, and Hong Kong S.A.R.
Like Japan during the 19th century, they established tariffs and other
barriers to protect local products from foreign competition and invested
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local wealth in industrial development. Also like Japan, they focused on
selling the products they manufactured to foreign consumers in order
to bring wealth into the country. By the end of the 20th century some
experts considered these economies to be developed, rather than developing, although many of South Korea’s economic successes were reversed
in the financial crisis of 1997. Following a similar path, China advanced
economically through a rapid expansion of manufactured exports during
the late 20th century.
Meanwhile, multinationals based in the economically developed
world set up low-wage manufacturing facilities in some developing countries, particularly in Southeast Asia and in Central and South America.
These factories typically generated few long-term benefits for the local
economy. The profits flowed outside the country to the shareholders
of the foreign multinational. Also, the developing countries were forced
to participate in a “race to the bottom” to attract multinational investment.
If a developing country or its people sought higher wages or enforced
labor or environmental protections, multinationals often simply relocated
production to a country with lower costs.
At the end of the 20th century many developing countries, especially
in Africa, still lacked a strong industrial sector. These countries continued
to rely on money earned from exports of cash crops and raw materials to
buy manufactured goods and service their debts. An emphasis on the export of cash crops and raw materials leads to increases in production. As
transportation became more efficient, countries began to compete to sell
the same goods, and more goods and increased competition drove down
prices. This cycle perpetuated poverty.
Facing an inability to attract further investment or pay for imports,
many debtor nations turned to the World Bank and the IMF during
the 1980s and 1990s for relief in the form of extended credit and new
loans. In exchange for this relief, debtor countries had to present a plan
of reforms to the lending institutions. These reforms often included privatization plans and reductions in government expenditures. The measures were intended to ensure that these countries could repay their loans,
but reforms were often painful.
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The Fate of the State Socialist Economies
During the early 20th century the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(USSR) created a state-owned economy shielded from the competitive
pressures of the global market. The state also imposed severe limits
on citizens’ personal freedom. This system, known as state socialism,
initially raised living standards, and after the Soviet victory in World
War II this economic model was introduced in eastern Europe and other
parts of the world.
Insulation from market competition and lack of intellectual freedom caused state socialist countries to fall behind the economically
developed countries technologically, however. The USSR and eastern
European governments channeled scarce resources into an arms race
with the United States and other wealthy countries. Living standards
stagnated and economies faltered. In the late 1980s citizens of these
countries demanded an end to state socialism, and the countries reentered
the global market economy.
After half a century of insulation from competition, the industries
in the former state socialist countries generally could not compete on
the global market. Only countries that had maintained some forms
of private ownership, had well-developed infrastructures, and had postCommunist governments that regulated economic reforms—such as
Poland and Hungary—seemed likely to join the ranks of the economically
developed countries. Others, particularly the Central Asian countries,
seemed more likely to follow the pattern of the developing nations.
The Globalization of Agriculture
With the development of refrigeration and cheap long-distance
transportation in the late 20th century, increasing numbers of farmers
competed in the global market. A baker purchasing flour, for example, did
not care whether the flour was made from wheat grown in North America,
South America, Europe, or Australia, as long as the quality was good
and the price was low. With tractors and other forms of mechanization,
a single farm worker could do the work of dozens of manual laborers.
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This made it possible for mechanized farmers in North America, Europe,
and Australia, where labor costs were high, to outsell small-scale producers from the developing countries on the global market, even though
these countries had much lower labor costs. In addition, economically
developed countries, particularly the United States, shipped agricultural
surpluses—especially wheat, which does not grow well in most tropical
climates—to developing countries in Africa and elsewhere at heavily
subsidized prices or even for free, as food aid.
Locally grown food crops could not compete with these inexpensive
imported foods. Small-scale farmers in many developing countries were
unable to make a living and had to sell their lands to larger producers
who could afford to mechanize. Farmers in developing countries also
tended to shift from local food crops to more lucrative cash crops, especially crops such as bananas, coffee, cacao, and sugarcane that cannot
grow in the colder climates of the wealthy, industrialized countries. Thus
many developing countries, especially in Africa, became dependent on
imported foods.
The Globalization of Manufacturing and Services
By the end of the 20th century a firm’s research, development, marketing, and financial management no longer needed to occur in the same
place, or even in the same country, as its manufacturing operations.
Increasingly, service activities dominated the economies of wealthy
countries, while manufacturing declined in relative importance. To cut
costs, companies relocated some kinds of manufacturing to developing
countries, where wages are lower. Such activities included garment
production and the assembly of simple parts.
Other activities remained in the economically developed countries
because they required a highly skilled workforce or proximity to wealthy
consumers. Examples are advanced health care, financial services, retail,
engineering, and software development, all considered service activities. The service sector grew in importance in the developed economies
of North America, Europe, Australia, New Zealand, and Japan, while
manufacturing in some developing countries expanded rapidly. The kinds
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of manufacturing that remained in the wealthier countries included construction, food processing, and skilled activities such as machine tooling
and some kinds of chemical production.
Many of the economically developed countries banded together
in large trading blocs, or economic unions, to promote mutual prosperity. Examples include the European Union (EU) and the free-trade zone
established by the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
These trading blocs expanded the market areas within which companies
could operate without facing customs duties or other kinds of barriers.
One World
Events in one country may have serious consequences for ordinary
people in another part of the world. In the late 1990s, for example, a long
economic recession in Japan spread to Southeast Asia. The countries
of Southeast Asia had relied on Japanese banks for money to build their
economies and on Japanese consumers to buy their products. The recession prompted Japanese banks to curtail their investments and purchases,
causing many other Asian economies to falter. Eventually other foreign
investors panicked and pulled their money out of Southeast Asia, and
thousands of Thais, Indonesians, and others lost their jobs as these countries’ economies shrank.
Meanwhile, the economy in the United States grew steadily. As
the Asian economies soured, their currencies dropped in value relative
to the U.S. dollar, and Asian exports became cheaper. Many Asian companies sought to improve their fortunes by exporting goods to the United
States, and during the late 1990s U.S. consumers bought many inexpensive Asian goods. Temporarily, at least, this was good news for Asian
workers and investors, who hoped a strong U.S. market would lift their
sagging economies. Indeed, in 1999 the long Japanese recession showed
signs of ending.
This apparent good news had a dark side, however. The growing
Japanese economy attracted foreign investors, who bid up the dollar price
of the Japanese yen and thus the price of Japanese goods in international
markets. The rising yen posed two dangers. First, it threatened to make
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Japanese exports too expensive, possibly leading to a drop in sales
of Japanese goods and a renewed recession in Japan. Second, as Japanese
goods rose in price in dollars, the danger of inflation grew in the United
States. Rising inflation in the United States brings the danger of a rise
in interest rates and a drop in stock prices that could bring the U.S. economic boom to a halt. If the U.S. economy were to falter, investors and
exporters all over the world could suffer.
Throughout the world, both rich and poor countries have grown ever
more dependent on one another economically. They face problems that
are increasingly global in scale. The ultimate example of a global challenge is the ecological one. Both high rates of consumption and economic
desperation have led to environmental strains such as the depletion of resources, the generation of pollution, and the conversion of natural habitats
for economic uses. In the long term, the success of globalization may
depend on its ability to bring economic well-being to all of the world’s
peoples without causing further environmental damage.

GLOBAL THREATS AND TERRORISM

THE ENDURING IMPACT OF 9/11
Study the vocabulary, get ready to define, translate and transcribe the words
from the text The Enduring Impact of 9/11. Then read the text and answer
the questions below.

Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

to seize control of
jet fuel
zealot
to claim lives
Department of Homeland Security
intelligence
downstream indirect costs
political fallout
to assess
to launch a military operation
to draw to a close
to reverberate
momentous incident
to advance one’s political
agenda
the Potomac River
accomplice

17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)

cockpit
rear (of a plane)
assailant
mace
to be bound for (of a plane)
to deviate from the assigned
flight plan
to disengage the autopilot
throttle
counterattack
to thwart
black swan event
to oversee homeland security
naturalization
border patrol
civil liberties
counterterrorism
to pass legislation
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34) passenger and baggage screening
35) invasive pat-down
36) flight deck
37) to bring something under one
umbrella
38) bureau
39) porous borders
40) weapon smuggling
41) immigration quotas
42) Muslim

43)
44)
45)
46)
47)
48)
49)
50)
51)
52)

Islam
Islamic
plainclothes air marshal
interdiction team
loophole
terrorist watchlist
heightened surveillance
lethal
commuter train
Mumbai

Questions
Before you read
1) What is the origin and meaning of the term “terrorism”? What
does the phenomenon date back to?
2) Find additional information on the most significant stages
of the world fight with terrorism in the 19th — 21st centuries. Find statistics regarding situations in different continents.
3) What can be a cause of terrorism? Give examples.
As you read
1) Relying on the text, give a detailed description of the 9/11 terrorist
attack. What was its background? The situation in the world prior to it?
2) What was the world’s reaction to the attack (in terms of security, treatment of certain nationals, emigration policies, transparency
of boundaries)?
3) According to the authors, what is a black swan event? What can
it lead to?
4) What followed the attack? What were the measures taken by
the US; worldwide? What has changed since the attack regarding geopolitical patterns in the world?
5) Speak about the major terrorist threats as of 9/11 and the global
effort to fight them.
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By Gary LaFree, Laura Dugan and Erin Miller
If names be not correct, language is not
in accordance with the truth of things. If language be not in accordance with the truth
of things, affairs cannot be carried on to success.
Confucius, Analects, c. 500 BC

In the early morning hours of September 11, 2001, 19 men armed
with knives and box cutters boarded four transcontinental flights originating in major cities on the eastern seaboard of the United States. Within
minutes they had successfully seized control of all four aircraft and
turned them into deadly weapons, each loaded with thousands of gallons of highly explosive jet fuel. In a surprisingly short amount of time,
a small group of dedicated zealots had defeated all of the protective layers
of the American civil aviation security system. The coordinated attacks
of 9/11 claimed nearly 3,000 lives, including the passengers on the planes,
people on the ground, and the 19 hijackers — more than the number who
perished during the attack on Pearl Harbor during World War II. This
was not only the greatest loss of life from a coordinated terrorist attack
in the United States, it was also the deadliest terrorist attack worldwide
in more than four decades of modern history.
It is hard to overestimate the impact that the 9/11 attack has had on
the United States in particular and on the world in general. It led directly
to the creation of the Department of Homeland Security and the largest
reorganization of the US government since World War II. Within weeks
of the attack, Congress passed the USA PATRIOT Act, which greatly
expanded the power of federal authorities to obtain evidence in terrorism
cases, and share information from intelligence and criminal investigations, and has prompted an ongoing debate about the limits of privacy.
Also within a week of the attack, Congress passed the Authorization
for the Use of Military Force, giving the President the authority to use
the military to bring those responsible for 9/11 to justice. The focus
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation shifted away from the enforcement of drug laws and white-collar crimes toward countering terrorism.
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And 9/11 has had a lasting impact on a wide spectrum of national policies, including immigration, border security, emergency preparedness,
law enforcement, and even education.
Not surprisingly, estimating the economic impact of 9/11 is complex,
but there is universal agreement that it was profound. The effect on US
businesses has been estimated at between $100 and $200 billion. Perhaps
hardest hit were the firms in the World Trade Center towers, especially
those specializing in finance, insurance, and investments. There was
also a direct and lasting impact on the airline industry and on hotels,
restaurants, entertainment, and tourism. And this of course does not include downstream indirect costs of two major wars and massive changes
in intelligence and defense. The political fallout of 9/11 is even harder
to assess. In direct response to the 9/11 attacks, the Bush administration
launched a limited military operation in Afghanistan and a much more
extensive campaign in Iraq. The Obama administration changed the military focus away from Iraq and more toward Afghanistan but nonetheless
continued investing huge human and material resources in both countries.
As this book was being prepared, the US and coalition occupation of Iraq
and Afghanistan was drawing to a close. But the impact of the invasions
on global politics will reverberate for years to come.
Given the importance of 9/11 in the history of the United States and
beyond, it is unsurprising that much of our thinking about terrorism, right
down to basic assumptions about who commits terrorism, what terrorism is, where it occurs, how often it happens, why it happens, and what
governments can do about it have been shaped for the past decade in large
part by the enormous shadow cast by 9/11. However, 9/11 draws its power
precisely from the fact that it was an extraordinarily rare event. While it
is obviously critical to understand as much as we can about a momentous
incident such as 9/11, it is perhaps even more important to put this attack
in perspective by considering the more typical characteristics of terrorist
attacks. The purpose of this book is to provide context for the 9/11 attacks
by examining the thousands of other terrorist attacks that have plagued
the world since 1970. The main information we rely on for this account
is the Global Terrorism Database (GTD), an unclassified source for data
on terrorist attacks maintained by the National Consortium for the Study
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of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START), headquartered at
the University of Maryland. At the moment, the GTD is the longest, most
comprehensive unclassified source of data on terrorist attacks ever assembled, including more than 113,000 attacks around the globe from 1970
to 2012. 3 These attacks are limited to non-state actors — individuals
or groups — that use violence or the threat of violence to advance their
political agenda. We will not be examining violence that is directly carried
out by governments — a worthy topic that deserves its own specialized
treatment. Following this introduction, we use the GTD to consider
the general characteristics of terrorism, the nature of terrorist attacks,
the tactics used by terrorist groups, how governments have responded
to terrorism, and the effectiveness of these responses.
To some extent our analysis will challenge conventional wisdom,
revealing that terrorist attacks are overwhelmingly launched against
local targets, are highly concentrated in a few locations, rely largely on
readily available, unsophisticated weaponry, are often perpetrated by
individuals or groups whose identity cannot be positively confirmed,
and frequently involve few or no fatalities. Further, the typical terrorist
group disappears in less than a year, and evidence suggests that groups
sometimes but not always mimic tactical advances made by other groups.
Our analysis suggests that governments should consider a wide range
of strategies when responding to terrorist threats and attacks, and not get
locked into a single approach.
Tuesday morning, September 11, 2001
September 11, 2001, dawned as a beautiful, nearly cloudless, autumn
day in the eastern United States. Millions of men and women readied
themselves for work. Thousands made their way to the Twin Towers,
the signature structures of the World Trade Center complex in New York
City. Two hundred miles away in Arlington, Virginia, many others began
arriving at the Pentagon. Across the Potomac River, the United States
Congress was back in session that day. At the other end of Pennsylvania
Avenue, visitors began to line up for a White House tour. In Sarasota,
Florida, President George W. Bush was starting his day by jogging.
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The US government’s 9/11 Commission Report , completed in 2004,
paints a portrait of the attacks as they unfolded in painstaking detail.
Early that morning in Boston, Egyptian-born Mohamed Atta and four
accomplices boarded American Airlines Flight 11 bound for Los Angeles. The flight departed at 7:59 a.m. A few minutes later the first of four
coordinated 9/11 hijackings began. Atta’s accomplices stabbed two
unarmed flight attendants, and shortly after, Atta moved into the cockpit
of the aircraft. The hijackers sprayed Mace or some other irritant into
the first class cabin and forced passengers and attendants to the rear
of the plane. The hijackers claimed that they had a bomb and threatened
to detonate it if the passengers did not follow their orders. Flight attendant
Betty Ong was able to contact an American Airlines office and report
that “The cockpit is not answering, somebody’s stabbed in business class
… I think we’re getting hijacked”. Shortly afterward, flight attendant
Madeline Sweeney managed to contact the American Flight Services
Office in Boston and reported, “We are in a rapid descent … we are all
over the place”. At 8:46 a.m., American Flight 11 crashed directly into
the North Tower of the World Trade Center in New York City. All on
board and hundreds of people in the tower died instantly.
At nearly the same time as these events were unfolding, Marwan al
Shehhi, along with four other accomplices, checked into United Airlines
Flight 175, also departing from Boston and bound for Los Angeles. United
175 departed at 8:14 a.m., and the hijackers attacked about 30 minutes
after the plane departed. As in the American Airlines hijacking, the assailants used knives, Mace or a product like Mace, and the threat of a bomb.
They stabbed members of the flight crew and murdered both pilots.
At 8:51 a.m. the flight deviated from its assigned altitude. At 9:00 a.m.,
in Easton, Connecticut, a man named Lee Hanson received a phone call
from his son Peter, a passenger on United 175: “It’s getting bad, Dad —
a stewardess was stabbed … I think we are going down — I think they
intend to go to Chicago or someplace and fly into a building — Don’t
worry, Dad. If it happens, it’ll be very fast …” Three minutes later,
United 175 struck the South Tower of the World Trade Center. Again, all
on board and hundreds of people in the tower died instantly. Thousands
more were killed when each tower eventually collapsed.
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A few hundred miles southwest of Boston, at Dulles International
Airport in the Virginia suburbs of Washington, DC, another team of five
men checked in on American Airlines Flight 77, bound for Los Angeles.
The flight departed at 8:10 a.m. About 40 minutes later, the hijackers
brandished knives and box cutters, and moved all of the passengers to
the rear of the aircraft. At 8:54 a.m., the plane deviated from its assigned
flight plan. At 9:29 the autopilot on American 77 was disengaged. Shortly
after, the hijacker piloting the plane advanced the throttles to maximum
power and dove toward the Pentagon. At 9:37 a.m. American Flight 77
slammed into the Pentagon traveling at more than 500 miles per hour.
All on board, as well as many civilian and military personnel in the Pentagon, were instantly killed. Just before 9 a.m. a final team of hijackers
departed from Newark, New Jersey, for San Francisco on United Airlines
Flight 93. The hijackers attacked about 45 minutes later. The other three
aircraft had been hijacked by teams of five men. In the United 93 hijacking there were only four hijackers. 4 Shortly after the hijacking began,
a woman, most likely a flight attendant, struggled with one of the hijackers and was either subdued or killed. Passengers and flight crew began
making a series of calls from air phones and cellular phones once the attack unfolded. As in the other hijackings, the assailants wielded knives,
moved the passengers into the back of the plane, and claimed that they
had a bomb. Several of the passengers who were able to make phone calls
learned of the crashes that had already taken place at the World Trade
Center. From these calls, we know that the passengers and surviving crew
members planned a revolt against the hijackers, and at least one call indicated that the passengers took a vote before deciding to rush the terrorists.
At 9:57 a.m., the passenger assault began. One of the passengers ended her telephone message: “Everyone’s running up to first class. I’ve got
to go. Bye.” The passengers continued their assault and at 10:02, perhaps
realizing that the passengers were about to overcome them, the hijackers
headed the plane steeply downward. With the sounds of the passenger
counterattack in the background, United 93 plowed into an empty field
in Shanksville, Pennsylvania, traveling at a speed of 580 miles per hour.
The hijackers had most likely planned to attack either the Capitol or
the White House, but were thwarted by a group of unarmed passengers.
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Few would disagree with the conclusion that the coordinated attacks
of September 11, 2001, have had a major impact on the United States
in particular and on the world in general. In an influential book, essayist
Nassim Nicholas Taleb defines 9/11 as a “black swan” event — one that
falls outside the realm of regular expectations, has a high impact, and
defies prediction. The term is based on the observation that before they
visited Western Australia, Europeans had assumed that all swans were
white and a black swan in everyday language came to refer to a phenomenon that was presumed not to exist. The discovery of black swans by
European explorers in the late 1600s smashed a fact that was previously
thought to be unassailable. The importance of the metaphor for Taleb
is to show how fragile human knowledge can be. Indeed, Taleb argues
that a small number of black swan events explain many of the most important developments in human history, including scientific discoveries,
major financial outcomes, and even the success of ideas and religions.
In addition to 9/11, Taleb regards the dissolution of the Soviet Union,
the start of World War I, the rise of the Internet, and the development
of the personal computer as black swan events. Taleb argues that because
these events are so rare, they are difficult or impossible to predict with
standard scientific methods. Nonetheless, says Taleb, human nature
resists uncertainty, and human beings try very hard to make black
swan events seem explainable and predictable after they occur. A key
characteristic of these black swan events is their enduring impact on
human history. An immediate effect of the 9/11 attacks on US history
was a major reorganization of government, represented most dramatically by the establishment of the Department of Homeland Security.
The creation of a Cabinet level department dedicated to overseeing
homeland security has been the largest reorganization of the US federal
government since World War II. In January 2003, Tom Ridge, former
Governor of Pennsylvania, became the first Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), an amalgamation of more than 20
agencies and 180,000 employees from disparate corners of government.
Agencies folded into the new department included the Customs Service,
the Immigration and Naturalization Service, the Coast Guard, the Secret
Service, and the Border Patrol.
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However, substantial as it was, the creation of the new Department
of Homeland Security was only a part of the administrative reorganization sparked by 9/11 in the United States. In fact, many of the national
security policies enacted by the United States in the wake of 9/11 were
a direct reaction to the coordinated attacks. For example, just a few weeks
after September 11, Congress passed the PATRIOT Act, and ever since
its passage it has generated controversy, hailed by some as an indispensable tool in the war on terror, and by others as a frontal assault on
civil liberties. What is not disputed is the conclusion that the PATRIOT
Act substantially expanded the power of the police to obtain evidence
in terrorism cases, and of intelligence and criminal justice investigators
to share information collected. Another immediate impact of 9/11 was
a major shift in the focus of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
from its traditional emphasis on drug laws and traditional crimes toward
counterterrorism. After the passage of the PATRIOT Act, the FBI made
major efforts to integrate its criminal investigations with foreign and
domestic intelligence operations. The FBI also lessened its criteria for
opening investigations, which allowed it to gather information on communities even in the absence of indicators of criminal activity.
Other federal programs experienced similar reorganizations. Perhaps
most dramatically, Congress passed legislation shortly after the attacks
of September 11 that created the Transportation Security Administration,
which for the first time federalized passenger and baggage screening at
the nation’s airports. Anyone who boards aircraft these days is depressingly familiar with the enhanced security measures that now require
passengers to arrive at airports hours before flying, to remove liquids
from their carry-on luggage, to submit their shoes, jackets, and laptop
computers for inspection, and to be compelled to walk through full body
scanners or endure potentially invasive pat-downs. The same legislation also required that passenger airplanes flying in the United States
have reinforced cockpit doors to prevent intruders from gaining access
to flight decks. The creation of DHS in 2003 brought together several
former border and security agencies under one umbrella now called Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). In combining the resources,
jurisdictions, and functions of the US Customs Service, the Immigration
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and Naturalization Service, the Federal Protective Service, and later,
the Federal Air Marshals Service, ICE has become Homeland Security’s
largest investigative bureau. Its responsibilities include securing the nation’s long, porous borders with Mexico and Canada. Agents also track
weapons smuggling and shipments of equipment that could be used to
produce weapons.
One of the most far-reaching changes was the drastic reduction of immigration quotas from Muslim countries. Increased numbers of plainclothes federal air marshals now fl y aboard passenger airlines to deter
terrorists and respond to hostile activity as needed, and interdiction teams
coordinate air and land responses to border threats. Meanwhile, ICE’s Student and Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS) has automated
and centralized tracking of foreign students during stays in the United
States, and a US-VISIT program launched in 2004 requires visa holders
to be photographed and fingerprinted before entering the country. Critics
say such programs still have major loopholes, especially because the terrorist watch lists against which names are compared are incomplete and
often inaccurate (US Government Accountability Office 2007 ). These
criticisms were especially shrill following the Christmas Day 2009 attempt by Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab to detonate a bomb hidden in his
underwear and bring down a Northwest Airlines flight from Amsterdam
as it approached Detroit. Abdulmutallab, a 23-year-old Nigerian engineering student and one of 279 passengers on the plane, had been on one
of the watch lists maintained by DHS. Indeed, the most vocal challenges
to the Bush and Obama policies on terrorism and counterterrorism are
also being set to a large extent by our reactions to 9/11 and its uniqueness. For example, the controversial expansion of the US government’s
data collection programs, aimed at citizens around the world as well
as its own citizens, can be traced directly to the perceived intelligence
failures of 9/11.
On the other hand, opponents of heightened surveillance and expansive government authority frequently cite a low threat of terrorism
in the United States — pointing to the fact that no attacks even approaching the scale of the 9/11 attacks occurred before or since. It is hard to
imagine starting a book about terrorism in the early twenty-first century
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that does not begin by referring to 9/11. As researchers who see a lot
of work written about terrorism, we have grown accustomed to some
reference to 9/11 in the opening paragraph of most of the articles and
books we review. It was a definite game changer. In fact, many of our
current assumptions about terrorism and our responses to terrorism
have been greatly influenced by 9/11 — including our impression that
terrorist attacks have been rapidly increasing, that most attacks originate
in the Middle East, that terrorist attacks rely on complex planning and
sophisticated weaponry and are incredibly lethal, and that most terrorist
groups make irrational demands that cannot be solved by negotiation.
The incredible impact of 9/11 on the political, economic, legal, and
social fabric of the United States and the world as made it a prism that
filters — and in some cases distorts — our understanding of terrorism.
In fact, obtaining objective data on terrorism is not easy. Thus, on September 12, 2001, the world’s information about terrorism was surprisingly incomplete. There was not then and still is not today a universally
accepted definition of terrorism. No comprehensive, unclassified database on terrorist attacks was available. Few academic researchers were
collecting systematic data on domestic terrorism, despite the fact that
many researchers and policymakers suspected that domestic attacks were
far more common than international ones. No researchers or journalists
could tell us with certainty whether worldwide terrorism was increasing, decreasing, or remaining at the same levels. And while academics
in the social and behavioral sciences were producing research products
of dizzying scope and diversity, studies of terrorism were relatively rare.
While the coordinated attacks of 9/11 are remarkable in terms
of the outsized impact they have had on US history and even world history, other countries have also been disproportionately affected by their
own black swan terrorist events. For example, in recent years we can
think of the major impact that the coordinated attacks on the Madrid commuter train system on March 11, 2004, have had on subsequent policies
in Spain; the impact that the terrorist attacks on the London transportation system on July 7, 2005, have had on politics in the UK; the impact
that the eight coordinated shootings and bombings in November 2008
in Mumbai have had on Indian policies; and the impact that the shooting
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rampage by Anders Breivik in July 2011 is having on the politics of Norway. While we focus especially on the impact of 9/11 in this book, these
and a small number of other terrorist attacks from around the world also
share some of the characteristics of black swan events in that they were
high profile, hard to predict, and outside the realm of normal expectations.
Building a terrorist attack database
On a cloudy afternoon in late November 2001 — just two months
after the 9/11 attacks — the lead author of this book rode the Washington,
DC, Metro from suburban Maryland to the offices of the Pinkerton Global
Intelligence Service (PGIS), located in a tall modern office complex
in Northern Virginia. A graduate student at the University of Maryland
had served in the Air Force and told me that a colleague of his who
worked with PGIS had explained to him that the company had been collecting data on terrorist attacks around the world for nearly three decades
in order to provide risk assessments for its corporate clients; and that it
might be willing to share the information with university researchers.
The PGIS data initially appealed to me because, as a criminologist, I had
spent much of my time examining databases that included archived information on violent deeds: homicides, robberies, rapes. I explained to
administrators at PGIS that I was a university professor and that I thought
many in the research community would be very interested in the data
on terrorism that had been collected by PGIS.

THE INTERNET AND SOCIETY

Study the vocabulary, get ready to define, translate and transcribe the words
from the texts about the Internet and its uses. Then read the texts and answer
the questions below.

Useful vocabulary (in order of appearance)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

carbon footprint
essentials
to pry from
research tool
to be left abject and bereft
community service
to be stripped of
to post blogs/blogger
bigwigs
perfect storm
Malthusian vision of hell
to implode smth. on
leapfrog
energy-sapping component
fair share
bulging multimedia files
rationed threshold
verbose comments
to post away
portable

21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)
35)
36)
37)
38)
39)

to browse\browser
digital content
Internet denier
to launch
technologically literate/
illiterate
sprawling society
Internet bubble
to empower
to imperil
media industries
to pitch the Internet in space
high-speed network
bandwidth
semantic web
to digitize
celestial boundaries
to surf/cruise the net
withdrawal symptoms
clinical disorder
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40) compulsive-impulsive
disorder
41) psychiatry
42) mental disorder
43) basic drives
44) negative repercussions
45) blood clot
46) broadband
47) Internet café
48) public health issues
49) to drop out of school
50) to be resistant to treatment
51) to entail risks
52) relapse (n.)
53) to exhaust emotions on
smth.
54) to spring up
55) to wean smb. off smth.
56) legal issue
57) deviant
58) net junkie
59) to cut back
60) to jeopardize
61) refusenik (check on
the origins of the word)
62) rite of passage
63) unintelligible
64) dial-up connection
65) digital jingle
66) static
67) unlikely algorithm
68) collective memory
69) pre-keypad world
70) to trek up
71) to schlep along
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72)
73)
74)
75)
76)

homepage
e-bandoned
e-solated
predigital tribe
to cater to smb.’s every
whim
77) to rise in social confidence
78) to highlight
79) dot.commery
80) information superhighway
81) application
82) ethereal
83) to get by without smth.
84) to be geared up for smth.
85) to mess about doing smth.
86) technology-phobe
87) escapism
88) Internet-savvy
89) peer (p2p technology and
systems)
90) to set up an email account
91) to get to grips with smth.
92) IT skills
93) to do risk assessments
94) dongle
95) flair for invention
96) artificial intelligence
97) computer science
98) to set up a website
99) outflanking of censors
100) to undertake research
101) to gauge the scale
102) spam (check on the origins
of the word)
103) online identity theft

104) illicit exploitation
105) network
106) spinoff from
107) online privacy
108) alliance
109) to fall under surveillance
110) data haven
111) worm
112) tax haven

113) startup
114) hollow legs
115) booming darknet enterprise
116) to cease operation
117) public online persona
118) electronic panopticon
119) holy grail (figurative
meaning)

Trademarks, names
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

Britain’s Got Talent
YouTube
Twitter
Facebook
iPhone
Android
Skype
Amazon
Flickr

Tesco
Google
NVQ
BT
Warez portal
Kosmix
The Pirate Bay
Mac

Questions
Don’t Take My Internet Away
1) Answer the question the author asks in the first paragraph.
2) Do you agree this kind of punishment would be effective: “perhaps
some criminals should also be stripped of the basic human right to cruise
YouTube, post blogs or send tweets”?
3) What is the footprint of the Internet? What is its impact on world
energy consumption?
4) Is the growing worldwide use of the Internet favouring the environment? Why/why not? Give details.
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What Will the Internet Look Like 40 Years in the Future?
1) What has the Internet changed in our lives?
2) What is its future according to the article? Is it predictable?
Addiction to Internet ‘Is an Illness’
1) What are the arguments for including Internet addiction in the manual of mental disorders? What does it lead to?
2) What are the most striking statistics of Internet addiction consequences?
3) How does the Internet affect addicts’ lives?
4) What do you think makes the Internet so attractive to many?
The Internet and the ‘E-solated’
1) Briefly, describe the world of the beginning of the Internet era and
how the Internet grew.
2) Does the author feel nostalgic discussing the times before the Internet?
3) What is your opinion of this statement: “Most of the subsequent
debate we have had about our online lives has asked whether we are
too much in thrall to the great invention of our age, whether we are
becoming extensions of our keyboards, bloggers not talkers, twitterers
not thinkers”?
4) Define the words e-bandoned and e-solated.
5) What is the life of an Internet refusenik like? Are there any benefits?
6) Roughly, outline the pros and cons of the Internet the author
mentions.
7) What keeps some people away from the Internet?
8) Comment, agree or disagree with this: “Anecdote is the best educator; peers are the best teachers. And, as we all know, after that first
time, there is no looking back”.
9) Get ready to tell the stories of the refuseniks given in the article.
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The Dark Side of the Internet
1) What is freenet? Who stands behind it?
2) What is the dark web/the deep web? What does it conceal?
3) How do the inhabitants and rulers of the deep web take advantage
of average Internet users?
4) What are the dangers of the dark web?
5) How is your privacy in the net affected?
6) How big is the modern Internet? Can it be measured? Give details.

Don’t Take My Internet Away
As the web’s carbon footprint grows exponentially, would you be
willing to sacrifice your posts for the planet?
By Leo Hickman
Which “essential” of modern living — excluding real essentials
such as clean water, sanitation, hospitals, schools, ample food, warm
clothing, etc — would you be least willing to do without? The car?
The dishwasher? The mobile phone? The cheap flight? Face masks?
Britain’s Got Talent?
There’s one thing I can think of that, as Charlton Heston once so
eloquently said of his shotgun, you would have to pry from my cold,
dead hands — the Internet. It’s not an exaggeration to say that I can’t
now imagine life without it. It’s been a constant presence throughout
my working life and I do sometimes genuinely wonder what being,
say, a journalist must have been like without having a research tool
as powerful and immediate as the Internet by your side. Just imagine
it: picking up a telephone and actually ringing someone for information. Or going to the bother of getting your coat and walking down
to the local library.
I think many of us would be left abject and bereft if the Internet was
somehow taken from us. (In addition to, say, 40 hours of community
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service, perhaps some criminals should also be stripped of the basic
human right to cruise YouTube, post blogs or send tweets? I know what
would make me ponder over the impact of my crimes more.)
So, we should have a genuine sense of dread and fear today that
some Internet bigwigs are being quoted as saying that a “perfect storm”
is now threatening the very future of the Internet. The problem, it seems,
is that the Internet is so successful that, like some kind of Malthusian
vision of hell, it could soon implode in on itself, having outstripped all
available energy supplies.
“In an energy-constrained world, we cannot continue to grow
the footprint of the Internet … we need to rein in the energy consumption,” said Subodh Bapat, vice-president at Sun Microsystems. “We need
more data centres, we need more servers. Each server burns more watts
than the previous generation and each watt costs more. If you compound
all of these trends, you have the perfect storm.”
The carbon footprint of the Internet is growing exponentially.
The report says that the Internet is now “leapfrogging other sectors
like the airline industry that are more widely known for their negative
environmental impact”.
One study by Rich Brown, an energy analyst at the Lawrence
Berkeley National Lab in California, commissioned by the US environmental protection agency, suggested that US data centres used
61 bn kilowatt hours of energy in 2006 — 1.5 % of the entire electricity
usage of the US.
Earlier this year, Google caused quite a stir when it revealed that
the carbon footprint of the average Google search was 0.2 grams of carbon dioxide. The amount sounds trivial until you learn that more than
200 m Google searches are made every day globally. Google is now
even considering floating its energy-hungry data centres out at sea so
that it can use wave and tidal power to provide the electricity needed
to run the servers and sea water to help keep them cool. But can such
innovations keep up with growing demand? (YouTube is, apparently,
one of the most energy-sapping components of the Internet so God only
knows what the carbon footprint of Susan Boyle’s popular little turn is
now that it’s reached the “100 million views” landmark?)
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Might we now have to ration our use of the Internet to ensure its very
survival? If so, what would be considering a fair share of the Internet?
Thirty minutes of browsing a day per person? Fifty megs of download
a day? Just as we are being asked to “do our bit” for the environment by
flying less, using public transport more, eating less meat and the like,
might we now be asked to download fewer bulging multimedia files? Or
pay more for the privilege once we pass our rationed threshold? Might Cif
editors start deleting overly verbose comments to cut Comment is free‘s
electricity bill and, thus, lower its burgeoning environmental impact?
So, if you want the Internet — and humanity itself no less — to survive, you can do your bit by not posting a comment below. If, however,
you want to see the flames of environmental fury tear across the surface
of our planet, then post away. But on your head be it.

What Will the Internet Look Like
40 Years in the Future?
Websites are old hat, everything is portable and we’ll be able to
browse space. The Guardian director of digital content imagines our
online life in 2049.
By Emily Bell
Microsoft’s Bill Gates was an early “Internet denier” before the company launched its Internet Explorer browser.
In 1995 I was part of a press party that was flown out to Microsoft,
where a rueful executive told us, “I’m in charge of the product that Bill
Gates said would never happen.” It was the launch of Microsoft’s first
web browser, Internet Explorer. Gates, the richest and most powerful
chief executive in the world — and a highly technologically literate one at
that — had been an “Internet denier” in terms of its transformative nature.
For me there were two memorable aspects of that trip; one was an audience with Gates, with his customary homecut hair and stained shirt. He
told the press, “If you can imagine something that might happen technologically, it will probably happen in the next 10 years; if you can’t imagine
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it, it might take a generation.” The other was an Internet Explorer T-shirt,
which I wore throughout an extended labour two years later. At the time
it was an apt metaphor for any kind of technical project delivery.
Forecasting the future of the Internet is a horrible business, even
in the short term. Those who can do it most successfully are among
the richest people on the planet. Being asked what the Internet will look
like in four years’ time is a stretch. Being asked what it will look like
in 40 years is bewildering.
So many early predictions about the Internet and world wide web
turned out to be wrong. It was going to be a goldmine with limited use —
in fact, it has turned out to be almost the exact opposite: a sprawling
society, rather than a market, with unlimited use.
Every forecast about the future of the Internet has, more or less, turned
out either to be an outrageous underestimate or a hopeless overestimate.
The Internet “bubble” that burst in 2000 was concrete monetary proof
of this, as was the rise of Google as a service that would empower everybody and imperil the world’s media industries.
Last year Google’s Vint Cerf, commonly dubbed the “father of the Internet”, visited the Guardian. When asked what he thought the future
of the Internet would look like, he became very animated and started to
talk about building the Internet “out into space”. Under Gates’s rule, this
pitches the Internet in space as a 30-year project.
What is commonly acknowledged in circles who spend all their time
thinking about the Internet is that we are starting another wave of major
development — this time powered by a general growth in high-speed
network and bandwidth, and the proliferation of new devices that make
everything portable. That “everything” includes your identity, your location, your ability to make and transmit and receive stuff instantaneously
from your friends, or the world. Tim Berners-Lee, the creator of the world
wide web, is engaged now in the “semantic web”, which will give us
the ability to find and link everything digitised far more easily and quickly.
Indeed, many think the concept of “websites” is already old hat, as we
move into a cloudy world of surreal capability.
If you have an iPhone or an Android, or any of the new generation
of “things that fit in a pocket”, which are set to replace mobile phones,
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then you will know how this might start to change the Internet and
how people use it. “The technology is changing and people are staying
the same,” a wise developer suggested to me when I raised the prospect
of the Internet at 80 not 40.
We might, however, be on the brink of an age where Internet technology does indeed change many aspects of our lives: engagement
in politics, constructing and conducting relationships, culture, knowledge.
The dizzying prospect is that everyone is potentially part of the network,
rather than on the receiving end. And who knows, Cerf could be right.
In 40 years, the Internet might stretch across celestial boundaries. A case
of ET Skype home.

Addiction to Internet ‘Is an Illness’
New evidence shows that heavy users suffer isolation, fatigue and
withdrawal symptoms.
By David Smith, technology correspondent
Tense? Angry? Can’t get online? Internet addiction is now a serious public health issue that should be officially recognised as a clinical
disorder, according to a leading psychiatrist.
Excessive gaming, viewing online pornography, emailing and text
messaging have been identified as causes of a compulsive-impulsive disorder by Dr Jerald Block, author of an editorial for the respected American
Journal of Psychiatry. Block argues that the disorder is now so common
that it merits inclusion in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, the profession’s primary resource to categorise and diagnose
mental illnesses. He says Internet addiction has four main components:
• Excessive use, often associated with a loss of sense of time or
a neglect of basic drives;
• Withdrawal, including feelings of anger, tension and/or depression
when the computer is inaccessible;
• The need for better computers, more software, or more hours of use;
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• Negative repercussions, including arguments, lying, poor achievement, social isolation and fatigue.
A primary case study is South Korea, which has the greatest use
of broadband in the world. Block points out that 10 people died from
blood clots from remaining seated for long periods in Internet cafes and
another was murdered because of an online game. Their country now
“considers Internet addiction one of its most serious public health issues”.
The government estimates that around 210,000 South Korean children
are affected and in need of treatment, of whom 80 per cent might need
drugs targeting the brain and nearly a quarter could need to go to hospital.
Since the average high school pupil there spends about 23 hours per week
gaming, Block notes, another 1.2 million are believed to be at risk of addiction and require basic counselling. There has been alarm over a rising
number of addicts dropping out of school or quitting their jobs to spend
more time on computers. In China it has been reported that 13.7 per cent
of adolescent Internet users, about 10 million, could be considered addicts.
Block, a psychiatrist at the Oregon Health & Science University
in Portland, writes that the extent of the disorder is more difficult to estimate in America because people tend to surf at home instead of in Internet
cafes. But he believes there are similar cases, concluding: “Unfortunately
Internet addiction is resistant to treatment, entails significant risks and has
high relapse rates.” He told The Observer that he did not believe specific
websites were responsible. “The relationship is with the computer,” he
said. “First, it becomes a significant other to them. Second, they exhaust
emotions that they could experience in the real world on the computer,
through any number of mechanisms: emailing, gaming, porn. Third, computer use occupies a tremendous amount of time in their life. Then if you
try to cut the cord in a very abrupt fashion, they’ve lost essentially their
best friend. That can take the form of depression or rage.”
Harry Husted, a single 51-year-old from New York, spends 16 hours
a day on the Internet. He insists that he is not addicted, but admits that
he used to be. “I used to work with computers for eight hours, then get
home and go online for seven hours. I would stay up till two or three
in the morning until I got so sleepy I had to go to bed. I wouldn’t go
out to get the groceries and I couldn’t have cared less about friends, TV,
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anything. After a while I realised what was happening and did something
about it. Now if I use MySpace it’s only to advertise my business.”
Internet addiction clinics have sprung up around the world in an attempt to wean people off their need for a fix. Many people have turned,
apparently without irony, to web discussion boards with names such
as Internet Addicts Anonymous. The Centre for Internet Addiction Recovery in Bradford, Pennsylvania, says Internet addiction has become
a growing legal issue in criminal, divorce and employment cases. It
offers a consultation service to lawyers that includes “assessing the role
of electronic anonymity in the development of deviant, deceptive and
illegal sexual online activities”.
Robert Freedman, editor of the American Journal of Psychiatry, said
expressions of the addiction could be diverse. “In Korea, it seems to be
primarily gaming sites. In America, it seems to be Facebook. It’s porn, it’s
games, it’s gambling, it’s chatting with friends. All these things existed
before, but now they’re a lot easier.”
To beat the addiction, he advised: “A self-help group might be a place
to start. Maybe replace an online group with a real one.”
Are you a net junkie?* If you answer “yes” to five or more of these
questions, you may have an Internet addiction.
• Do you feel preoccupied with the Internet? (Think about your online
activity or anticipate your next online session.)
• Do you need increasing amounts of time on the net in order to
achieve satisfaction?
• Have you repeatedly made unsuccessful efforts to control, cut back
or stop Internet use?
• Do you feel restless, moody, depressed, or irritable when attempting
to cut down or stop Internet use?
• Do you stay online longer than originally intended?
• Have you jeopardised or risked the loss of a significant relationship,
job, educational or career opportunity because of the Internet?
* Source: Centre for Internet Addiction Recovery www.netaddiction.com
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• Have you lied to family members, a therapist or others to conceal
the extent of your involvement with the Internet?
• Do you use it to escape from problems (eg, feelings of helplessness,
guilt, anxiety, depression)?

The Internet and the ‘E-solated’
A decade ago most of us had never used the Internet — now we can’t
imagine life without it. Actually, some of us can: there are 10 million
people in the UK still without a connection. Are they, Tim Adams asks,
losing out economically and culturally? Below, we ask four web refuseniks to go online to see how their lives would change.
The Observer, Sunday 25, October 2009

Tim Adams

Builder and former Internet refusenik Russ Flaherty with his new
laptop, Sheffield (see interview below).
Do you remember your first time — the trepidation, the expectation,
the rite of passage? Mine was in 1997 — “things can only get better” —
opening up the heavy black Mac Powerbook I’d just unwrapped, going
through the unintelligible process of account creation with a patient BT
support desk, plugging in various fat cables and listening as the dialup connection went through its slow motions: the little digital jingle
of the phone number and then the long expectant screech and babble
of static as your machine attempted to connect, an electric chatter in which
I could imagine — that first time — I heard all the world’s voices talking
to one another, the ultimate party line. It was, I guess, the closest most
of my generation came to tuning in and turning on. This was seven years
before Facebook, eight before YouTube. Amazon was still a river in south
America, Google was an unlikely algorithm in the minds of Sergey Brin
and Larry Page, which they were then thinking of calling “BackRub”.
In the dozen years since — can that really be all it is? — it has
become harder and harder to imagine the world without the Internet. It
fast became our marketplace and our playground, our library and our
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collective memory. Sitting here, in front of my screen, as usual, I find
it genuinely difficult to imagine my own pre-1997, pre-keypad world.
What on earth did I do with my time? Researching a story as a journalist routinely involved trekking up to the newspaper library in Colindale,
an obscure corner of north London, and poring over microfiche of old
newspapers; finding a job or a place to live or a holiday might have meant
catching a bus and then schlepping along the high street and peering
at pieces of cardboard in shop windows. Correspondence required addresses and yours faithfullys and a hunt for envelopes and second-class
stamps. A foreign country.
Most of the subsequent debate we have had about our online lives
has asked whether we are too much in thrall to the great invention of our
age, whether we are becoming extensions of our keyboards, bloggers
not talkers, twitterers not thinkers. In all of this chatter, though, it is easy
to forget one startling fact: there are, in 2009, 10 million people in the UK
who have never gone online, who would not recognise a homepage or
a bookmark, for whom http and www are still weird unknowns; they
are, to use the inevitable coinages, the e-bandoned and e-solated, a predigital tribe.
This one-in-six population might have avoided the addictions
of browsing and the despond of “you have no new mail” but they are
also increasingly excluded from the opportunities and conversations
of the world. A quick Google search is enough to provide plenty of vital
statistics to support this observation. There are, for a start, the balder
economic figures: those who shop online and pay their bills through
the Internet, make “average savings of £560 a year”; the 1.6 million children in Britain who do not use the Internet would increase their lifetime
earnings by a collective £10.8 bn were they to log on tomorrow; currently
unemployed people who learn to find their way in the virtual world will
on average increase their lifetime earnings by more than £12,000; if
everyone was connected the Treasury would make overnight efficiencies
of £1.77 bn, and so on — the web never runs short of statistics.
It is not just for these kinds of reasons, however, that some governments are suggesting that broadband connections must be a right and not
a privilege (Finland, last week, was the first to make that commitment
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to its citizens). There are also more intangible benefits. Since its widespread adoption, the Internet has often been charged with increasing
alienation in society, making each of us self-absorbed in an abstracted
world wide web which caters to our every whim. A good deal of recent
research, however, suggests that the converse is true. Technology has
the ability to create links that societies increasingly lack.
Access to the Internet, and the ability to navigate the web has, for
example, been shown to produce a significant rise in social confidence
among 60 per cent of those who had previously been excluded, while
in recent studies of Internet usage among individuals who considered
themselves to be depressed, “feelings of loneliness” decreased in 80 per
cent of cases once people got online, and depressive symptoms were
“cured” in 20 per cent of cases. Virtual conversations and interactions
are now widely argued to be just as important as “real world” encounters
in making people feel attached to a community, or part of a network.
Among the 10 million people in Britain who have never used
the Internet are about 4 million whom we think of as being excluded
from society in other ways also: through poverty and an absence of support, or because of disability or old age. The government’s “champion”
of these people, at least in digital terms, is Martha Lane Fox, who did
as much as anyone to popularise the first wave of dot.commery. Having spent several subsequent years, the first of them in hospitalised
isolation, recovering from a near-fatal car accident, she also had some
experience of what it feels like to be disconnected from the world.
Her brief is to highlight the ways in which the Internet can enhance
lives and to try to provide a focus for the many schemes that attempt
to bring the information superhighway to the people and places from
which it seems most remote.
Her job began, she suggests to me, with the vague notion that “you
might begin to solve some aspects of the knottier social problems with
a mobile phone application” and went on from there. It all comes down
to educating the e-bandoned in the possibilities of a computer, and after
that, the hope is that all sorts of other connections will start to form. (There
is some research to suggest that these beneficial connections might be
physical as well as ethereal: a report from the UCLA medical centre last
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week concluded that older adults who learn to use the Internet to search
for information experience a surge of activity in “key decision-making
and reasoning centres of the brain, increasing cognitive processes and
slowing the decline in brain function”.)
It is often fear, however, as much as absence of opportunity that
holds people back. “It is,” Lane Fox suggests, “so easy for most of us
to sit here and take the functions of a computer for granted, but for many
people they are still entirely alien.” One of the most common reactions
she sees among those who experience connectedness for the first time
is a paralysing anxiety. It’s always, “Why do you press the start button
to turn it off?” or, “What on earth do ‘alt’ and ‘ctrl’ mean?” In the end it
always takes some kind of personal connection to get people going, an
insight into a hobby — a gardener’s page, say — or the ability to find
local history or family records.
You have to make the encounter an emotional one, Lane Fox suggests, “whether it is looking at photographs of grandchildren on Flickr or
realising that Tesco will deliver your groceries to your door.” Anecdote
is the best educator; peers are the best teachers. And, as we all know,
after that first time, there is no looking back.
Four refuseniks go online for the first time…
The Builder: Russ Flaherty, 32, Sheffield
Builder Russ Flaherty with his new laptop, Sheffield.
Russ Flaherty’s girlfriend must be relieved that he’s finally familiarised himself with the Internet: up until now she has, as he puts it,
“sorted it all out”.
“To be fair,” he admits, “I’m a bit lazy really. But obviously it’s got
to the stage now where I need to do it myself.” His work as a builder
has meant he didn’t have much cause to use the Internet. But recently he
started his own business and realised that it was impossible to get by without
it. “Everything’s online now, isn’t it? Your bills, your account, your tax
and everything. It’s all geared up for it.”
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The first thing he did online was look for a van: “You can compare
prices so it saves time and everything’s there for you to see so you don’t
have to mess about visiting garages.” More recently, he’s been designing flyers online for his business and looking up resorts in Bulgaria for
a skiing holiday at Christmas. Now, he says, “whenever I need anything
or want anything [the Internet’s] the first place I’ll go.”
Does he wish he’d got online earlier? “Yeah because you feel like
you’re behind the times. It’s like with Facebook, all my friends are on
it and I used to think ‘bloody hell, haven’t you got anything better to
do?’ but it’s an addiction isn’t it, once you start it you’re there.” So has
the Internet changed his life? “It’s helped,” he laughs, “put it that way!”
The single dad: Pete Tayor, 48, full-time carer, Bristol
Pete Taylor at home in Bristol. He was helped to get on to the Internet
by the South Bristol Digital Neighbourhoods Programme.
Joining Facebook was a priority for single-parent Pete Taylor when
he went online for the first time last week. As a full-time carer for his
27-year-old son Russell, who suffers with a rare terminal illness, adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD), he’s found that his “social life has gone out
of the window. But since I put myself on Facebook, people I haven’t
seen for over 20 years are now phoning me up, I’ve met new friends
and can arrange dates. It sounds daft but [having the Internet] gives you
something to look forward to.”
He’s a self-confessed technology-phobe but in less than a week has
learnt how to post items online: “I don’t mess about! I’ve already stuck
pictures of a recent weekend at Butlins on Facebook.”
In addition to enjoying the “bit of escapism” which the socialnetworking aspects of the web offer, Pete has also been using it to help
with his caring responsibilities and has joined online ALD support
groups. “There’s no cure for Russ’s illness and it’s really rare but now I
can stay in touch with other people in the same boat, share advice,” he
explains. “Every day I keep thinking of things I can do online to make
my life easier. If I get a letter from the hospital, for instance, I can just
reply by email. I’ve even been shopping online. I need to buy a bed and
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was about to put my coat on and run around the shops when I thought
‘Hang about, I’ve got a computer here.’”
Pete had been considering getting the Internet installed for a while
but feared it would be complicated and expensive. So when a local
initiative, the Knowle West Web Project funded by Bristol city council,
offered him a free computer, wireless and training he was delighted. “It
was a lucky day, to say the least. I’ll be on the Internet every day now.
It’s already a necessity.”
The grandmother: Caroline Williams, 79, retired, Guildford
79 year old Caroline Williams at home in Guildford with her laptop.
Juggling fitness classes, choir practice, collecting grandchildren
from school and visiting family across the UK, until last week Caroline
Williams had the hectic lifestyle of a teenager, minus the Internet habit.
“I’d been resisting going online for years, I’m so busy and just thought,
well I’ve done without it for 79 years!”
But after some coaxing from her four Internet-savvy children and
grandchildren and a laptop donated by her daughter, she’s now online
and has completed two training sessions at her local Age Concern centre,
which, together with Help the Aged, is running national online training
programmes. She’s found it a good learning environment for a nervous
beginner: “The volunteers are all retired people who’ve learnt to use
computers so they’re very comforting and helpful. It’s ridiculous I’ve
put it off so long because it’s really easy.”
Keen to facilitate her regular cross-country visits to family, Caroline
has so far mastered buying cut-price train tickets online and finding maps,
“My oldest granddaughter has just started at Royal Holloway college
and I wanted to go and take her out for lunch. I was able to find a map
of her local area online and which trains and buses went there.” She’s
already planning her next steps: “An email account is the next job. I also
listen a lot to Radio 4 and often miss bits of programmes so I want to
learn to use ‘listen again’ online.” Would she say that her family have
successfully converted her to the Internet then? “Oh yes, I can see it will
be jolly useful. I hope I don’t get addicted to it!”
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The young person: Anthony Fisher, 20, student, Sunderland
Anthony Fisher, who has just started using the Internet thanks to
the Pennywell Youth Project, Sunderland.
Up until last week Anthony hadn’t sent an email, which, for a 20-yearold, certainly puts him in a minority among his peers. He explains that
the Internet has, “sort of gone over my head the past couple of years,
probably just because of confidence”. Now, though, staff at Pennywell
Youth Project, where Anthony volunteers and is training to be a youth
worker, have helped him set up an email account and get to grips with
Google, YouTube and the rest.
“I thought it was about time I started learning,” he admits. “It was
holding me back quite a lot because as a youth worker you need to have
IT skills so you can plan trips and do risk assessments and that sort
of thing.” And other than a “few glitches with the dongle” he says he’s
been “sort of 70 % OK”. Getting lost seems to account for the other
30 %: “The Internet’s such a big place so if you type in the wrong thing
you get on to a whole different site.”
Though it’s already proved useful in terms of research for his NVQ
in youth work, the possibilities for fun haven’t eluded Anthony either:
his best online find so far is an episode of CSI on YouTube that hasn’t
aired yet here. “I’d definitely say I’ve been missing out,” he says. “This
has opened up a whole new world really.” So will he be introducing any
friends to YouTube and the rest? “Yeah, the two I’ve got left who aren’t
online!”
Interviews by Hermione Hoby and Imogen Carter
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The Dark Side of the Internet
In the “deep web”, Freenet software allows users complete anonymity
as they share viruses, criminal contacts and child pornography.
By Andy Beckett
Freenet means controversial information does not need to be stored
in physical data havens such as this one, Sealand.
Fourteen years ago, a pasty Irish teenager with a flair for inventions
arrived at Edinburgh University to study artificial intelligence and computer science. For his thesis project, Ian Clarke created “a Distributed,
Decentralised Information Storage and Retrieval System”, or, as a less
precise person might put it, a revolutionary new way for people to use
the Internet without detection. By downloading Clarke’s software, which
he intended to distribute for free, anyone could chat online, or read or set
up a website, or share files, with almost complete anonymity.
“It seemed so obvious that that was what the net was supposed to
be about — freedom to communicate,” Clarke says now. “But [back
then] in the late 90s that simply wasn’t the case. The Internet could be
monitored more quickly, more comprehensively, more cheaply than more
old-fashioned communications systems like the mail.” His pioneering
software was intended to change that.
His tutors were not bowled over. “I would say the response was a bit
lukewarm. They gave me a B. They thought the project was a bit wacky
… they said, ‘You didn’t cite enough prior work.’”
Undaunted, in 2000 Clarke publicly released his software, now more
appealingly called Freenet. Nine years on, he has lost count of how many
people are using it: “At least 2m copies have been downloaded from
the website, primarily in Europe and the US. The website is blocked
in [authoritarian] countries like China so there, people tend to get Freenet
from friends.” Last year Clarke produced an improved version: it hides
not only the identities of Freenet users but also, in any online environment, the fact that someone is using Freenet at all.
Installing the software takes barely a couple of minutes and requires
minimal computer skills. You find the Freenet website, read a few terse
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instructions, and answer a few questions (“How much security do you
need?” … “NORMAL: I live in a relatively free country” or “MAXIMUM: I intend to access information that could get me arrested, imprisoned, or worse”). Then you enter a previously hidden online world.
In utilitarian type and bald capsule descriptions, an official Freenet
index lists the hundreds of “freesites” available: “Iran News”, “Horny
Kate”, “The Terrorist’s Handbook: a Practical Guide to Explosives and
Other Things of Interests to Terrorists”, “How To Spot a Pedophile [sic]”,
“Freenet Warez Portal: the Source for Pirate Copies of Books, Games,
Movies, Music, Software, TV Series and More”, “Arson Around With
Auntie: a How-To Guide on Arson Attacks for Animal Rights Activists”.
There is material written in Russian, Spanish, Dutch, Polish and Italian.
There is English-language material from America and Thailand, from
Argentina and Japan. There are disconcerting blogs (“Welcome to my
first Freenet site. I’m not here because of kiddie porn … [but] I might
post some images of naked women”) and legally dubious political revelations. There is all the teeming life of the everyday Internet, but rendered
a little stranger and more intense. One of the Freenet bloggers sums up
the difference: “If you’re reading this now, then you’re on the darkweb.”
The modern Internet is often thought of as a miracle of openness — its
global reach, its outflanking of censors, its seemingly all-seeing search
engines. “Many many users think that when they search on Google they’re
getting all the web pages,” says Anand Rajaraman, co-founder of Kosmix,
one of a new generation of post-Google search engine companies. But
Rajaraman knows different. “I think it’s a very small fraction of the deep
web which search engines are bringing to the surface. I don’t know, to
be honest, what fraction. No one has a really good estimate of how big
the deep web is. Five hundred times as big as the surface web is the only
estimate I know.”
Unfathomable and Mysterious
“The darkweb”; “the deep web”; beneath “the surface web” —
the metaphors alone make the Internet feel suddenly more unfathomable and mysterious. Other terms circulate among those in the know:
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“darknet”, “invisible web”, “dark address space”, “murky address space”,
“dirty address space”. Not all these phrases mean the same thing. While
a “darknet” is an online network such as Freenet that is concealed from
non-users, with all the potential for transgressive behaviour that implies,
much of “the deep web”, spooky as it sounds, consists of unremarkable
consumer and research data that is beyond the reach of search engines.
“Dark address space” often refers to Internet addresses that, for purely
technical reasons, have simply stopped working.
And yet, in a sense, they are all part of the same picture: beyond
the confines of most people’s online lives, there is a vast other Internet
out there, used by millions but largely ignored by the media and properly
understood by only a few computer scientists. How was it created? What
exactly happens in it? And does it represent the future of life online or
the past?
Michael K. Bergman, an American academic and entrepreneur, is
one of the foremost authorities on this other Internet. In the late 90s he
undertook research to try to gauge its scale. “I remember saying to my
staff, ‘It’s probably two or three times bigger than the regular web,” he
remembers. “But the vastness of the deep web ... completely took my
breath away. We kept turning over rocks and discovering things.”
In 2001 he published a paper on the deep web that is still regularly
cited today. “The deep web is currently 400 to 550 times larger than
the commonly defined world wide web,” he wrote. “The deep web
is the fastest growing category of new information on the Internet …
The value of deep web content is immeasurable … Internet searches are
searching only 0.03 % … of the [total web] pages available.”
In the eight years since, use of the Internet has been utterly transformed in many ways, but improvements in search technology by Google,
Kosmix and others have only begun to plumb the deep web. “A hidden
web [search] engine that’s going to have everything — that’s not quite
practical,” says Professor Juliana Freire of the University of Utah, who
is leading a deep web search project called Deep Peep. “It’s not actually
feasible to index the whole deep web. There’s just too much data.”
But sheer scale is not the only problem. “When we’ve crawled
[searched] several sites, we’ve gotten blocked,” says Freire. “You can
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actually come up with ways that make it impossible for anyone [searching] to grab all your data.” Sometimes the motivation is commercial —
“people have spent a lot of time and money building, say, a database
of used cars for sale, and don’t want you to be able to copy their site”;
and sometimes privacy is sought for other reasons. “There’s a wellknown crime syndicate called the Russian Business Network (RBN),”
says Craig Labovitz, chief scientist at Arbor Networks, a leading online
security firm, “and they’re always jumping around the Internet, grabbing
bits of [disused] address space, sending out millions of spam emails from
there, and then quickly disconnecting.”
The RBN also rents temporary websites to other criminals for online
identity theft, child pornography and releasing computer viruses. The Internet has been infamous for such activities for decades; what has been
less understood until recently was how the increasingly complex geography of the Internet has aided them. “In 2000 dark and murky address
space was a bit of a novelty,” says Labovitz. “This is now an entrenched
part of the daily life of the Internet.” Defunct online companies; technical errors and failures; disputes between Internet service providers;
abandoned addresses once used by the US military in the earliest days
of the Internet — all these have left the online landscape scattered with
derelict or forgotten properties, perfect for illicit exploitation, sometimes
for only a few seconds before they are returned to disuse. How easy is it
to take over a dark address? “I don’t think my mother could do it,” says
Labovitz. “But it just takes a PC and a connection. The Internet has been
largely built on trust.”
Open or Closed?
In fact, the Internet has always been driven as much by a desire for
secrecy as a desire for transparency. The network was the joint creation
of the US defence department and the American counterculture —
the WELL, one of the first and most influential online communities, was
a spinoff from hippy bible the Whole Earth Catalog — and both groups
had reasons to build hidden or semi-hidden online environments as well
as open ones. “Strong encryption [code-writing] developed in parallel
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with the Internet,” says Danny O’Brien, an activist with the Electronic
Frontier Foundation, a long-established pressure group for online privacy.
There are still secretive parts of the Internet where this unlikely alliance between hairy libertarians and the cloak-and-dagger military endures. The Onion Router, or Tor, is an American volunteer-run project that
offers free software to those seeking anonymous online communication,
like a more respectable version of Freenet. Tor’s users, according to its
website, include US secret service “field agents” and “law enforcement
officers ... Tor allows officials to surf questionable websites and services
without leaving tell-tale tracks,” but also “activists and whistleblowers”,
for example “environmental groups [who] are increasingly falling under
surveillance in the US under laws meant to protect against terrorism”. Tor,
in short, is used both by the American state and by some of its fiercest
opponents. On the hidden Internet, political life can be as labyrinthine
as in a novel by Thomas Pynchon.
The Hollow Legs of Sealand
The often furtive, anarchic quality of life online struck some observers decades ago. In 1975, only half a dozen years after the Internet
was created, the science-fiction author John Brunner wrote of “so many
worms and counter-worms loose in the data-net” in his influential novel
The Shockwave Rider. By the 80s “data havens”, at first physical then
online locations where sensitive computerised information could be
concealed, were established in discreet jurisdictions such as Caribbean
tax havens. In 2000 an American Internet startup called HavenCo set up
a much more provocative data haven, in a former second world war sea
fort just outside British territorial waters off the Suffolk coast, which
since the 60s had housed an eccentric independent “principality” called
Sealand. HavenCo announced that it would store any data unless it concerned terrorism or child pornography, on servers built into the hollow
legs of Sealand as they extended beneath the waves. A better metaphor
for the hidden depths of the Internet was hard to imagine.
In 2007 the highly successful Swedish filesharing website The Pirate Bay — the downloading of music and films for free being another
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booming darknet enterprise — announced its intention to buy Sealand.
The plan has come to nothing so far, and last year it was reported that
HavenCo had ceased operation, but in truth the need for physical data
havens is probably diminishing. Services such as Tor and Freenet perform
the same function electronically; and in a sense, even the “open” Internet,
as online privacy-seekers sometimes slightly contemptuously refer to it,
has increasingly become a place for concealment: people posting and
blogging under pseudonyms, people walling off their online lives from
prying eyes on social networking websites.
“The more people do everything online, the more there’s going to
be bits of your life that you don’t want to be part of your public online
persona,” says O’Brien. A spokesman for the Police Central e-crime
Unit [PCeU] at the Metropolitan Police points out that many Internet
secrets hide in plain sight: “A lot of Internet criminal activity is on
online forums that are not hidden, you just have to know where to find
them. Like paedophile websites: people who use them might go to an
innocent-looking website with a picture of flowers, click on the 18th
flower, arrive on another innocent-looking website, click something
there, and so on.” The paedophile ring convicted this autumn and currently awaiting sentence for offences involving Little Ted’s nursery
in Plymouth met on Facebook. Such secret criminal networks are not
purely a product of the digital age: codes and slang and pathways
known only to initiates were granting access to illicit worlds long
before the Internet.
To libertarians such as O’Brien and Clarke the hidden Internet, however you define it, is constantly under threat from restrictive governments
and corporations. Its freedoms, they say, must be defended absolutely.
“Child pornography does exist on Freenet,” says Clarke. “But it exists
all over the web, in the post ... At Freenet we could establish a virus to
destroy any child pornography on Freenet — we could implement that
technically. But then whoever has the key [to that filtering software]
becomes a target. Suddenly we’d start getting served copyright notices;
anything suspect on Freenet, we’d get pressure to shut it down. To modify
Freenet would be the end of Freenet.”
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Always Recorded
According to the police, for criminal users of services such as Freenet,
the end is coming anyway. The PCeU spokesman says, “The anonymity things, there are ways to get round them, and we do get round them.
When you use the Internet, something’s always recorded somewhere.
It’s a question of identifying who is holding that information.” Don’t
the police find their investigations obstructed by the libertarian culture
of so much life online? “No, people tend to be co-operative.”
The Internet, for all its anarchy, is becoming steadily more commercialised; as Internet service providers, for example, become larger and
more profit-driven, the spokesman suggests, it is increasingly in their
interests to accept a degree of policing. “There has been an increasing
centralisation,” Ian Clarke acknowledges regretfully.
Meanwhile the search engine companies are restlessly looking for
paths into the deep web and the other sections of the Internet currently
denied to them. “There’s a deep implication for privacy,” says Anand
Rajaraman of Kosmix. “Tonnes and tonnes of stuff out there on the deep
web has what I call security through obscurity. But security through obscurity is actually a false security. You [the average Internet user] can’t
find something, but the bad guys can find it if they try hard enough.”
As Kosmix and other search engines improve, he says, they will make
the Internet truly transparent: “You will be on the same level playing
field as the bad guys.” The Internet as a sort of electronic panopticon,
everything on it unforgivingly visible and retrievable — suddenly its
current murky depths seem in some ways preferable.
Ten years ago Tim Berners-Lee, the British computer scientist
credited with inventing the web, wrote: “I have a dream for the web
in which computers become capable of analysing all the data on
the web — the content, links, and transactions between people …
A ‘Semantic Web’, which should make this possible, has yet to emerge,
but when it does, the day-to-day mechanisms of trade, bureaucracy
and our daily lives will be handled by machines talking to machines.”
Yet this “semantic web” remains the stuff of knotty computer science
papers rather than a reality.
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“It’s really been the holy grail for 30 years,” says Bergman. One obstacle, he continues, is that the Internet continues to expand in unpredictable and messy surges. “The boundaries of what the web is have become
much more blurred. Is Twitter part of the web or part of something else?
Now the web, in a sense, is just everything. In 1998, the NEC laboratory
at Princeton published a paper on the size of the Internet. Who could
get something like that published now? You can’t talk about how big
the Internet is. Because what is the metric?”
Gold Rush
It seems likely that the Internet will remain in its Gold Rush phase
for some time yet. And in the crevices and corners of its slightly throwntogether structures, darknets and other private online environments will
continue to flourish. They can be inspiring places to spend time in, full
of dissidents and eccentrics and the Internet’s original freewheeling spirit.
But a darknet is not always somewhere for the squeamish.
On Freenet, there is a currently a “freesite” which makes allegations
against supposed paedophiles, complete with names, photographs, extensive details of their lives online, and partial home addresses. In much
smaller type underneath runs the disclaimer: “The material contained
in this freesite is hearsay ... It is not admissable in court proceedings and
would certainly not reach the burden of proof requirement of a criminal
trial.” For the time being, when I’m wandering around online, I may
stick to Google.

Пример
итоговой контрольной работы
по разделу

1. Transcribe and translate the words below.
1) carbon monoxide
2) atmosphere
3) an increase in greenhouse
gases concentration
4) sewage
5) herbicides
6) organization
7) nitrous oxide

08)
09)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

Celsius
geyser
biodegradable
drought
fungus-fungi
radiation
endangered
species (2 variants)

2. Define the words and expressions (in English).
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

the greenhouse effect
fossil fuels
unleaded petrol
CFCs
wildlife
sustainable development

07)
08)
09)
10)
11)
12)

ice caps
biodegradable packaging
habitat
rain forest
conservation
to poach

3. Translate the following articles.
Снижение концентрации СО2 позволит
замедлить рост уровня воды в океане
МОСКВА, 24 авг. — РИА Новости. Ни одна из концепций
геоинженерии — комплекса мер по активному изменению клима
тических условий на планете — не позволит избежать существенного
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подъема уровня воды в морях и океанах к концу этого столетия
из-за потепления климата, сообщается в статье исследователей,
опубликованной в Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
По мнению ученых, единственной мерой, которая позволит
сначала замедлить рост уровня воды в мировом океане, а затем
направить его вспять, является резкое снижение атмосферной
концентрации СО2, например, за счет закачки его в подземные
резервуары. В противном случае территории многих прибрежных
стран практически обречены на затопление.
Ученые выяснили, что распыление в верхних слоях атмосфе
ры сульфатных аэрозолей, которые блокируют солнечные лучи и
сокращают таким образом поступающую на Землю энергию от
Солнца, позволит сократить рост уровня моря к 2100 году с 1,1
метра до 0,8. При этом скорость роста уровня воды не замедлится.
Такого же невысокого результата можно добиться с помощью так
называемых космических зеркал — выведенных на околоземную
орбиту огромных панелей, отражающих солнечный свет.
Несколько лучших результатов можно добиться, если широкое
распространение получат различные виды биотоплива, однако их
использование должно сопровождаться массовой закачкой СО2
в подземные хранилища. В этом случае рост уровня океана к 2100
году составит всего 0,3 метра, причем к началу XXII века его рост
сменится снижением.
4. Write up to 100 words and express your attitude to:
1) The activity to green parties in Russia and your desire / lack
thereof to join in.
2) Space waste / space junk. We are starting to clog up space too, or
at least that slither of it regularly visited by rockets, satellites and space
stations: where will it all end?
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